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Abstract
We establish a surface order large deviation estimate for the magnetisation of low
temperature φ43. As a byproduct, we obtain a decay of spectral gap for its Glauber
dynamics given by the φ43 singular stochastic PDE. Our main technical contributions
are contour bounds for φ43, which extends 2D results by Glimm, Jaffe, and Spencer
[GJS75]. We adapt an argument by Bodineau, Velenik, and Ioffe [BIV00] to use these
contour bounds to study phase segregation. The main challenge to obtain the contour
bounds is to handle the ultraviolet divergences of φ43 whilst preserving the structure
of the low temperature potential. To do this, we build on the variational approach to
ultraviolet stability for φ43 developed recently by Barashkov and Gubinelli [BG19].
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1 Introduction
We study the behaviour of the average magnetisation
mN pφq “ 1
N3
ż
TN
φpxqdx
for fields φ distributed according to the measure νβ,N with formal density
dνβ,N pφq9 exp
´
´
ż
TN
Vβpφpxqq ` 1
2
|∇φpxq|2dx
¯ ź
xPTN
dφpxq (1.1)
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Introduction 2
in the infinite volume limit N Ñ 8. Above, TN “ pR{NZq3 is the 3D torus of
sidelength N P N, śxPTN dφpxq is the (non-existent) Lebesgue measure on fields
φ : TN Ñ R, β ą 0 is the inverse temperature, and Vβ : R Ñ R is the symmetric
double-well potential given by Vβpaq “ 1β pa2 ´ βq2 for a P R.
νβ,N is a finite volume approximation of a φ43 Euclidean quantum field theory
[Gli68, GJ73, FO76]. Its construction, first in finite volumes and later in infinite volume,
was a major achievement of the constructive field theory programme in the ’60s-’70s:
Glimm and Jaffe made the first breakthrough in [GJ73] and many results followed
[Fel74,MS77, BCG`80, BFS83, BDH95,MW17, GH18, BG19]. Themodel in 2Dwas
constructed earlier by Nelson [Nel66]. In higher dimensions there are triviality results:
in dimensionsě 5 these are due to Aizenman and Fröhlich [Aiz82, Frö82], whereas the
4D case was only recently done by Aizenman and Duminil-Copin [ADC20]. By now it
is also well-known that the φ43 model has significance in statistical mechanics since it
arises as a continuum limit of Ising-type models near criticality [SG73, CMP95, HI18].
It is natural to define νβ,N using a density with respect to the centred Gaussian
measure µN with covariance p´∆q´1, where ∆ is the Laplacian on TN (see Remark
1.1 for how we deal with the issue of constant fields/the zeroeth Fourier mode). How-
ever, in 2D and higher µN is not supported on a space of functions and samples need
to be interpreted as Schwartz distributions. This is a serious problem because there is
no canonical interpretation of products of distributions, meaning that the nonlinearityş
TN Vβpφpxqqdx is not well-defined on the support of µN . If one introduces an ultra-
violet (small-scale) cutoff K ą 0 on the field to regularise it, then one sees that the
nonlinearities VβpφKq fail to converge as the cutoff is removed - there are divergences.
The strength of these divergences grow as the dimension grows: they are only logarith-
mic in the cutoff in 2D, whereas they are polynomial in the cutoff in 3D. In addition,
νβ,N and µN are mutually singular [BG20] in 3D, which produces technical difficulties
that are not present in 2D.
Renormalisation is required in order to kill these divergences. This is done
by looking at the cutoff measures and subtracting the corresponding counter-termş
TN δm
2pKqφ2K where φK is the field cutoff at spatial scales less than 1K and the renor-
malisation constant δm2pKq “ C1β K´ C2β2 logK for specific constantsC1, C2 ą 0 (see
Section 2). If these constants are appropriately chosen (i.e. by perturbation theory),
then a non-Gaussian limiting measure is obtained asK Ñ8. This construction yields
a one-parameter family of measures νβ,N “ νβ,N pδm2q corresponding to bounded
shifts of δm2pKq.
Remark 1.1. For technical reasons, we work with a massive Gaussian free field as our
reference measure. We do this by introducing a mass η ą 0 into the covariance. This
resolves the issue of the constant fields/zeroeth Fourier mode degeneracy. In order to
stay consistent with (1.1), we subtract
ş
TN
η
2φ
2dx from Vβpφq.
Once we have chosen η, it is convenient to fix δm2 by writing the renormalisation
constants in terms of expectations with respect to µN pηq. The particular choice of η is
inessential since one can show that changing η corresponds to a bounded shift of δm2
that is O
´
1
β
¯
as β Ñ8.
The large-scale behaviour of νβ,N depends heavily on β as N Ñ 8. To see why,
note that a ÞÑ Vβpaq has minima at a “ ˘?β with a potential barrier at a “ 0 of height
β, so the minima become widely separated by a steep barrier as β Ñ8. Consequently,
νβ,N resembles an Ising model on TN with spins at ˘?β (i.e. at inverse temperature
β ą 0) for large β. Glimm, Jaffe, and Spencer [GJS75] exploited this similarity and
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proved phase transition for νβ , the infinite volume analogue of νβ,N , in 2D using a
sophisticated modification of the classical Peierls’ argument for the low temperature
Ising model [Pei36, Dob65]. See also [GJS76a, GJS76b]. Their proof relies on contour
bounds for νβ,N in 2D that hold in the limit N Ñ 8. Their techniques fail in the
significantly harder case of 3D. However, phase transition for νβ in 3D was established
by Fröhlich, Simon, and Spencer [FSS76] using a different argument based heavily on
reflection positivity. Whilst this argument is more general (it applies, for example, to
some models with continuous symmetry), it is less quantitative than the Peierls’ theory
of [GJS75]. Specifically, it is not clear how to use it to control large deviations of the
(finite volume) average magnetisation mN .
Although phase coexistence for νβ has been established, little is known of this
regime in comparison to the low temperature Ising model. In the latter model, the study
of phase segregation at low temperatures in large but finite volumes was initiated by
Minlos and Sinai [MS67,MS68], culminating in the famousWulff constructions: due to
Dobrushin, Kotecký, and Shlosman in 2D [DKS89, DKS92], with simplifications due
to Pfister [Pfi91] and results up to the critical point by Ioffe and Schonmann [IS98]; and
Bodineau [Bod99] in 3D, see also results up to the critical point by Cerf and Pisztora
[CP00] and the bibliographical review in [BIV00, Section 1.3.4]. We are interested in a
weaker formof phase segregation: surface order large deviation estimates for the average
magnetisation mN . For the Ising model, this was first established in 2D by Schonmann
[Sch87] and later extended up to the critical point by Chayes, Chayes, and Schonmann
[CCS87]; in 3D this was first established by Pisztora [Pis96]. These results should
be contrasted with the volume order large deviations established for mN in the high
temperature regime where there is no phase coexistence [CF86, Ell85, FO88, Oll88].
Our main result is a surface order upper bound on large deviations for the average
magnetisation under νβ,N .
Theorem 1.2. Let η ą 0 and νβ,N “ νβ,N pηq as in Remark 1.1. For any ζ P p0, 1q,
there exists β0 “ β0pζ, ηq ą 0, C “ Cpζ, ηq ą 0, and N0 “ N0pζq ě 4 such that the
following estimate holds: for any β ą β0 and any N ą N0 dyadic,
1
N2
log νβ,N
´
mN P p´ζβ, ζβq
¯
ď ´Caβ. (1.2)
Proof. See Section 3.5.
The condition that N is a sufficiently large dyadic in Theorem 1.2 comes from
Proposition 3.7 (we also need thatN is divisible by 4 to apply the chessboard estimates
of Proposition 6.5). Our analysis can be simplified to prove Theorem 1.2 in 2D with
N2 replaced by N in (1.2).
Our main technical contributions are contour bounds for νβ,N . As a result, the
Peierls’ argument of [GJS75] is extended to 3D, thereby giving a second proof of
phase transition for φ43. The main difficulty is to handle the ultraviolet divergences
of νβ,N whilst preserving the structure of the low temperature potential. We do this
by building on the variational approach to showing ultraviolet stability for φ43 recently
developed by Barashkov and Gubinelli [BG19]. Our insight is to separate scales within
the corresponding stochastic control problem through a coarse-graining into an effec-
tive Hamiltonian and remainder. The effective Hamiltonian captures the macroscopic
description of the system and is treated using techniques adapted from [GJS76b]. The
remainder contains the ultraviolet divergences and these are killed using the renormal-
isation techniques of [BG19].
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Our next contribution is to adapt arguments used by Bodineau, Velenik, and Ioffe
[BIV00], in the context of equilibrium crystal shapes of discrete spin models, to study
phase segregation for φ43. In particular, we adapt them to handle a block-averaged model
with unbounded spins. Technically, this requires control over large fields.
1.1 Application to the dynamical φ43 model
The Glauber dynamics of νβ,N is given by the singular stochastic PDE
pBt ´∆` ηqΦ “ ´ 4
β
Φ3 ` p4` η `8qΦ`?2ξ
Φp0, ¨q “ φ0
(1.3)
where Φ P S1pR` ˆ TN q is a space-time Schwartz distribution, φ0 P C´ 12´κpTN q,
the infinite constant indicates renormalisation (see Remark 6.16), and ξ is space-time
white noise on TN . The well-posedness of this equation, known as the dynamical φ43
model, has been a major breakthrough in stochastic analysis in recent years [Hai14,
Hai16, GIP15, CC18, Kup16, MW17, GH19, MW18].
In finite volumes the solution is a Markov process and its associated semigroup
pPβ,Nt qtě0 is reversible and exponentially ergodic with respect to its unique invariant
measure νβ,N [HM18a, HS19, ZZ18a]. As a consequence, there exists a spectral gap
λβ,N ą 0 given by the optimal constant in the inequality:A´
P
β,N
t F
¯2yβ,N ´ ´APβ,Nt E
β,N
¯2 ď e´λβ,N t´xF 2yβ,N ´ xF y2β,N¯
for suitable F P L2pνβ,N q. λ´1β,N is called the relaxation time and measures the rate
of convergence of variances to equilibrium. An implication of Theorem 1.2 is the
exponential explosion of relaxation times in the infinite volume limit provided β is
sufficiently large.
Corollary 1.3. Let η ą 0 and νβ,N “ νβ,N pηq as in Remark 1.1. Then, there exists
β0 “ β0pηq ą 0, C “ Cpβ0, ηq, and N0 ě 4 such that, for any β ą β0 and N ą N0
dyadic,
1
N2
log λβ,N ď ´C
a
β. (1.4)
Proof. See Section 7.
Corollary 1.3 is the first step towards establishing phase transition for the relaxation
times of the Glauber dynamics of φ4 in 2D and 3D. This phenomenon has been well-
studied for the Glauber dynamics of the 2D Ising model, where a relatively complete
picture has been established (in higher dimensions it is less complete). The relaxation
times for the Ising dynamics on the 2D torus of sidelength N undergo the following
trichotomy asN Ñ8: in the high temperature regime, they are uniformly bounded in
N [AH87, MO94]; in the low temperature regime, they are exponential in N [Sch87,
CCS87, Tho89, MO94, CGMS96]; at criticality, they are polynomial in N [Hol91,
LS12]. It would be interesting to see whether the relaxation times for the dynamical φ4
model undergo such a trichotomy.
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1.2 Paper organisation
In Section 2 we introduce the renormalised, ultraviolet cutoff measures νβ,N,K that
converge weakly to νβ,N as the cutoff is removed. In Section 3 we carry out the
statistical mechanics part of the proof of Theorem 1.2. In particular, conditional on
the moment bounds in Proposition 3.5, we develop contour bounds for νβ,N . These
contour bounds allow us to adapt techniques in [BIV00], which were developed in the
context of discrete spin systems, to deal with νβ,N .
In Section 4 we lay the foundation to proving Proposition 3.5 by introducing the
Boué-Dupuis formalism for analysing the free energy of νβ,N as in [BG19]. We then
use a low temperature expansion and coarse-graining argument within the Boué-Dupuis
formalism in Section 5 to establish Proposition 5.1 which contains the key analytic input
to proving Proposition 3.5.
In Section 6, we use the chessboard estimates of Proposition 6.5 to upgrade the
bounds of Proposition 5.1 to those of Proposition 3.5. Chessboard estimates follow
from the well-known fact that νβ,N is reflection positive. We give an independent proof
of this fact by using stability results for the dynamics (1.3) to show that lattice and
Fourier regularisations of νβ,N converge to the same limit. Then, in Section 7, we
prove Corollary 1.3 showing that the spectral gaps for the dynamics decay in the infinite
volume limit provided β is sufficiently large.
We collect basic notations and analytic tools that we use throughout the paper in
Appendix A.
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2 The model
In the following, we use notation and standard tools introduced in Appendix A.1.
Let η ą 0. Denote by µN “ µN pηq the Gaussian measure with covariance
p´∆` ηq´1 and expectation EN . Above, ∆ is the Laplacian on TN . As pointed out in
Remark 1.1, the choice of η is inessential. We consider it fixed unless stated otherwise
and we do not make η-dependence explicit in the notation.
Fix β ą 0. Let Vβ : RÑ R be given by
Vβpaq “ 1
β
pa2 ´ βq2 “ 1
β
a4 ´ 2a2 ` β.
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Vβ is a symmetric double well potential with minima at a “ ˘?β and a potential
barrier at a “ 0 of height β.
Fix ρ P C8c pRd; r0, 1sq rotationally symmetric; decreasing; and satisfying ρpxq “ 1
for |x| P r0, cρq, where cρ ą 0. See Lemma 4.6 for why the last condition is important.
Note that many of our estimates rely on the choice of ρ, but we omit explicit reference
to this.
For every K ą 0, let ρK be the Fourier multiplier on TN with symbol ρKp¨q “
ρp ¨K q. For φ „ µN , we denote φK “ ρKφ. Note that φK is smooth. Let
K “ EN rφ2Kp0qs “
1
N3
ÿ
nPpN´1Zq3
ρ2Kpnq
xny2 (2.1)
where x¨y “ aη ` 4pi2| ¨ |. Note that K “ OpKq as K Ñ 8. The first four Wick
powers of φK are given by the generalised Hermite polynomials:
: φKpxq : “ φKpxq
: φ2Kpxq : “ φ2Kpxq ´ K
: φ3Kpxq : “ φ3Kpxq ´ 3 KφKpxq
: φ4Kpxq : “ φ4Kpxq ´ 6 Kφ2Kpxq ` 3 2K .
We define the Wick renormalised potential by linearity:
: VβpφKq :“ 1
β
: φ4K : ´2 : φ2K : `β.
Let νβ,N,K be the probability measure with density
dνβ,N,Kpφq “ e
´Hβ,N,KpφKq
Zβ,N,K
dµN pφq. (2.2)
Above,Hβ,N,K is the renormalised Hamiltonian
Hβ,N,KpφKq “
ż
TN
: VβpφKq : ´γK
β2
: φ2K : ´δK ´ η2 : φ
2
K : dx (2.3)
where γK and δK are additional renormalisation constants given by (5.25) and (5.26),
respectively, and Zβ,N,K “ ENe´Hβ,N,KpφKq is the partition function.
Proposition 2.1. For every β ą 0 andN P N, the measures νβ,N,K converge weakly to
a non-Gaussian measure νβ,N on S1pTN q as K Ñ 8. In addition, Zβ,N,K Ñ Zβ,N
as K Ñ 8 and satisfies the following estimate: there exists C “ Cpβ, ηq ą 0 such
that
´CN3 ď ´ logZβ,N ď CN3.
Proof. Proposition 2.1 is a variant of the classical ultraviolet stability for φ43 first
established in [GJ73]. Our precise formulation, i.e. the choice of γ‚ and δ‚, is taken
from [BG19, Theorem 1].
We write x¨yβ,N and x¨yβ,N,K for expectations with respect to νβ,N and νβ,N,K ,
respectively.
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Remark 2.2. The constants K , γK , δK are, respectively, Wick renormalisation, (sec-
ond order) mass renormalisation, and energy renormalisation constants. They all
depend on η and N . δK additionally depends on β and is needed for the convergence
of Zβ,N,K asK Ñ8, but drops out of the definition of the cutoff measures (2.2).
Remark 2.3. In 2D a scaling argument [GJS76c] allows one to work with the measure
with density proportional to
exp
´
´
ż
TN
: VβpφKq : dx
¯
dµ˜N pφq
where µ˜N is the Gaussian measure with covariance p´∆ ` ?β´1q´1, i.e. a β-
dependent mass. This measure is significantly easier to work with due to the degenerate
mass when β is large. In particular, it is easier to obtain contour bounds which,
although suboptimal from the point of view of β-dependence, are sufficient for the
Peierls’ argument in [GJS75] and for the analogue of our argument in Section 3
carried out in 2D. In 3D one cannot work with such a measure.
3 Surface order large deviation estimate
In this section we carry out the statistical mechanics part of the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Recall that for large β, the the minima of potential Vβ at˘?β are widely separated by a
steep potential barrier of height β, so formally νβ,N resembles an Ising model at inverse
temperature β. We use this intuition to prove contour bounds for νβ,N (see Proposition
3.2) conditional on certain moment bounds (see Proposition 3.5). The contour bounds
are then used to adapt arguments from [BIV00] to prove Theorem 1.2.
3.1 Block averaging
Let e1, e2, e3 be the standard basis for R3. We identify TN with the set 
a1e1 ` a2e2 ` a3e3 : a1, a2, a3 P r0, Nq
(
.
Define
BN “
! 3ź
i“1
rai, ai ` 1q Ă TN : a1, a2, a3 P t0, . . . , N ´ 1u
)
.
We call elements of BN blocks. For any B Ă BN , we overload notation and write
B “ Ť PB Ă TN . Hence, |B| “ şB 1dx is the number of blocks in B. In addition,
we identify any ~f P RBN with the piecewise continuous function on TN given by
~fpxq “ ~fp q for x P .
Let φ „ νβ,N . For any P BN , let φp q “
ş
φdx. Here, the integral is interpreted
as the duality pairing between φ (a distribution) and the indicator function 1 (a test
function); we use this convention throughout. We let ~φ “ pφp qq PBN P RBN denote
the block averaged field obtained from φ.
Remark 3.1. Testing φ against 1 , which is not smooth, yields a well-defined random
variable on the support of νβ,N . Indeed, φ belongs almost surely to L8-based Besov
spaces of regularity s for every s ă ´ 12 (see Appendix A.2 for a review of Besov spaces
and see Section 4 for the almost sure regularity of φ). On the other hand, indicator
functions of blocks belong to L1-based Besov spaces of regularity s for every s ă 1
(see, for example, Lemma 1.1 in [FR12]). This is sufficient to test φ against indicator
functions of blocks (using e.g. Proposition A.1). We also give an alternative proof
using a type of Itô isometry in Proposition 5.22.
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3.2 Phase labels
We define a map ~φ P RBN ÞÑ σ P t´?β, 0,?βuBN called a phase label. A basic
function of σ is to identify whether the averages φp q take values around the well at
`?β, the well at ´?β, or neither. We quantify this to a given precision δ P p0, 1q,
which is taken to be fixed in what follows.
‚ We say that P BN is plus (resp. minus) valued if
|φp q ¯aβ| ăaβδ.
The set of plus (resp. minus) valued blocks is denoted P (resp. M).
‚ The set of neutral blocks is defined asN“ BNzpPYMq.
Each block in BN contains a midpoint. Given two distinct blocks in BN , we say that
they are nearest-neighbours if their midpoints are of distance 1. They are ˚-neighbours
if either they are nearest-neighbours or if their midpoints are of distance
?
3. For any
P BN , the ˚-connected ball centred at is the set B˚p q Ă BN consisting of and
its ˚-neighbours. It contains exactly 27 blocks.
‚ We say that P BN is plus good if every 1 P B˚p q is plus valued. The set of
plus good blocks is denoted PG.
‚ We say that P BN is minus good if every 1 P B˚p q is minus valued. The set
of minus good blocks is denotedMG.
‚ The set of bad blocks is defined asB“ BNzpPG YMGq.
Define the phase label σ associated to ~φ of precision δ ą 0 by
σp q “
$’&’%
`?β, P PG,
´?β, PMG,
0, P B.
The following proposition can be thought of as an extension of the contour bounds
developed for φ4 in 2D [GJS75, Theorem 1.2] to 3D.
Proposition 3.2. Let σ be a phase label of precision δ P p0, 1q. Then, there exists
β0 “ β0pδ, ηq ą 0 and CP “ CP pδ, ηq ą 0 such that, for β ą β0, the following holds
for any N P 4N: for any set of blocks B Ă BN ,
νβ,N pσp q “ 0 for all P Bq ď e´CP
?
β|B|. (3.1)
Proof. See Section 3.3.1. The main estimates required in the proof are given in
Proposition 3.5, which extends [GJS75, Theorem 1.3] to 3D and improves the β-
dependence. Assuming this, we then prove Proposition 3.2 in the spirit of the proof of
[GJS75, Theorem 1.2].
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3.3 Penalising bad blocks
Given a phase label, we partition the set of bad blocksB into two types.
‚ Frustrated blocks are blocks P BN such that B˚p q contains a neutral block.
We denote the set of frustrated blocksBF .
‚ Interface block are blocks P BN such that B˚p q contains no neutral blocks,
but there exists at least one pair of nearest-neighbours t 1, 2u Ă B˚p q such
that 1 P P but 2 PM. We denote the set of interface blocksBI .
For any P BN and any nearest-neighbours 1, 2 P BN , define:
Q1p q “ 1?
β
ż
pβ´ : φ2pxq :qdx
Q2p q “ 1?
β
ż
p: φ2pxq : ´φp q2qdx
Q3p 1, 2q “ φp 1q ´ φp 2q.
(3.2)
We write Bn˚np q for the set of unordered pairs of nearest-neighbour blocks t 1, 2u
in BN such that 1, 2 P B˚p q. There are 54 elements in this set.
Lemma 3.3. Let N P N and fix a phase label of precision δ P p0, 1q. Then, for every
P BN ,
1 PBF ď 2e´Cδ
?
β
ÿ
1PB˚p q
´
coshQ1p 1q ` coshQ2p 1q
¯
(3.3)
1 PBI ď 2e´Cδ
?
β
ÿ
t 1, 2uPBn˚np q
coshQ3p 1, 2q (3.4)
where Cδ “ min
´
δ
2 , 2´ 2δ
¯
ą 0.
Frustrated blocks are penalised by the potential Vβ whereas interface blocks are
penalised by the gradient term in the Gaussian measure. Lemma 3.3 formalises this
through use of the random variablesQ1, Q2 andQ3, which (up to trivial modifications)
were introduced in [GJS75]. Q1 penalises frustrated blocks. Q2 is an error term coming
from the fact that the potential is written in terms of φ rather than ~φ. Q3 penalises
interface blocks.
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Proof of Lemma 3.3. For any P BN ,
1 PN “ 1|φp q|ăp1´δq?β ` 1|φp q|ąp1`δq?β
“ 1 1?
β
pβ´φp q2qąp2δ´δ2q?β ` 1 1?
β
pφp q2´βqąp2δ`δ2q?β
“ 1 1?
β
ş
β´:φ2pxq:dx` 1?
β
ş
:φ2pxq:´φp q2dxąp2δ´δ2q?β
` 1 1?
β
ş
:φ2pxq:´βdx` 1?
β
ş
φp q2´:φ2pxq:dxąp2δ`δ2q?β
ď 1 1?
β
ş
β´:φ2pxq:dxą 2δ´δ22
?
β
` 1 1?
β
ş
:φ2pxq:´φp q2dxą 2δ´δ22
?
β
` 1 1?
β
ş
:φ2pxq:´βdxą 2δ`δ22
?
β
` 1 1?
β
ş
φp q2´:φ2pxq:dxą 2δ`δ22
?
β
ď e´ δ2
?
β
´
eQ1p q ` eQ2p q ` e´Q1p q ` e´Q2p q
¯
“ 2e´ δ2
?
β
´
coshQ1p q ` coshQ2p q
¯
(3.5)
where in the penultimate line we have used that δ2 ď δ.
By the definition ofBF ,
1 PBF ď
ÿ
1PB˚p q
1 1PN. (3.6)
Using (3.5) applied to 1 1PN in (3.6) yields (3.3).
(3.4) is established by the following estimates: by the definition ofBI ,
1 PBI ď
ÿ
t 1, 2uPBn˚np q
p1 1PP1 2PM` 1 1PM1 2PPq
ď
ÿ
t 1, 2uPBn˚np q
p1φp 1q´φp 2qąp2´2δq?β ` 1φp 2q´φp 1qąp2´2δq?βq
ď
ÿ
t 1, 2uPBn˚np q
e´p2´2δq
?
β
´
eQ3p
1, 2q ` e´Q3p 1, 2q
¯
“
ÿ
t 1, 2uPBn˚np q
2e´p2´2δq
?
β coshQ3p 1, 2q.
In order to use Lemma 3.3 to prove Proposition 3.2, we want to control expectations
of coshQ1, coshQ2 and coshQ3 by the exponentially small (in
?
β) prefactor in (3.3)
and (3.4). Moreover, we want to control these expectations over a set of blocks as
opposed to just single blocks.
Let B1, B2 Ă BN and let B3 be any set of unordered pairs of nearest-neighbours
in BN . Define
coshQ1pB1q “
ź
PB1
coshQ1p q
coshQ2pB2q “
ź
PB2
coshQ2p q
coshQ3pB3q “
ź
t , 1uPB3
coshQ3p , 1q.
(3.7)
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Remark 3.4. Although the random variableQ3p , 1q does depend on the ordering of
and 1, coshQ3p , 1q does not.
Proposition 3.5. For every a0 ą 0, there exist β0 “ β0pa0, ηq ą 0 and CQ “
CQpa0, β0, ηq ą 0 such that the following holds uniformly for allβ ą β0, a1, a2, a3 P R
such that |ai| ď a0, and N P 4N: let B1, B2 Ă BN and B3 a set of unordered pairs of
nearest-neighbour blocks in BN . Then,A 3ź
i“1
cosh
`
aiQipBiq
˘E
β,N
ď eCQp|B1|`|B2|`|B3|q (3.8)
where |B3| is given by the number of pairs in B3.
Proof. Proposition 3.5 is established in Section 6.3, but its proof takes up most of this
article. The overall strategy is as follows: the crucial first step is to obtain upper and
lower bounds on the free energy ´ logZβ,N that are uniform in β and extensive in the
volume, N3. We then build on this analysis to obtain upper bounds on expectations
of the form xexpQyβ,N that are uniform in β and extensive in N3. Here, Q is a
placeholder for random variables that are derived from the Qi’s, but that are supported
on the whole of TN rather than arbitrary unions of blocks. This is all done in Section
5, where the key results are Propositions 5.3 and 5.1, within the framework developed
in Section 4.
The next step in the proof is to use the chessboard estimates of Proposition 6.5 (which
requires N P 4N) to bound the lefthand side of (3.8) in terms of |B1| ` |B2| ` |B3|
products of expectations of the form xexpQy
1
N3
β,N . Applying the results of Section 5
then completes the proof.
Key features of the estimate (3.8) used in the proof of Proposition 3.2 are that it is
uniform in β and extensive in the support of the Qi’s.
3.3.1 Proof of the Proposition 3.2 assuming Proposition 3.5
We first show that we can reduce to the case where B contains no ˚-neighbours, which
simplifies the combinatorics later on. Identify BN with a subset of Z3. For every
el P t´1, 0, 1u3, let Z3l “ el ` p3Zq3. There are 27 such sub-lattices which we order
according to l P t1, . . . , 27u. Note that Z3 “ Ť27l“1 Z3l . Let BlN “ BN X Z3l . Each˚-connected ball in BN contains at most one block from each of these BlN .
Assume that (3.1) has been established for sets with no ˚-neighbours with constant
C 1P . Then, by Hölder’s inequality,
νβ,N pσp q “ 0 for all P Bq “
A ź
PB
1 PB
E
β,N
ď
27ź
l“1
A ź
PBXBlN
1 PB
E 1
27
β,N
ď e´C
1
P
27 |B|
(3.9)
thereby establishing (3.1) with CP “ C
1
P
27 .
Now assume that B contains no ˚-neighbours. Fix any A Ă B. Let B˚pAq “Ť
PA B˚p q and let Bn˚npAq “
Ť
PA Bn˚np q. By our assumption, A contains no
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˚-neighbours. Hence, for any 1 P B˚pAq there exists a unique P A such that
1 P B˚p q; we define the root of 1 to be . Similarly, for any t 1, 2u P Bn˚npAq
there exists a unique P A such that t 1, 2u P Bn˚np q; we define the root of t 1, 2u
to be . Note that the definition of root is A-dependent in both cases.
By Lemma 3.3, there exists Cδ such thatź
PB
1 PB “
ÿ
AĂB
´ ź
PA
1 PBF
¯´ ź
PBzA
1 PBI
¯
ď 2|B|e´Cδ
?
β|B| ÿ
AĂB
´ ź
PA
ÿ
1PB˚p q
`
coshQ1p 1q ` coshQ2p 1q
˘¯
ˆ
´ ź
PBzA
ÿ
t 1, 2uPBn˚np q
coshQ3p 1, 2q
¯
“ 2|B|e´Cδ
?
β|B| ÿ
AĂB
ÿ
A1,A2,A3
coshQ1pA1q coshQ2pA2q coshQ3pA3q
(3.10)
where the last sum is over all A1, A2 Ă B˚pAq and A3 Ă Bn˚npBzAq such that: no
two blocks in A1 Y A2 share a root, and no two pairs of blocks in A3 share a root;
and, |A1| ` |A2| “ |A| and |A3| “ |BzA|. We note that there are p2 ¨ 27q|A| “ 54|A|
possible A1 and A2, and 54|BzA| possible A3.
By Proposition 3.5, there exists CQ such that, after taking expectations in (3.10)
and using that |A| ` |BzA| “ |B|, we obtain
νβ,N pσp q “ 0 for all P Bq ď 2|B|e´Cδ
?
β|B|2|B|54|B|eCQ|B|.
Thus, choosing a
β ą 4 log 2` 2 log 54` 2CQ
Cδ
yields (3.1) with CP “ Cδ2 . This completes the proof.
3.4 Exchanging the block averaged field for the phase label
We now show that Propositions 3.2 and 3.5 allow one to reduce the problem of analysing
the block averaged field to that of analysing the phase label. The main difficulty here is
dealing with large fields, i.e. those ~φ for which
ş
B
|~φ| is large.
Proposition 3.6. Let δ, δ1 P p0, 1q satisfy δ1 ď δ2 . Then, there exists β0 “ β0pδ, ηq ą 0,
C “ Cpδ, β0, ηq ą 0 and N0 “ N0pδq ą 0 such that, for all β ą β0 and N P 4N with
N ą N0,
1
N3
νβ,N
´ ż
TN
ˇˇˇ
σ ´ ~φ
ˇˇˇ
dx ą δaβN3¯ ď ´Caβ (3.11)
where σ is the phase label of precision δ1 ď δ2 .
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Proof. Observe that
νβ,N
˜ż
TN
|σ ´ ~φ|dx ą δaβN3¸
ď νβ,N
˜ż
TN
|σ ´ ~φ|dx ą δaβN3, |B| ă δ
8
N3
¸
` νβ,N
˜
|B| ě δ
8
N3
¸
.
(3.12)
By Proposition 3.2, there exists β0 ą 0 and CP ą 0 such that, for ?β ą
max
´?
β0,
16 log 2
CP δ
¯
,
νβ,N
˜
|B| ě δ
8
N3
¸
ď
N3ÿ
m“r δ8N3s
νβ,N p|B| “ mq
ď
N3ÿ
m“r δ8N3s
ˆ
N3
m
˙
e´CP
?
βm
ď 2N3e´CP δ8
?
βN3
ď e´CP δ16
?
βN3 .
(3.13)
Now consider the first term on the right hand side of (3.12). We decompose one
step further:
νβ,N
˜ż
TN
|σ ´ ~φ|dx ą δaβN3, |B| ă δ
8
N3
¸
ď νβ,N pT1q ` νβ,N pT2q
where
T1 “
#ż
TN
|σ ´ ~φ|dx ą δaβN3, ż
B
|~φ|dx ď δ
2
a
βN3
+
T2 “
#
|B| ă δ
8
N3,
ż
B
|~φ|dx ą δ
2
a
βN3
+
.
We show that T1 “ H and that
νβ,N pT2q ď e´C
?
βN3 (3.14)
for some constant C “ Cpδq ą 0 and for β sufficiently large. Combining these
estimates with (3.13) completes the proof.
First, we treat T1. On good blocks |φi ´ σ| is bounded by the ?β multiplied by
the precision of the phase label (δ1 ď δ2 in this instance) and σ “ 0 on bad blocks.
Therefore, on the set
! ş
B
|~φ|dx ď δ2
?
βN3
)
, we have:ż
TN
|σ ´ ~φ|dx “
ż
PGYMG
|σ ´ ~φ|dx`
ż
B
|σ ´ ~φ|dx
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ď δ
2
a
βp|PG| ` |MG|q `
ż
B
|~φ|dx
ď δaβN3
which shows that the first condition in T1 is inconsistent with the second, so T1 “ H.
We turn our attention to T2. Fix B Ă BN . By Chebyschev’s inequality, Young’s
inequality, and Proposition 3.5, there exists β0 ą 0 and CQ ą 0 such that, for β ą β0,
νβ,N
˜ż
B
|~φ| ą δ
2
a
βN3
¸
ď e´ δ2
?
βN3xeř PB |φp q|yβ,N
ď e´ δ2
?
βN3e
?
β
2 |B|xe 12?β
ř
PB φp q2yβ,N
ď e´ δ2
?
βN3e
?
β|B|xe 12?β
ř
PBpφp q2´βqyβ,N
ď e´ δ2
?
βN3e
?
β|B|x
ź
PB
e´
1
2Q1p qe´
1
2Q2p qyβ,N
ď e´ δ2
?
βN3e
?
β|B|2|B|
A
cosh
´1
2
Q1pBq
¯
cosh
´1
2
Q2pBq
¯E
β,N
ď e´ δ2
?
βN3e
?
β|B|2|B|eCQ|B|.
Therefore,
νβ,N pT2q ď
t δ8N
3uÿ
m“1
ÿ
B:|B|“m
νβ,N
˜ż
B
|~φ|dx ą δ
2
βN3
¸
ď e´ δ2
?
βN3
t δ8N
3uÿ
m“1
ˆ
N3
m
˙
e
?
βmepCQ`log 2qm
ď e´ δ2
?
βN32N
3
e
δ
8
?
βN3e
pCQ`log 2qδ
8 N
3
“ e
`
´ 3δ8
?
β`log 2` pCQ`log 2qδ8
˘
N3 .
(3.15)
Taking a
β ą 16 log 2
3δ
` 2
3
pCQ ` log 2q
yields (3.14) with C “ 3δ16 .
3.5 Proof of the main result
Adapting an argument from [Bod02], we reduce the proof of Theorem 1.2 to bounding
the probability that ~φ is far from ˘?β-valued functions on BN whose boundary
(between regions of opposite spins) is of certain fixed area. Proposition 3.6 then allows
us to go from analysing ~φ to the phase label, for which we use existing results from
[BIV00].
For any B Ă BN , let BB denotes its boundary, which is given by the union of faces
of blocks in B. Let |BB| “ şBB 1dspxq, where dspxq is the 2D Hausdorff measure
(normalised so that faces have unit area). Thus, |BB| is the number of faces in BB.
For any a ą 0, let Ca be the set of functions ~f P t˘1uBN such that |Bt~f “ `1u| ď
aN2. For any δ ą 0, letBpCa, δq be the set of integrable functions g on TN such that
there exists ~f P Ca that satisfies
ş
TN |g ´ ~f |dx ď δN3.
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Proposition 3.7. Let δ, δ1 P p0, 1q satisfy δ1 ď δ. Then, there exists β0 “ β0pδ, ηq ą 0
and C “ Cpδ, β0, ηq ą 0 such that, for all β ą β0, the following estimate holds: for
all a ą 0, there exists N0 “ N0pa, δq ě 4 such that, for all N ą N0 dyadic,
1
N2
log νβ,N
´ 1?
β
σ R BpCa, δq
¯
ď ´Caβa
where σ is the phase label of precision δ1.
Proof. See [BIV00, Theorem 2.2.1] where Proposition 3.7 is proven for a more general
class of phase labels that satisfy a Peierls’ type estimate such as the one in Proposition
3.2. We give a self-contained proof for our setting in Section 3.6.
The following lemma is our main geometric tool. It is a weak form of the isoperi-
metric inequality on TN , although it can be reformulated in arbitrary dimension. Its
proof is a standard application of Sobolev’s inequality and we include it for the reader’s
convenience.
Lemma 3.8. There exists CI ą 0 such that the following estimate holds for every
N P N:
minp|t~f “ 1u|, |t~f “ ´1u|q ď CI |Bt~f “ 1u| 32
for every ~f P t˘1uBN .
Proof. Let θ P C8c pR3q be rotationally symmetric with
ş
R3 θdx “ 1. By Sobolev’s
inequality, there exists C such that, for every ε,ż
TN
|fε ´ cε| 32 dx ď C
´ ż
TN
|∇fε|dx
¯ 3
2 (3.16)
where ~fε “ ~f ˚ ε´3θpε´1¨q and cε “ 1N3
ş
TN
~fεdx. Note that C is independent of N
by scaling.
Letting εÑ 0 in the left hand side of (3.16), we obtainż
TN
|~fε ´ cε| 32 dxÑ
ż
TN
|~f ´ c| 32 dx (3.17)
where c “ |t~f“1u|´|t~f“´1u|N3 . Note that c P r´1, 1s.
Without loss of generality, assume c ě 0. This implies that |t~f “ 1u| ě t~f “ ´1u|.
Then, evaluating the integral on the righthand side of (3.17), we find thatż
TN
|~f ´ c| 32 dx “ p1´ cq 32 |t~f “ 1u| ` p1` cq 32 |t~f “ ´1u|
“ p1´ cq 32 cN3 `
´
p1´ cq 32 ` p1` cq 32
¯
|t~f “ ´1u|
ě 2|t~f “ ´1u|
(3.18)
where we have used that the function
c ÞÑ p1´ cq 32 ` p1` cq 32
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has minimum at c “ 0 on the interval r0, 1s.
For the term on the right hand side of (3.16), using duality we obtainż
TN
|∇~fε|dx “ sup
gPC8pTN ,R3q:|g|8ď1
ˇˇˇ ż
TN
∇~fε ¨ gdx
ˇˇˇ
(3.19)
where | ¨ |8 denotes the supremum norm on C8pTN ,R3q.
For any such g, using integration by parts and commuting the convolution with
differentiation, ˇˇˇ ż
TN
∇~fεgdx
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ż
TN
~fε∇ ¨ gdx
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ż
TN
~f∇ ¨ gεdx
ˇˇˇ
(3.20)
where the gε is interpreted as convolving each component of g with ε´3θpε´1¨q sepa-
rately.
Hence, by the divergence theorem, Young’s inequality for convolutions, and using
the supremum norm bound on g,
(3.20) “ 2
ˇˇˇ ż
Bt~f“1u
gε ¨ nˆdspxq
ˇˇˇ
ď 2|Bt~f “ 1u| (3.21)
where nˆ denotes the unit normal to Bt~f “ 1u pointing into t~f “ ´1u.
Inserting (3.21) in (3.19) implies that, for any ε,ż
TN
|∇~fε|dx ď 2|Bt~f “ 1u|. (3.22)
Thus, by inserting (3.22), (3.17) and (3.18) into (3.16), we obtain
|t~f “ ´1u| ď ?2C|Bt~f “ 1u| 32 .
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let ζ P p0, 1q. Choose a ą 0 and δ P p0, 1q such that
1´ 2CIa 32 ´ δ “ ζ (3.23)
where CI is the same constant as in Lemma 3.8. We first show that
tmN pφq P p´ζ
a
β, ζ
a
βqu Ă
! 1?
β
~φ R BpCa, δq
)
. (3.24)
Assume 1?
β
~φ P BpCa, δq. Then, there exists ~f P Ca such thatż
TN
ˇˇˇ 1?
β
~φ´ ~f
ˇˇˇ
dx ď δN3.
This implies ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ż
TN
1?
β
~φdx
ˇˇˇ
´
ˇˇˇ ż
TN
~fdx
ˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇ ď δN3
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from which we deduce, together with Lemma 3.8,
ˇˇˇ 1?
β
mN pφq
ˇˇˇ
ě 1´
2 min
´
|t~f “ `1u|, |t~f “ ´1u|
¯
N3
´ δ.
ě 1´ 2CI |Bt~f “ `1u|
3
2
N3
´ δ.
Since ~f P Ca, we obtain
|mnpφq| ě
a
βp1´ 2CIa 32 ´ δq “ ζ
a
β
by (3.23).
Hence, ! 1?
β
~φ P BpCa, δq
)
Ă t|mN pφq| ě ζ
a
βu.
Taking complements establishes (3.24).
Now let σ be the phase label of precision δ2 . Note that! 1?
β
~φ R BpCa, δq
)
Ă
! 1?
β
σ R BpCa, 2δq
)ď!ż
TN
|~φ´ σ|dx ą δaβN3).
Applying Proposition 3.6, Proposition 3.7, and using (3.24) finishes the proof.
3.6 Proof of Proposition 3.7
For any B Ă BN , let B˚B be the set of blocks in B with ˚-neighbours in TNzB.
Note that this is not the same as BB, which was defined earlier. Let D be the set of
˚-connected components of B˚pTNzMGq. We call this the set of defects. Necessarily,
any Γ P D satisfies Γ Ă B.
Fix γ P p0, 1q. Let Dγ Ă D be the set of Γ P D such that |Γ| ď 6Nγ . The
elements of Dγ are called γ-small defects and the elements of DzDγ are called γ-large
defects.
Take any Γ P Dγ . Recall that we identify Γ with the subset of TN given by
the union of blocks in Γ. Write ClpΓq for its closure in TN . The condition γ ă 1
ensures that, provided N is taken sufficiently large depending on γ, any Γ P Dγ is
contained in a (translate of a) sphere of radius N4 in TN . Let ExtpΓq be the unique
connected component of TNzClpΓq that intersects with the complement of this sphere.
Let IntpΓq “ TNzExtpΓq. We identify ExtpΓq and IntpΓq with their representations as
subsets of BN . Note that Γ Ă IntpΓq and generically the inclusion strict, e.g. when Γ
encloses a region.
Let Dγ,max be the set of Γ P Dγ such that ΓŞ IntpΓ˜q “ H for any Γ˜ P DγztΓu.
In other words, Dγ,max is the set of γ-small defects that are not contained in the interior
of any other γ-small defects, and we call these maximal γ-small defects.
We define two events, one corresponds to the total surface area of γ-large defects
being small and the other corresponding to the total volume contained within maximal
γ-small defects being small. Let
S1 “
# ÿ
ΓPDzDγ
|Γ| ď a
6
N2
+
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S2 “
# ÿ
ΓPDγ,max
|IntpΓq| ď δ
4
N3
+
.
We now show that for φ P S1 X S2 X t|B| ă δ2N3u, we have 1?βσ P BpCa, δq.
We obtain a ˘?β-valued spin configuration from σ by erasing all γ-small defects
in two steps: First, we reset the values on bad blocks to
?
β. Define σ1 P t˘?βuBN
by σ1p q “ ?β if P B, otherwise σ1p q “ σp q. Second, define σ2 P t˘?βuBN
as follows: Given P IntpΓq for some Γ P Dγ,max, let σ2p q “ σ1p˜q, where ˜ is
any block in ExtpΓq that is ˚-neighbours with a block in Γ. Note that the second step is
well-defined since the first step ensures that every block in ExtpΓq that is ˚-neighbours
with Γ has the same value. See Figure 1 for an example of this procedure.
Figure 1: An example of the σ to σ2 procedure (left to right). Image courtesy of J. N.
Gunaratnam
From the definition of S1 and using that the factor 6 in the definition of γ-small
defects accounts for the discrepancy between |B ¨ | and |B˚ ¨ |,
|Btσ2 “ `
a
βu| ď aN2
yielding 1?
β
σ2 P Ca. Then, from the definition of S2 and using the smallness assump-
tion on the number of bad blocks,ż
TN
1?
β
ˇˇˇ
σ ´ σ2
ˇˇˇ
dx ď 2
ÿ
ΓPDγ,max
|IntpΓq| ` |B| ă 2δ
4
N3 ` δ
2
N3 ă δN3
which establishes that 1?
β
σ P BpCa, δq.
We deduce that the event
!
1?
β
σ R BpCa, δq
)
necessarily implies one of three
things: either there are many bad blocks; or, the total surface area of γ-large defects is
large; or, the density of γ-small defects is high. That is,
νβ,N
´ 1?
β
σ RBpCa, δq
¯
ď νβ,N
´
|B| ě δ
2
N3
¯
` νβ,N pSc1q ` νβ,N pSc2q.
(3.25)
Proposition 3.2 gives control on the first event. The other two are controlled by the
following lemmas.
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Lemma 3.9. Let γ, δ P p0, 1q. Then, there exists β0 “ β0pγ, δ, ηq ą 0 and C “
Cpγ, δ, β0, ηq ą 0 such that, for all β ą β0, the following holds: for any a ą 0, there
exists N0 “ N0pγ, aq ą 0 such that, for any N P 4N with N ą N0,
1
N2
log νβ,N
˜ ÿ
ΓPDzDγ
|Γ| ą aN2
¸
ď ´Caβ´a` Nγ
N2
¯
where the underlying phase label is of precision δ.
Proof. We give a proof based on arguments from [DKS92, Theorem 6.1] in Section
3.6.1.
Lemma 3.10. Let γ, δ, δ1 P p0, 1q. Then, there exists β0 “ β0pγ, δ, δ1, ηq ą 0,
C “ Cpγ, δ, δ1, β0, ηq ą 0 and N0 “ N0pγ, δq ě 4 such that, for all β ą β0 and
N ą N0 dyadic,
1
N2
log νβ,N
˜ ÿ
ΓPDγ,max
|IntpΓq| ą δN3
¸
ď ´Caβ N
N3γ
where the underlying phase label is of precision δ1.
Proof. See [BIV00, Section 5.1.3] for a proof in a more general setting. We give an
alternative proof in Section 3.6.2 that avoids the use of techniques from percolation
theory.
As in (3.13), by Proposition 3.2 there exists CP ą 0 such that
νβ,N p|B| ě δN3q ď e´
CP δ
4
?
βN3 (3.26)
provided
?
β ą 4 log 2δCP .
Therefore, from (3.25), (3.26), Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.10, there exists C ą 0
such that
1
N2
log νβ,N
´
σ R BpCa, δq
¯
ď ´Caβmin´N, a` Nγ
N2
,
N
N3γ
¯
.
Taking γ ă 13 andN sufficiently large completes the proof. All that remains is to show
Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10.
3.6.1 Proof of Lemma 3.9
By a union bound
νβ,N
˜ ÿ
ΓPDzDγ
|Γ| ą aN2
¸
“
ÿ
tΓiu:|Γi|ąNγř
i |Γi|ąaN2
νβ,N
´
DzDγ “ tΓiu
¯
ď
ÿ
tΓiu:|Γi|ąNγř
i |Γi|ąaN2
νβ,N
´
Γi Ă B for all Γi P tΓiu
¯
,
(3.27)
wheretΓiu refers to a non-empty set of distinct ˚-connected subsets of BN .
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By Proposition 3.2 there exists CP such that, for any tΓiu,
νβ,N
´
Γi Ă B for all Γi P tΓiu
¯
“ x
ź
ΓiPtΓiu
ź
PΓi
1 PByβ,N
ď e´CP
?
β
ř |Γi|.
Inserting this into (3.27) and using the trivial estimate
ř |Γi| ě 12aN2 ` 12 ř |Γi|,
νβ,N
˜ ÿ
ΓPDzDγ
|Γ| ą aN2
¸
ď
ÿ
tΓiu:|Γi|ąNγř
i |Γi|ąaN2
e´CP
?
β
ř |Γi|
ď e´CP2
?
βaN2
ÿ
tΓiu:|Γi|ąNγ
e´
CP
2
?
β
ř |Γi|
“ e´CP2
?
βaN2
ÿ
tΓiu:|Γi|ąNγ
ź
ΓiPtΓiu
e´
CP
2
?
β|Γi|.
(3.28)
Summing first over the number of elements in tΓiu and then the number of ˚-
connected regions containing a fixed number of blocks,
ÿ
tΓiu
|Γi|ąNγ
ź
ΓiPtΓiu
e´
CP
2
?
β|Γi| “
8ÿ
m“1
ÿ
tΓiumi“1:|Γi|ąNγ
mź
i“1
e´
CP
2
?
β|Γi|
ď
8ÿ
m“1
´ ÿ
Γ ˚-connected :|Γ|ěNγ
e´
CP
2
?
β|Γ|
¯m
ď
8ÿ
m“1
´ ÿ
něNγ
N327 ¨ 26n´1e´CP2
?
βn
¯m
ď
8ÿ
m“1
e3m logN´
CP
4
?
βmNγ
´ ÿ
ně1
e´
CP
4
?
βn
¯m
ď
8ÿ
m“1
e
´
3 logN´CP4
?
βNγ
¯
m
ď e´CP8
?
βNγ
8ÿ
m“1
e3m logN´
CP
8
?
βmNγ
(3.29)
provided
?
β ą max
´
4 log 27
CP
, 4 log 2CP
¯
“ 4 log 27CP (note that the condition arises so that
e´
CP
4
?
β ă 12 , so that the geometric series with this rate is bounded by 1).
For any γ ą 0, the final series in (3.29) is summable provided Nγ ą logN and?
β ą 24CP , thereby finishing the proof.
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3.6.2 Proof of Lemma 3.10
Choose 2Nγ ď K ď 4Nγ such that K divides N . Such a choice is possible since we
take N to be a sufficiently large dyadic. Let
BKN “
!
“
3ź
i“1
rni, ni `Kq Ă TN : n1, n2, n3 P t0,K, . . . , N ´Ku
)
.
Elements of BKN are calledK-blocks.
We say that two distinct K-blocks are ˚K-neighbours if their corresponding mid-
points are of distance at most K
?
3. We define the ˚K-connected ball around P BKN
to be the set containing itself and its ˚K-neighbours. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2,
we can decompose BKN “
Ť27
l“1 B
K,l
N such that any ˚K-connected ball in BKN contains
exactly oneK-block from each element of the decomposition.
For each “ rn1, n1 `Kq ˆ rn2, n2 `Kq ˆ rn3, n3 `Kq, distinguish the unit
block “ rn1, n1` 1qˆ rn2, n2` 1qˆ rn3, n3` 1q. For every h P t0, . . . ,K ´ 1u3,
let τh be the translation map on BN induced from the translation map on TN . We
identify “ ŤhPt0,...,K´1u3 τh . Denote the set of distinguished unit blocks in BKN
(respectively, BK,lN ) as UBKN (respectively, UB
K,l
N ).
By our choice of K, IntpΓq is entirely contained in a translation of a K-block for
any Γ P Dγ . As a result, IntpΓq intersects at most oneK-block in BK,lN for any fixed l.
Using the correspondence between K-blocks and unit blocks described above, we
have ÿ
ΓPDγ,max
|IntpΓq| “
ÿ
PBN
ÿ
ΓPDγ,max
1 PIntpΓq
“
ÿ
PUBKN
ÿ
hPt0,...,K´1u3
ÿ
ΓPDγ,max
1τh PIntpΓq
“
27ÿ
l“1
ÿ
PUBK,lN
ÿ
hPt0,...,K´1u3
ÿ
ΓPDγ,max
1τh PIntpΓq.
Hence,
νβ,N
˜ ÿ
ΓPDγ,max
|IntpΓq| ą δN3
¸
(3.30)
ď 27K3 max
h,l
νβ,N
˜ ÿ
PUBK,lN
ÿ
ΓPDγ,max
1τh PIntpΓq ą
δ
27
´N
K
¯3¸
.
where the maximum is over h P t0, . . . ,K ´ 1u3 and 1 ď l ď 27.
Let Ek be the event that precisely k indicator functions appearing on the right hand
side of (3.30) are nonzero. In other words, Ek is the event that there are k distinct
defects of size at mostNγ such that the k distinct τh , where P UBK,lN , are contained
in their interiors.
Given a block there are 27 ¨ 26n´1 possible defects of size n that contain this block.
Thus, by Proposition 3.2, there exists CP such that
νβ,N pEkq ď
ˆ N3
27K3
k
˙ ÿ
1ďn1,...,nkďNγ
kź
j“1
nj ¨ 26 ¨ 27nj´1e´CP
?
βnj (3.31)
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ď
ˆ N3
27K3
k
˙
e´
CP
2
?
βk
´ Nγÿ
n“1
n ¨ 26 ¨ 27n´1e´CP2
?
βn
¯k
ď
ˆ N3
27K3
k
˙
e´
CP
2
?
βk
provided e.g.
?
β ą max
´
4 log 27
CP
, 2 log 2CP
¯
“ 4 log 27CP . This estimate is uniform over
the choice of h and l.
By a union bound on (3.30), using (3.31), and that 2Nγ ď K ď 4Nγ ,
νβ,N
´ ÿ
ΓPDγ,max
|IntpΓq| ą δN3q ď 27K3
N3
27K3ÿ
k“t δN3
27K3
u`1
ˆ N3
27K3
k
˙
e´
CP
2
?
βk
ď 27K3 ¨ 2 N327K3 e´ δCP2¨27
?
β N
3
K3
ď 27 ¨ 64e3γ logN` log 227¨8 N3N3γ ´ δCP27¨16
?
β N
3
N3γ
ď 27 ¨ 64e´ δCP27¨32
?
β N
3
N3γ
provided γ logN ă N3´3γ and ?β ą 81¨32`4 log 2δCP . Taking logarithms and dividing
by N2 completes the proof.
4 Boué-Dupuis formalism for φ43
In this section we introduce the underlying framework that we build on to analyse expec-
tations of certain random variables under νβ,N , as required in the proof of Proposition
3.5. This framework was originally developed in [BG19] to show ultraviolet stability
for φ43 and identify its Laplace transform.
In particular, we want to obtain estimates on expectations of the form xeQK yβ,N,K ,
whereQK are random variables that converge (in an appropriate sense) to some random
variable Q of interest. We always work with a fixed ultraviolet cutoff K and establish
estimates on xeQK yβ,N,K that are uniform in K: this requires handling of ultraviolet
divergences. The first observation is that we can represent such expectations as a ratio
of Gaussian expectations:
xeQK yβ,N,K “ ENe
´Hβ,N,KpφKq`QKpφKq
Zβ,N,K
(4.1)
where we recall EN denotes expectation with respect to µN and Zβ,N,K “
ENe´Hβ,N,KpφKq is the partition function.
We then introduce an auxiliary time variable that continuously varies the ultraviolet
cutoff between 0 and K, and use it to represent these Gaussian expectations in terms
of expectations of functionals of finite dimensional Brownian motions. This allows
us to use the Boué-Dupuis variational formula given in Proposition 4.7 to write these
expectations in terms of a stochastic control problem. Hence, the problem of obtaining
bounds is translated into choosing appropriate controls. An insight made in [BG19]
is that one can use methods developed in the context of singular stochastic PDEs,
specifically the paracontrolled calculus approach of [GIP15], within the control problem
to kill ultraviolet divergences.
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Remark 4.1. In the following, we make use of tools in Appendices A.2 and A.3 con-
cerning Besov spaces and paracontrolled calculus. In addition, for the rest of Sections
4 and 5, we consider N P N fixed and drop it from notation when clear.
4.1 Construction of the stochastic objects
Fix κ0 ą 0 sufficiently small. We equip Ω “ CpR`; C´ 32´κ0q with its Borel σ-
algebra. Denote by P the probability measure on Ω under which the coordinate process
X‚ “ pXkqkě0 is anL2 cylindrical Brownianmotion. WewriteE to denote expectation
with respect to P. We consider the filtered probability space pΩ,A, pAkqkě0,Pq, where
A is the P-completion of the Borel σ-algebra on Ω, and pAkqkě0 is the natural filtration
induced by X and augmented with P-null sets of A.
Given n P pN´1Zq3, define the process Bn‚ by Bnk “ 1
N
3
2
ş
TN Xke´ndx, where
enpxq “ e2piin¨x andwe recall that the integral denotes duality pairing between distribu-
tions and test functions. Then, tBn‚ : n P pN´1Zq3u is a set of complex Brownian mo-
tions defined on pΩ,A, pAkqkě0,Pq, independent except for the constraintBnk “ B´nk .
Moreover,
Xk “ 1
N3
ÿ
nPpN´1Zq3
BnkN
3
2 en
where P-almost surely the sum converges in C´ 32´κ0 .
Let Jk be the Fourier multiplier with symbol
Jkp¨q “
aBkρ2kp¨q
x¨y
whereρk is the ultraviolet cutoff defined in Section 2 andwe recall x¨y “
a
η ` 4pi2| ¨ |2.
Jk arises from a continuous decomposition of the covariance of the pushforward mea-
sure µN under ρk:ż k
0
J2k1p¨qdk1 “ ρ
2
kp¨q
x¨y2 “ F
!
F´ 1pρkq ˚ p´∆` ηq´1 ˚ F´ 1pρkq
)
p¨q
where F denotes the Fourier transform and F´ 1 denotes its inverse (see Appendix
A.1). Note that the function Bkρ2k has decay of order xky´ 12 and the corresponding
multiplier is supported frequencies satisfying |n| P pcρk,Cρkq for some cρ ă Cρ.
Thus, we may think of Jk as having the same regularising properties as the multiplier
Ftp´∆`ηq´ 12 u
xky 12 1cρkď|¨|ďCρk; precise statements are given in Proposition A.9.
Define the process ‚ by
k “
ż k
0
Jk1dXk1 “ 1
N
3
2
ÿ
nPpN´1Zq3
˜ż k
0
aBk1ρ2k1pnq
xny dB
n
k1
¸
en. (4.2)
‚ is a centred Gaussian process with covariance:
E
” ż
TN
kfdx
ż
TN
k1gdx
ı
“ 1
N3
ÿ
nPpN´1Zq3
ρ2minpk,k1q
xny2 FfpnqFgpnq
for any f, g P L2. Thus, the law of k is the law of ρkφ where φ „ µN . As with other
processes in the following, we simply write “ ‚.
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4.1.1 Renormalised multilinear functions of the free field
The second, third, and fourth Wick powers of are the space-stationary stochastic
processes , , defined by:
k “ 2k ´ k
k “ 3k ´ 3 k
k “ 4k ´ 6 k 2k ` 3 2k
where we recall from Section 2 that k “ EN rφ2kp0qs “ Er 2kp0qs. Note that k, k,
and k are equal in law to : φ2k :, : φ3k :, and : φ4k :, respectively.
The Wick powers of can be expressed as iterated integrals using Itô’s formula (see
[Nua06, Section 1.1.2]). We only need the iterated integral representation :
k “ 3!
N
9
2
ÿ
n1,n2,n3
ż k
0
ż k1
0
ż k2
0
3ź
i“1
b
Bkiρ2kipniq
xniy dB
n3
k3
dBn2k2 dB
n1
k1
(4.3)
where we have used the convention that sums over frequencies ni range over pN´1Zq3.
We define additional space-stationary stochastic processes , , , by
k “
ż k
0
J2k1 k1dk
1
k “ k “ k
k “ k “ k ´ 12N6 k
ÿ
n1`n2`n3
ż k
0
ρ2k1pn1qρ2k1pn2qBk1ρ2k1pn3q
xn1y2xn2y2xn3y2 dk
1
k “ Jk k “ Jk k ´ 4N6
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“0
ρ2kpn1qρ2kpn2qBkρ2kpn3q
xn1y2xn2y2xn3y2 .
We make two observations: first, a straightforward calculation shows that k
diverges in variance as k Ñ 8. However, due to the presence of Jk, k can be made
sense of as k Ñ8. See Lemma 4.6.
Second, k, k, and k are renormalised resonant products of k k, k k, and
pJk kq2, respectively. The latter products are classically divergent in the limit k Ñ8.
We refer to Remark 4.2 for an explanation of why the resonant product is used.
Remark 4.2. Let f P Cs1 and g P Cs2 for s1 ă 0 ă s2. Bony’s decomposition states
that, if the product exists, fg “ f ă g ` f “ g ` f ą g and is of regularity s1 (see
Appendix A.3). Since paraproducts are always well-defined (see Proposition A.5), the
resonant product contains all of the difficulty in defining the product. However, the
resonant product gives regularity information of order s1 ` s2 (see Proposition A.6),
which is strictly stronger than the regularity information of the product: i.e. the bound
on }f “ g}Cs1`s2 is strictly stronger than the bound on }fg}Cs1 . This is the key property
that makes paracontrolled calculus useful in this context [GIP15].
The required renormalisations of K and K are related to the usual "sunset"
diagram appearing in the perturbation theory for φ43,
k “ 1N6
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“0
ρ2kpn1qρ2kpn2qρ2kpn3q
xn1y2xn2y2xn3y2 . (4.4)
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See [Fel74, Theorem 1]. We emphasise that k depends on η,N and k.
By the fundamental theorem of calculus, the Leibniz rule, and symmetry,
k “ 1N6
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“0
ż k
0
Bk1
´
ρ2k1pn1qρ2k1pn2qρ2k1pn3q
¯
xn1y2xn2y2xn3y2 dk
1
“ 3
N6
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“0
şk
0
ρ2k1pn1qρ2k1pn2qBk1ρ2kpn3q
xn1y2xn2y2xn3y2 .
Thus, the renormalisations of K and k are given by 4 k k and 43Bk k,
respectively.
Remark 4.3. It is straightforward to verify that there exists C “ Cpηq ą 0 such that
k ď CpηqN6 logxky and Bk k ď
Cpηq
N6
logxky
xky .
Let Ξ “ p , , , , , q. We refer to the coordinates of Ξ as diagrams. The
following proposition gives control over arbitrarily high moments of diagrams in Besov
spaces.
Proposition 4.4. For any p, p1 P r1,8q, q P r1,8s, and κ ą 0 sufficiently small, there
exists C “ Cpp, p1, q, κ, ηq ą 0 such that
sup
ką0
E
”
} k}p
B
´ 1
2
´κ
p1,q
` } k}pB´1´κ
p1,q
` } k}p
B
1
2
´κ
p1,q
` } k}pB´κ
p1,q
` } k}p
B
´ 1
2
´κ
p1,q
`
´ ż k
0
} k1}B´κ
p1,q
¯p
dk1
ı
ď C.
(4.5)
Proof. See [BG19, Lemma 24].
Remark 4.5. The constant on the righthand side of (4.5) is independent ofN because
our Besov spaces are defined with respect to normalised Lebesgue measure d¯x “ dxN3
(see Appendix A.2). For p “ 8, bounds that are uniform in N do not hold. Indeed,
for L8-based norms, there is in general no chance of controlling space-stationary
processes uniformly in the volume. Thus, we cannot work in Besov-Hölder spaces.
We prove the bound in (4.5) for k since it illustrates the role ofJk, is used later in
the proof of Proposition 5.22, and gives the reader a flavour of how to prove the bounds
on the other diagrams.
Lemma 4.6. There exists C “ Cpηq ą 0 such that, for any n P pN´1Zq3,
sup
ką0
E
ˇˇˇ
F kpnq
ˇˇˇ2 ď CN3xny4 . (4.6)
As a consequence, for every p P r1,8q and s ă 12 , there exists C “ Cpp, s, ηq ą 0
such that
sup
ką0
E
”
} K}pBsp,p
ı
ď C.
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Proof. Inserting (4.3) in the definition of k and switching the order of integration,
F kpnq “ 6
N
3
2
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“n
ż k
0
Bk1ρ2k1pnq
xny2
ż k1
0
ż k1
0
ż k2
0
ˆ
˜
3ź
i“1
b
Bkiρ2kipniq
xniy
¸
dBn3k3 dB
n2
k2
dBn1k1 dk
1
“ 6
N
3
2
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“n
ż k
0
ż k1
0
ż k2
0
˜ż k
k1
Bk1ρ2k1pnq
xny2 dk
1
¸
ˆ
˜
3ź
i“1
b
Bkiρ2kipniq
xniy
¸
dBn3k3 dB
n2
k2
dBn1k1 .
Therefore, by Itô’s formula,
E
ˇˇˇ
F Kpnq
ˇˇˇ2
ď 36
N3
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“n
ż k
0
ż k1
0
ż k2
0
˜ż k
k1
Bk1ρ2k1pnq
xny2 dk
1
¸2
ˆ
˜
3ź
i“1
Bkiρ2kipniq
xniy2
¸
dk3dk2dk1
ď 36
N3
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“n
1
xn2y2xn3y2
ż k
0
˜ż k
k1
Bk1ρ2k1pnq
xny2 dk
1
¸2 Bk1ρ2k1pn1q
xn1y2 dk1
(4.7)
where we have performed the k2 and k3 integrations, and used that |ρk| ď 1.
Recall that Bk1ρ2k1 is supported on frequencies |n| P pcρk1, Cρk1q. Hence, for any
κ ą 0,
(4.7) À 1
N3
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“n
1
xn2y2xn3y2
ż K
0
˜ż k
k1
Bk1ρ2k1pnq
xny2´κ2 dk
1
¸2 Bk1ρ2k1pn1q
xn1y2xk1yκ dk1
ď 1
N3
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“n
1
xny4´κxn2y2xn3y2
ż k
0
Bk1ρ2k1pn1q
xn1y2`κ dk1
À 1
N3
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“n
1
xny4´κxn1y2`κxn2y2xn3y2 À
N3
xny4 ,
(4.8)
where À means ď up to a constant depending only on η, cρ and Cρ; the last inequality
uses standard bounds on discrete convolutions contained in Lemma A.12; and we have
used that the double convolution produces a volume factor of N6. Note that, as said in
Section 2, we omit the dependence on cρ and Cρ in the final bound.
By Fubini’s theorem, Nelson’s hypercontractivity estimate [Nel73] (or the related
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Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality [RY13, Theorem 4.1]), and space-stationarity
E} k}pBsp,p “
ÿ
jě´1
2jpsE}∆j k}pLp
“
ÿ
jě´1
2jps
ż
TN
E|∆j kpxq|pd¯x
À
ÿ
jě´1
2jps
ż
TN
´
E|∆j kpxq|2
¯ p
2
d¯x
“
ÿ
jě´1
2jps
´
E|∆j kp0q|2
¯ p
2
(4.9)
where ∆j is the j-th Littlewood-Paley block defined in Appendix A and we recall
d¯x “ dxN3 .
We overload notation and alsowrite∆j tomean its corresponding Fouriermultiplier.
Then, by space-stationarity, for any j ě ´1,
E|∆j kp0q|2 “
ż
TN
E|∆j kpxq|2d¯x
“ 1
N6
ÿ
n
|∆jpnq|2E|F kpnq|2
À 1
N3
ÿ
n
∆jpnq2
xny4 À
23j
24j
“ 1
2j
.
(4.10)
Inserting (4.10) into (4.9) we obtain
E} K}pBsp,p À
ÿ
jě´1
2jps2´
p
2 j
which converges provided s ă 12 , thus finishing the proof.
4.2 The Boué-Dupuis formula
Fix an ultraviolet cutoff K. Recall that we are interested in Gaussian expectations of
the form
ENe´HpφKq
whereHpφKq “ Hβ,N,KpφKq `QKpφKq.
We may represent such expectations on pΩ,A, pAkqkě0,Pq:
ENe´HpφKq “ Ee´Hp Kq. (4.11)
The key point is that the righthand side of (4.11) is written in terms of a measurable
functional of Brownian motions. This allows us to exploit continuous time martingale
techniques, crucially Girsanov’s theorem [RY13, Theorems 1.4 and 1.7], to reformulate
(4.11) as a stochastic control problem.
Let H be the set of processes v‚ that are P-almost surely in L2pR`;L2pTN qq and
progressively measurable with respect to pAkqkě0. We call this the space of drifts. For
any v P H, let V‚ be the process defined by
Vk “
ż k
0
Jk1vk1dk
1.
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For our purposes, it is sufficient to consider the subspace of drifts HK Ă H consisting
of v P H such that vk “ 0 for k ą K.
We also work with the subset of bounded drifts Hb,K Ă HK , defined as follows:
for everyM P N, let Hb,M,K be the set of v P HK such thatż K
0
ż
TN
v2kdxdk ďM (4.12)
P-almost surely. Set Hb,K “ ŤMPNHb,M,K .
The following proposition is the main tool of this section.
Proposition 4.7. Let N P N and H : C8pTN q Ñ R be measurable and bounded.
Then, for anyK ą 0,
´ logE
”
e´Hp Kq
ı
“ inf
v
E
”
Hp K ` VKq ` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
v2kdxdk
ı
(4.13)
where the infimum can be taken over v in HK or Hb,K .
Proof. (4.13) was first established by Boué and Dupuis [BD98], but we use the version
in [BD19, Theorem 8.3], adapted to our setting.
We cannot directly apply Proposition 4.7 for the caseH“ Hβ,N,K `QK because
it is not bounded. To circumvent this technicality, we introduce a total energy cutoff
E P N. Since K is taken fixed, Hβ,N,K ` QK is bounded from below. Hence, by
dominated convergence
lim
EÑ8ENe
´
`
Hβ,N,KpφKq`QKpφKq
˘
^E “ ENe´Hβ,N,KpφKq`QKpφKq. (4.14)
We apply Proposition 4.7 to H “ `Hβ,N,K ` QK˘ ^ E. For the lower bound
on the corresponding variational problem, we establish estimates that are uniform over
v P Hb,K . For the upper bound, we establish estimates for a specific choice of v P HK
which is constructed via a fixed point argument. All estimates that we establish are
independent of E. Hence, using (4.14) and the representation (4.11), they carry over to
ENe´Hβ,N,KpφKq`QKpφKq. We suppress mention of E unless absolutely necessary.
Remark 4.8. The assumption that H is bounded allows the infimum in (4.13) to
be interchanged between HK and Hb,K . The use of Hb,K allows one to overcome
subtle stochastic analysis issues that arise later on: specifically, justifying certain
stochastic integrals appearing in Lemmas 5.14 and 5.16 are martingales and not just
local martingales. See Lemma 5.13. The additional boundedness condition is important
in the lower bound on the variational problem as the only other a priori information
that we have on v there is that E
şK
0
ş
TN v
2
kdxdk ă 8, which alone is insufficient. On
the other hand, the candidate optimiser for the upper bound is constructed inHK , but it
has sufficient moments to guarantee the aforementioned stochastic integrals in Lemma
5.13 are martingales. See Lemma 5.21.
Remark 4.9. A version of the Boué-Dupuis formula for Hmeasurable and satisfying
certain integrability conditions is given in [Üst14, Theorem 7]. These integrability
conditions are broad enough to cover the cases that we are interested in, and it is
required in [BG19] to identify the Laplace transform of φ43. However, it is not clear to
us that the infimum in the corresponding variational formula can be taken over Hb,K .
Therefore, it seems that the stochastic analysis issues discussed in Remark 4.8 cannot
be resolved directly using this version without requiring some post-processing (e.g. via
a dominated convergence argument with a total energy cutoff as above).
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4.2.1 Relationship with the Gibbs variational principle
Given a drift v P HK , we define the measureQ whose Radon-Nikodym derivative with
respect to P is given by the following stochastic exponential:
dQ “ e
şK
0
vkdXk´ 12
ş
TN
şK
0
v2kdkdxdP. (4.15)
Let Hc,K be the set of v P HK such that its associated measure defined in (4.15) is
a probability measure, i.e. the expectation of the stochastic integral is 1. Then, by
Girsanov’s theorem [RY13, Theorems 1.4 and 1.7 in Chapter VIII] it follows that the
process X‚ is a semi-martingale under Q with decomposition:
XK “ XvK `
ż K
0
vkdx
where Xv‚ is an L2 cylindrical Brownian motion with respect to Q. This induces the
decomposition
K “ vK ` VK (4.16)
where vK “
şK
0
JkdX
v
k .
Lemma 4.10. Let N P N and H : C8pTN q Ñ R be measurable and bounded from
below. Then, for anyK ą 0,
´ logEe´Hp Kq “ min
vPHc,K
EQ
”
Hp vK ` VKq ` 12
ż 8
0
ż
TN
v2kdxdk
ı
(4.17)
where EQ denotes expectation with respect to Q.
Proof. (4.17) is a well-known representation of the classical Gibbs variational
principle [DE11, Proposition 4.5.1]. Indeed, one can verify that RpQ}Pq “
EQ
” ş8
0
ş
TN v
2
kdxdk
ı
, where RpQ}Pq “ EQ log dQdP is the relative entropy of Q with
respect to P. A full proof in our setting is given in [GOTW18, Proposition 4.4].
Proposition 4.7 has several upshots over Lemma 4.10. The most important for us
is that drifts can be taken over a Banach space, thus allowing candidate optimisers to
be constructed using fixed point arguments via contraction mapping. In addition, the
underlying probability space is fixed (i.e. with respect to the canonical measure P),
although this is a purely aesthetic advantage in our case. The cost of these upshots is that
the minimum in (4.17) is replaced by an infimum in (4.13), and more rigid conditions
onH are required. We refer to [BD19, Section 8.1.1] or [BG19, Remark 1] for further
discussion.
With the connection with the Gibbs variational principle in mind, we call HpVKq
the drift (potential) energy and we call
şK
0
ş
TN v
2
kdxdk the drift entropy.
4.2.2 Regularity of the drift
In our analysis we use intermediate scales between 0 andK. As we explain in Section
5.1, this means that we require control over the process V‚ in terms of the drift energy
and drift entropy terms in (4.13).
The drift entropy allows a control of V‚ in L2-based topologies.
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Lemma 4.11. For every v P L2pR`;L2pTN qq andK ą 0,
sup
0ďkďK
}Vk}2H1 ď
ż K
0
ż
TN
v2kd¯xdk. (4.18)
Proof. (4.18) is a straightforward consequence definition of Jk, see [BG19, Lemma
2].
To control the homogeneity in our estimates, we also require bounds on }V‚}4L4 .
This is a problem: for our specific choices of H, the drift energy allows a control
in L4-based topologies at the endpoint VK . It is in general impossible to control the
history of the path by the endpoint (for example, consider an oscillating process V‚ with
VK “ 0). We follow [BG19] to sidestep this issue.
Let ρ˜ P C8c pR`;R`q be non-increasing such that
ρ˜pxq “
$&%1 |x| P
”
0,
cρ
2
ı
0 |x| P
”
cρ,8
¯
and let ρ˜kp¨q “ ρ˜p ¨k q for every k ą 0.
Define the process V 5‚ by
V 5k “ 1N3
ÿ
n
ρ˜kpnq
˜ż k
0
Jk1pnqFvk1pnqdk1
¸
en.
Note that FpV 5k qpnq “ FpVkqpnq if |n| ď cρ2 . Thus, V 5‚ and V‚ have the same low
frequency/large-scale behaviour (hence the notation).
The two processes differ on higher frequencies/small-scales. Indeed, as a Fourier
multiplier, ρ˜kJk “ 0 for k1 ą k. Hence, for any k ď K,
V 5k “ 1N3
ÿ
n
ρ˜kpnq
˜ż K
0
Jk1pnqFvk1pnqdk1
¸
en “ ρ˜kVK .
This is sufficient for our purposes because ρ˜k is an Lp multiplier for p P p1,8q, and
hence the associated operator is Lp bounded for p P p1,8q.
Lemma 4.12. For any p P p1,8q, there exists C “ Cpp, ηq ą 0 such that, for every
v P L2pR`;L2pTN qq,
sup
0ďkďK
}V 5k }Lp ď C}VK}Lp . (4.19)
Moreover, for any s, s1 P R, p P p1,8q, q P r1,8s, there existsC “ Cps, s1, p, q, ηq
such that, for every v P L2pR`;L2pTN qq,
sup
0ďkďK
}BkV 5k }Bs1p,q ď C
}VK}Bsp,q
xky1`s´s1 . (4.20)
Proof. (4.19) and (4.20) are a consequence of the preceding discussion together with
the observation that BkV 5k is supported on an annulus in Fourier space and, subsequently,
applying Bernstein’s inequality (A.6). See [BG19, Lemma 20].
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5 Estimates on Q-random variables
The main results of this section are upper bounds on expectations of certain random
variables, derived from Q1, Q2, and Q3 defined in (3.2), that are uniform in β and
extensive in N3.
Proposition 5.1. For every a0 ą 0, there exist β0 “ β0pa0, ηq ě 1 and CQ “
CQpa0, β0, ηq ą 0 such that the following estimates hold: for all β ą β0 and a P R
satisfying |a| ď a0,
inf
Ką0´
1
N3
log
A ź
PBN
exppaQ1p qq
E
β,N,K
ě ´CQ
inf
Ką0´
1
N3
log
A ź
PBN
exppaQ2p qq
E
β,N,K
ě ´CQ.
In addition,
inf
Ką0´
1
N3
log
A ź
t , 1uPB
expp|aQ3p , 1q|q
E
β,N,K
ě ´CQ
where B is any set of unordered pairs of nearest-neighbour blocks that partitions BN .
Proof. See Section 5.9.
Proposition 5.1 is used in Section 6.3, together with the chessboard estimates of
Proposition 6.5, to prove Proposition 3.5. Indeed, chessboard estimates allow us to
obtain estimates on expectations of random variables, derived from the Qi, that are
extensive in their support from estimates that are extensive in N3. Note that the latter
are significantly easier to obtain than the former since these random variables may be
supported on arbitrary unions of blocks.
Remark 5.2. For the remainder of this section, we assume η ă 1392CP where CP is the
Poincaré constant on unit blocks (see Proposition A.11). This is for convenience in the
analysis of Sections 5.8.1 and 5.9 (see also Lemma 5.20). Whilst this may appear to
fix the specific choice of renormalisation constants δm2, we can always shift into this
regime by absorbing a finite part of δm2 into Vβ .
Most of the difficulties in the proof of Proposition 5.1 are contained in obtaining
the following upper and lower bounds on the free energy ´ logZβ,N that are uniform
in β.
Proposition 5.3. There exists C “ Cpηq ą 0 such that, for all β ě 1,
lim inf
KÑ8 ´
1
N3
logZβ,N,K ě ´C (5.1)
and
lim sup
KÑ8
´ 1
N3
logZβ,N,K ď C. (5.2)
Proof. See Sections 5.8.1 and 5.8.2 for a proof of (5.1) and (5.2), respectively. These
proofs rely on Sections 5.2 - 5.7, and the overall strategy is sketched in Section 5.1.
Remark 5.4. In [BG19] estimates on ´ logZβ,N,K are obtained that are uniform in
K ą 0 and extensive in N3. However, one can show that these estimates are Opβq as
β Ñ8. This is insufficient for our purposes (compare with the uniform in β estimates
required to prove Proposition 3.2).
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5.1 Strategy to prove Proposition 5.3
The lower bound on ´ logZβ,N,K , given by (5.1), is the harder bound to establish in
Proposition 5.3. Our approach builds on the analysis of [BG19] by incorporating a low
temperature expansion inspired by [GJS76a, GJS76b]. This is explained in more detail
in Section 5.1.1.
On the other hand, we establish the upper bound on ´ logZβ,N,K , given by (5.2),
by a more straightforward modification of the analysis in [BG19]. See Section 5.8.2.
We nowmotivate our approach to establishing (5.1) by first isolating the the difficulty
in obtaining β-independent bounds when using [BG19] straight out of the box. The
starting point is to apply Proposition 4.7 with H “ Hβ,N,K , together with a total
energy cutoff that we refrain from making explicit (see Remark 4.8 and the discussion
that precedes it), to represent ´ logZβ,N,K as a stochastic control problem.
For every v P Hb,K , define
ΨKpvq “ Hβ,N,Kp K ` VKq ` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
v2kdxdk.
Ultraviolet divergences occur in the expansion ofHβ,N,Kp K `VKq since the integralsş
TN KVKdx and
ş
TN KV
2
Kdx appear and cannot be bounded uniformly inK:
‚ For the first integral, there are difficulties in even interpreting K as a random
distribution in the limit K Ñ 8. Indeed, the variance of K tested against a
smooth function diverges as the cutoff is removed.
‚ On the other hand, one can show that K does converge asK Ñ8 to a random
distribution of Besov-Hölder regularity ´1 ´ κ for any κ ą 0 (see Proposition
4.4). However, this regularity is insufficient to obtain bounds on the second
integral uniform onK . Indeed, VK can be bounded in at most H1 uniformly in
K (see Lemma 4.11), and hence we cannot test K against VK (or V 2K) in the
limitK Ñ8.
This is where the need for renormalisation beyond Wick ordering appears.
To implement this, we follow [BG19] and postulate that the small-scale behaviour
of the drift v is governed by explicit renormalised polynomials of through the change
of variables:
vk “ ´ 4
β
Jk k ´ 12
β
Jkp k ą V 5k q ` rk (5.3)
where the remainder term r “ rpvq is defined by (5.3). Since v P HK Ą Hb,K , we
have that r P HK and, hence, has finite drift entropy; however, note that r R Hb,K . The
optimisation problem is then changed from optimising over v P Hb,K to optimising
over rpvq P HK .
The change of variables (5.3) means that the drift entropy of any v now contains
terms that are divergent as K Ñ 8. One uses Itô’s formula to decompose the diver-
gent integrals identified above into intermediate scales, and then uses these divergent
terms in the drift entropy to mostly cancel them. Using the renormalisation coun-
terterms beyond Wick ordering (i.e. the terms involving γK and δK), the remaining
divergences can be written in terms of well-defined integrals involving the diagrams
Ξ “ p , , , , , q defined in Section 4.1.1.
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One can then establish that, for every ε ą 0, there exists C “ Cpε, β, ηq ą 0 such
that, for every v P Hb,K ,
EΨKpvq ě ´CN3 ` p1´ εqErGKpvqs (5.4)
where
GKpvq “ 1
β
ż
TN
V 4Kdx` 12
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kdkdx ě 0.
The quadratic term in GKpvq allows one to control the H 12´κ norm of VK for any
κ ą 0, uniformly in K (see Proposition 5.9). These derivatives on VK appear when
analysing terms in ΨKpvq involving Wick powers of K tested against (powers of)
VK . However, some of these integrals have quadratic or cubic dependence on the drift,
thus the quadratic term in GKpvq is insufficient to control the homogeneity in these
estimates; instead, this achieved by using the quartic term inGKpvq. Note that the good
sign of the quartic term in theHβ,N,K ensures that GKpvq is indeed non-negative.
Using the representation (4.11) on ENe´Hβ,N,KpφKq and applying Proposition 4.7,
one obtains ´ logZβ,N,K ě ´CN3 from (5.4) and the positivity of GKpvq.
As pointed out in Remark 5.4, this argument gives C “ Opβq for β large and this
is insufficient for our purposes. The suboptimality in β-dependence comes from the
treatment of the integral ż
TN
VβpVKq ´ η
2
V 2Kdx (5.5)
in Hβ,N,Kp K ` VKq. The choice of GKpvq in the preceding discussion is not appro-
priate in light of (5.5) since the term
ş
TN V
4
Kdx destroys the structure of the non-convex
potential
ş
TN VβpVKqdx. On the other hand, replacing 1β
ş
TN V
4
Kdx with the whole
integral (5.5) in GKpvq does not work. This is because (5.5) does not admit a β-
independent lower bound.
5.1.1 Fixing β dependence via a low temperature expansion
We expand (5.5) as two terms
(5.5) “
ż
TN
1
2
VβpVKqdx`
ż
TN
1
2
VβpVKq ´ η
2
V 2Kdx. (5.6)
The first integral in (5.6) is non-negative so we use it as a stability/good term for
the deterministic analysis, i.e. replacing GKpvq byż
TN
1
2
VβpVKqdx` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kdxdk. (5.7)
This requires a comparison of Lp norms of VK for p ď 4 on the one hand, andş
TN VβpVKqdx on the other. Due to the non-convexity of Vβ , this produces factors
of β; these have to be beaten by the good (i.e. negative) powers of β appearing in
Hβ,N,Kp K ` VKq. We state the required bounds in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. For any p P r1, 4s, there exists C “ Cppq ą 0 such that, for all a P R,
|a|p ď Cpaβq p2 Vβpaq p4 ` Cpaβqp. (5.8)
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Hence, for any f P C8pTN q,
}f}Lp ď Cp
a
βq 12
´ ż
TN
Vβpfqd¯x
¯ 1
4 ` Caβ (5.9)
where we recall d¯x “ dxN3 .
Proof. (5.8) follows from a straightforward computation. (5.9) follows from using (5.8)
and Jensen’s inequality.
The difficulty lies in bounding the second integral in (5.6) uniformly in β. In 2D
an analogous problem was overcome in [GJS76a, GJS76b] in the context of a low
temperature expansion for Φ42. Those techniques rely crucially on the logarithmic
ultraviolet divergences in 2D, and the mutual absolute continuity between Φ42 and its
underlying Gaussian measure. Thus, they do not extend to 3D. However, we use the
underlying strategy of that low temperature expansion in our approach.
We write Zβ,N,K as a sum of 2N
3 terms, where each term is a modified partition
function that enforces the block averaged field to be either positive or negative on blocks.
For each term in the expansion, we change variables and shift the field on blocks to
˘?β so that the new mean of the field is small. We then apply Proposition 4.7 to each
of these 2N3 terms.
We separate the scales in the variational problem by coarse-graining the resulting
Hamiltonian. Large scales are captured by an effective Hamiltonian, which is of a
similar form to the second integral in (5.6). We treat this using methods inspired
by [GJS76b, Theorem 3.1.1]: the expansion and translation allow us to obtain a β-
independent bound on the effective Hamiltonian with an error term that depends only
on the difference between the field and its block averages (the fluctuation field). The
fluctuation field can be treated using the massless part of the underlying Gaussian
measure (compare with [GJS76b, Proposition 2.3.2]).
The remainder term contains all the small-scale/ultraviolet divergences and we
renormalise them using the pathwise approach of [BG19] explained above. Patching
the scales together requires uniform in β estimates on the error terms from the renor-
malisation procedure using an analogue of the stability term (5.7) that incorporates the
translation, and Lemma 5.5.
5.2 Expansion and translation by macroscopic phase profiles
Let χ`, χ´ : RÑ R be defined as
χ`paq “ 1?
pi
ż 8
´a
e´c
2
dc, χ´paq “ χ`p´aq.
They satisfy
χ`paq ` χ´paq “ 1
and hence ÿ
σPt˘1uBN
ź
PBN
χσp q
`
φp q˘ “ 1
for any ~φ “ pφp qq PBN P RBN .
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For anyK ą 0, we expand
Zβ,N,K “
ÿ
σPt˘1uBN
EN
”
e´Hβ,N,K
ź
PBN
χσp q
`
φKp q
˘ı
“
ÿ
σPt˘1uBN
Z σβ,N,K
(5.10)
where we recall φKp q “
ş
TN φK1 dx.
We fix σ in what follows and sometimes suppress it from notation. Let h “ ?βσ.
We then have
Z σβ,N,K “ EN exp
˜
´
ż
TN
: VβpφKq : ´γK
β2
: φ2K : ´δK
´ η
2
: pφK ´ hq2 : ´ηφKh` η
2
h2dx
`
ÿ
PBN
log
´
χσp q
`
φKp q
˘¯¸
.
We translate the fields so that their new mean is approximately h. The translation
we use is related to the classical magnetism, or response to the external field ηh, used
in the 2D setting [GJS76a] and given by ηp´∆` ηq´1h.
Lemma 5.6. For every K ą 0, let hK “ ρKh. Define g˜K “ ηp´∆ ` ηq´1hK and
gK “ ρK g˜K . Then, there exists C “ Cpηq such that
|gK |8, |∇gK |8 ď C
a
β (5.11)
where | ¨ |8 denotes the supremum norm. Moreover,ż
TN
|∇gK |2dx ď
ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx. (5.12)
Finally, let
g5k “
ÿ
nPpN´1Zq3
1
N3
ρ˜k
ż k
0
Jk1pnqFgpnqdk
where ρ˜k is as in Section 4.2.2. Then, for any s, s1 P R, p P p1,8q and q P r1,8s,
there exists C1 “ C1pη, s, p, qq and C2 “ C2pη, s, s1, p, qq such that
}g5k}Bsp,q ď C1}gK}Bsp,q (5.13)
and
}Bkg5k}Bs1p,q ď C2
1
xky1`s´s1 }gK}Bsp,q . (5.14)
Proof. The estimate (5.11) follows from the fact that ηp´∆`ηq´1 and∇ηp´∆`ηq´1
are L8 bounded operators. This is because the (η-dependent) Bessel potential and its
first derivatives are absolutely integrable onR3. Hence, by applying Young’s inequality
for convolutions one obtains the L8 boundedness. The uniformity of the estimate over
σ follows from }σ}L8 “ 1 for every σ P BN . The other estimates follow from standard
results about smooth multipliers, the observation that g5k “ ρ˜kgK for any K ě k, and
Lemma 4.12.
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Remark 5.7. Note that gK is given by the covariance operator of µN applied to ηh.
Moreover, note that gK ‰ g˜K since ρ2K ‰ ρK , i.e. the Fourier cutoff is not sharp.
By theCameron-Martin theorem the density ofµN under the translationφ “ ψ`g˜K
transforms as
dµN pψ ` g˜Kq “ exp
´
´
ż
TN
1
2
g˜Kp´∆` ηqg˜K ` ψp´∆` ηqg˜Kdx
¯
dµN pψq.
Hence,
Z σβ,N,K “ ENe´H
σ
β,N,KpψKq´Fσβ,N,K pψq
where
Hσβ,N,KpψKq “
ż
TN
: VβpψK ` gKq : ´γK
β2
: pψK ` gKq2 : ´δK
´ η
2
: pψK ` gK ´ hq2 : dx´
ÿ
PBN
log
´
χσp q
`pψK ` gKqp q˘¯
and
Fσβ,N,Kpψq “
ż
TN
´ηpψK ` gKqh` η
2
h2 ` 1
2
g˜Kp´∆` ηqg˜K ` ψp´∆` ηqg˜Kdx.
By integration by parts, the self-adjointness of ρK , and the definition of g˜K
Fσβ,N,Kpψq “
ż
TN
´ηpψ ` g˜KqhK ` η
2
h2 ` 1
2
|∇g˜K |2 ` η
2
pg˜Kq2 ` ηψhKdx
“
ż
TN
η
2
pg˜K ´ hKq2 ` η
2
p1´ ρ2Kqh2 ` 12 |∇g˜K |
2dx.
(5.15)
Thus, Fσβ,N,Kpψq is independent of ψ and non-negative.
Remark 5.8. Let g “ ηp´∆` ηq´1h. Then,
lim
KÑ8F
σ
β,N,K “
ż
TN
η
2
pg ´ hq2 ` 1
2
|∇g|2dx. (5.16)
The second integrand on the righthand side of (5.16) penalises the discontinuities of
σ. Indeed, e´
ş
TN
1
2 |∇g|2dx is approximately equal to e´C
?
β|Bσ|, where Bσ denotes the
surfaces of discontinuity of σ, |Bσ| denotes the area of these surfaces, and C ą 0 is an
inessential constant. Thus, for β sufficiently large, Zβ,N is approximately equal to
e´C
?
β|Bσ| ˆOp1q “
ź
ΓiPσ
e´C
?
β|Γi| ˆOp1q
where Γi are the connected components of Bσ (called contours). It would be interesting
to further develop this contour representation for νβ,N (compare with the 2D expansions
of [GJS76a, GJS76b]).
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5.3 Coarse-graining of the Hamiltonian
We apply Proposition 4.7 to ´ logENe´Hσβ,N,Kp Kq. For every v P Hb,K , define
ΨσKpvq “ Hσβ,N,Kp K ` VKq ` 12
ż K
0
ż
TN
v2k dxdk. (5.17)
Let ZK “~K `VK ` gK , where~K “ p Kp qq PBN . We split the Hamiltonian as
Hσβ,N,Kp K ` VKq “ HeffK pZKq `RK ` 12
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx (5.18)
where
HeffK pZKq “
ż
TN
1
2
Vβ,N,KpZKq ´ η
2
pZK ´ hq2dx´
ÿ
PBN
log
´
χσp q
`
ZKp q
˘¯
is an effective Hamiltonian introduced to capture macroscopic scales of the system.
The quantityRK is then determined by (5.18) and is explicitly given by
RK “
ż
TN
: Vβp K ` VK ` gKq : ´γK
β2
: p K ` VK ` gKq2 : ´δK
´ 1
2
Vβp~K ` VK ` gKq ´ 1
2
VβpVK ` gKq
´ η
2
: p K ` VK ` gK ´ hq2 : `η
2
p~K ` VK ` gK ´ hq2dx.
All analysis/cancellation of ultraviolet divergences occurs within the sum of RK and
the drift entropy, see (5.27). Finally, the last term in (5.18) is a stability term which is
key for our non-perturbative analysis, namely it allows us to obtain estimates that are
uniform in the drift.
The key point is that we coarse-grain the field by block averaging K , the most sin-
gular term. This allows us to preserve the structure of the low temperature potential Vβ
on macroscopic scales (captured in HeffK pZKq), which is crucial to obtaining estimates
independent of β on the free energy.
5.4 Killing divergences
5.4.1 Changing drift variables
For any v P Hb,K , define r “ rpvq P HK by
rk “ vk ` 4
β
Jk k ` 12
β
Jkp k ą pV 5k ` g5kqq. (5.19)
In our analysis it is convenient to use an intermediate change of variables for the
drift. Define u “ upvq P HK by
uk “ vk ` 4
β
Jk k. (5.20)
Inserting (5.19) and (5.20) into the definition of the integrated drift, Vk “şk
0
Jk1vk1dk
1, we obtain
Vk “ ´ 4
β k
´ 12
β
ż k
0
J2k1p k1 ą pV 5k1 ` g5k1qqdk1 `Rk
“ ´ 4
β k
` Uk
(5.21)
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where Rk “
şk
0
Jk1rk1dk
1 and Uk “
şk
0
Jk1uk1dk
1.
The following proposition contains useful estimates estimates on UK and VK .
Proposition 5.9. For any ε ą 0 and κ ą 0 sufficiently small, there exists C “
Cpε, κ, ηq ą 0 such that, for all β ą 1,
sup
0ďkďK
}Uk}2H1´κ ď
CNΞK
N3
` ε
β3
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x
` C
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk
(5.22)
sup
0ďkďK
}Vk}2
H
1
2
´κ ď CN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε
β3
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x
` C
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk
(5.23)
where we recall d¯x “ dxN3 ; andNΞK is a positive random variable on Ω that is P-almost
surely given by a finite linear combination of powers of (finite integrability) Besov and
Lebesgue norms of the diagrams Ξ “ t , , , , , u on the interval r0,Ks.
Proof. See Section 5.6.1.
Remark 5.10. As a consequence of Proposition 4.4, the random variableNΞK satisfies
the following estimate: there exists C “ Cpηq ą 0 such that
ENΞK ď CN3. (5.24)
In the following we denote by NΞK any positive random variable on Ω that satisfies
(5.24). In practice it is always P-almost surely given by a finite linear combination of
powers of (finite integrability) Besov norms of the diagrams in Ξ on r0,Ks. Note that
NΞK includes constants of the form C “ Cpηq ą 0.
5.4.2 The main small-scale estimates
In the following we write « to mean equal up to a term with expectation 0 under P.
Proposition 5.11. Let β ą 0. For everyK ą 0, define
γK “ ´42 ¨ 3 ¨ K (5.25)
where K is defined in (4.4), and
δK “ E
«ż
TN
ż K
0
´ 8
β2
pJk kq2dk ´ 256
β4
K
´
K
¯3
` 96
β3
´
K
¯2
Kdx
ff
.
(5.26)
Then, for every v P Hb,K ,
RK ` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
v2kdkdx «
4ÿ
i“1
RiK ` 12
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kdxdk (5.27)
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where
R1K “
ż
TN
´ 1
2β
p~Kq4 ´ 2
β
p~Kq3pVK ` gKq ´ 3
β
p~Kq2pVK ` gKq2
´ 2
β
~
KV
3
K ´ 6β~KV
2
KgK ´ 6β~KVKg
2
K
` η ` 2
2
p~Kq2 ` pη ` 2q~KVKdx
R2K “
ż
TN
192
β3
K
2
KUK ´ 48β2 K KU
2
K ´ 96β2 K KgKUK
` 4
β
KU
3
K ` 12β KgKU
2
K ` 12β Kg
2
KUK ´ p4` ηq KUKdx
R3K “
ż
TN
12
β
p K “ gKqUK ` 6
β
p K “ UK ´ K ą UKqUK
´ 48
β2
p K ă KqUK ` 12β p K ă gKqUK `
6
β
p K ă UKqUKdx
`
ż
TN
ż K
0
12
β
´
k ą pBkV 5k ` Bkg5kq
¯
Uk
` 12
β
´
K ą pVK ` gK ´ V 5K ´ g5Kq
¯
UK
´ 72
β2
˜´
Jkp k ą pV 5k ` g5kqq
¯2 ´ ´Jk k “ Jk k¯pV 5k ` g5kq2
¸
dkdx
R4K “ ´
ż
TN
48
β2 K
UK ` 2γK
β2
pV 5K ` gKqpVK ` gK ´ V 5K ´ g5Kq
` γK
β2
pVK ` gK ´ V 5K ´ g5Kq2dx
`
ż
TN
ż K
0
2γk
β2
pBkV 5k ` Bkg5kqpV 5k ` g5kq ` 72β2 kpV
5
k ` g5kq2dkdx.
Moreover, the following estimate holds: for any ε ą 0, there existsC “ Cpε, ηq ą 0
such that, for all β ą 1,
max
i“1,...,4
ˇˇˇ
RiK
ˇˇˇ
ď CNΞK ` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kdxdk
¯
(5.28)
where NΞK is as in Remark 5.10.
Proof. We establish (5.27) in Section 5.5 by arguing as in [BG19, Lemma 5]. The
remainder estimates (5.28) are then established in Section 5.6.
Remark 5.12. The products K K and K
2
K appearing above are classically ill-
defined in the limit K Ñ 8. However, (probabilistic) estimates on the resonant
product K uniform in K are obtained in Proposition 4.4. Hence, the first product
can be analysed using a paraproduct decompositions (A.7). The second product is less
straightforward and requires a double paraproduct decomposition (see [BG19, Lemma
21 and Proposition 6] and [CC18, Proposition 2.22]).
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5.5 Proof of (5.27): Isolating and cancelling divergences
Using that K ,~K , K , K and K all have expectation zero,
RK “
ż
TN
1
β
K ` 4
β
KpVK ` gKq ` 6
β
KpVK ` gKq2 ` 4
β
KpVK ` gKq3
´ 2 K ´ 4 KpVK ` gKq ` VβpVK ` gKq
´ γK
β2
´
K ` 2 KpVK ` gKq ` pVK ` gKq2
¯
´ δK
´ 1
2β
p~Kq4 ´ 2
β
p~Kq3pVK ` gKq ´ 3
β
p~Kq2pVK ` gKq2
´ 2
β
~
KpVK ` gKq3 ` p~Kq2 ` 2~KpVK ` gKq ´ 1
2
VβpVK ` gKq
´ 1
2
VβpVK ` gKq
´ η
2
K ´ η KpVK ` gK ´ hq ´ η
2
pVK ` gK ´ hq2
` η
2
p~Kq2 ` η~KpVK ` gK ´ hq ` η
2
pVK ` gK ´ hq2dx
«
ż
TN
4
β
KVK ` 6
β
KpVK ` gKq2 ` 4
β
KpVK ` gKq3 ´ 4 KVK
´ 2γK
β2
KVK ´ γK
β2
pVK ` gKq2 ´ δK
´ 1
2β
p~Kq4 ´ 2
β
p~Kq3pVK ` gKq ´ 3
β
p~Kq2pVK ` gKq2
´ 2
β
~
KV
3
K ´ 6β~KV
2
KgK ´ 6β~KVKg
2
K ` p~Kq2 ` 2~KVK
´ η KVK ` η
2
p~Kq2 ` η~KVKdx
Hence, by reordering terms,
RK « R1K `
ż
TN
4
β
KVK ` 6
β
KpVK ` gKq2 ` 4
β
KpVK ` gKq3
´ p4` ηq KVK ´ 2γK
β2
KVK ´ γK
β2
pVK ` gKq2 ´ δKdx.
(5.29)
Ignoring the renormalisation counterterms (i.e. those involving γK and δK), the
divergences in (5.29) are contained in the integrals
ş
TN
4
β KVKdx and
ş
TN
6
β pVK `
gKq2. In order to kill these divergences, we use changes of variables in the drift entropy
to mostly cancel them; the remaining divergences are killed by the renormalisation
counterterms. We renormalise the leading order divergences, ie. those polynomial in
K, in Section 5.5.1. The divergences that are logarithmic in K are renormalised in
Section 5.5.2.
In order to use the drift entropy to cancel divergences, we decompose certain
(spatial) integrals across ultraviolet scales k P r0,Ks using Itô’s formula. Error terms
are produced that are stochastic integrals with respect to martingales (specifically, with
respect to d k and d k). The following lemma allows us to argue that these stochastic
integrals are « 0.
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Lemma 5.13. For any v P Hb,K , the stochastic integralsż
TN
ż K
0
Vkd kdx (5.30)
and ÿ
iăj´1
ż
TN
ż K
0
Uk∆ipV 5k ` g5kqdp∆j kqdx (5.31)
are martingales. We recall that, above, ∆i denotes the i-th Littlewood-Paley block.
Proof. In this proof, for any continuous local martingale Z‚, we write xxZ,Zyy‚ for the
corresponding quadratic variation process. Moreover, for any Z-adapted process Y‚,
we write
şK
0
Yk ¨ dZk to denote the stochastic integral
ş
TN
şK
0
YkdZkdx.
We begin with two observations: first, let v P Hb,M,K for some M ą 0, i.e.
those v P Hb,K satisfying (4.18). Then, by Sobolev embedding, there exists C “
CpM,N,K, ηq ą 0 such that
sup
0ďkďK
}Vk}6L6 ď C
P-almost surely.
Second, recalling the iterated integral representation of theWick powers k and k
(see e.g. (4.3)), one can show d k “ 3 kd k and dp∆j kq “ ∆jd k “ 2∆j kd k.
Thus, we can write the stochastic integrals (5.30) and (5.31) in terms of stochastic
integrals with respect to d k. It suffices to show that their quadratic variations are finite
in expectation.
Using that dxx , yyk “ J2k p1qdk “ J2k dk and by Young’s inequality,
E
«
xx
ż ‚
0
Vk ¨ d kyyK
ff
“ 32E
«ż K
0
ż
TN
V 2k
2
kJ
2
k dxdk
ff
ď 32E
«
1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
V 4k ` 4kJ4k dxdk
ff
ă 8.
Hence, (5.30) is a martingale.
Now consider (5.31). By (5.21),
ÿ
iăj´1
ż K
0
ż
TN
Uk∆ipV 5k ` g5kq ¨ dp∆j kq “ ZaK ` ZbK
where
ZaK “ 2
ÿ
iăj´1
ż K
0
ż
TN
Vk∆iV
5
k∆j kd k
ZbK “ 2
ÿ
iăj´1
ż K
0
ż
TN
´ 4
β k
∆iV
5
k ` Uk∆ig5k
¯
∆j kd k.
Arguing as for (5.30), one can show ExxZb‚yyK ă 8.
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By Young’s inequality and using that Littlewood-Paley blocks and the 5 operator
are Lp multipliers, we have
ExxZa‚ yyK “ 22E
« ÿ
iăj´1
ż K
0
ż
TN
V 2k p∆iV 5k q2p∆j kq2J2k dk
ff
ď 22E
«
2
3
ż K
0
ż
TN
V 6k ` 13 p∆k kq
6J6k dxdk
ff
ă 8
thus establishing that (5.31) is a martingale.
5.5.1 Energy renormalisation
In the next lemma, we cancel the leading order divergence using the change of variables
(5.20) in the drift entropy. The error term does not depend on the drift and is divergent
in expectation (as K Ñ 8); it is cancelled by one part of the energy renormalisation
δK (see (5.26)).
Lemma 5.14.ż
TN
4
β
KVKdx` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
v2kdxdk «
ż K
0
ż
TN
´ 8
β2
pJk kq2 ` 1
2
u2kdxdk.
Proof. By Itô’s formula, Lemma 5.13, and the self-adjointness of Jk,ż
TN
4
β
KVKdx “
ż
TN
´ ż K
0
4
β
kBkVkdk ` 4
β
Vkd k
¯
dx «
ż
TN
ż K
0
4
β
Jk kvkdkdx.
Hence, by (5.20),ż
TN
4
β
KVKdx` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
v2kdxdk
«
ż
TN
ż K
0
4
β
Jk k
`´ 4
β
k ` ukq ` 1
2
`´ 4
β
k ` ukq2dkdx
“
ż
TN
ż K
0
´ 8
β2
pJk kq2 ` 1
2
u2kdkdx.
As a consequence of (5.20), the remaining (non-counterterm) integrals in (5.29)
acquire additional divergences that are independent of the drift. We isolate them in
the next lemma; they are also renormalised by parts of the energy renormalisation (see
(5.26)).
Lemma 5.15.ż
TN
4
β
KpVK ` gKq3 ´ p4` ηq KVKdx « R2K ´
ż
TN
256
β4
K
3
Kdx (5.32)
and ż
TN
6
β
KpVK ` gKq2dx «
ż
TN
96
β3
K
2
K ´ 48β2 K KUK
` 6
β
KU
2
K ` 12β KgKUKdx.
(5.33)
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Proof. By (5.21),ż
TN
4
β
KpVK ` gKq3dx
“
ż
TN
4
β
Kp´ 4
β K
` UK ` gKq3dx
“
ż
TN
4
β
K
˜
´ 64
β3
3
K ` 48β2
2
KpUK ` gKq
´ 12
β K
U2K ´ 24β KUKgK ´
12
β K
g2K
` U3K ` 3U2KgK ` 3UKg2K ` g3K
¸
dx
«
ż
TN
´256
β4
K
3
K ` 192β3 K
2
KUK
´ 48
β2
K KU
2
K ´ 96β2 K KgKUK
` 4
β
KU
3
K ` 12β KgKU
2
K ` 12β Kg
2
KUKdx.
(5.34)
Above we have used Wick’s theorem and the fact that K is Wick ordered to conclude
E
“
K
2
KgK
‰ “ E“ K Kg2K‰ “ 0.
Similarly, E K K “ 0 K . Hence, by (5.21)ż
TN
p4` ηq KVK «
ż
TN
p4` ηq KUKdx. (5.35)
Combining (5.34) and (5.35) establishes (5.32).
By (5.21),ż
TN
6
β
KpVK ` gKq2dx “
ż
TN
6
β
K
´
´ 4
β K
` UK ` gK
¯2
dx
“
ż
TN
6
β
K
´ 16
β2
2
K ´ 8β pUK ` gKq K
U2K ` 2UKgK ` g2K
¯
dx
«
ż
TN
96
β3
K
2
K ` 12β K
´
´ 4
β K
¯
UK
` 6
β
KU
2
K ` 12β KgKUKdx
where we have used that Er KgKs “ 0 and, byWick’s theorem, E
“
K K
‰ “ 0. This
establishes (5.33).
The divergences encountered in Lemmas 5.14 and 5.15 that are independent of the
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drift are killed by the energy renormalisation δK since, by definition,
δK «
ż
TN
´
ż K
0
8
β2
pJk kq2dk ´ 256
β4
K
´
K
¯3 ` 96
β3
´
K
¯2
Kdx. (5.36)
5.5.2 Mass renormalisation
The integrals on the righthand side of (5.33) that involve the drift cannot be bounded
uniformly as K Ñ 8. We isolate divergences using a paraproduct decomposition
and expand the drift entropy using (5.19) to mostly cancel them. This is done in
Lemma 5.16. The remaining divergences are then killed in Lemma 5.17 using the mass
renormalisation.
Lemma 5.16.ż
TN
´ 48
β2
K KUK ` 6β KU
2
K ` 12β KgKUKdx`
1
2
ż K
0
u2kdkdx
« R3K ` 12
ż
TN
ż K
0
r2kdkdx
`
ż
TN
96
β3
K
2
K ´ 48β2 K “ KUKdx
´
ż
TN
ż K
0
72
β2
pJk k “ Jk kqpV 5k ` gkq2dkdx.
(5.37)
Proof. We write
´ 48
β2
K KUK ` 12β KUKgK “
12
β
K
´
´ 4
β K
` gK
¯
UK .
Thus, using (5.21) and a paraproduct decomposition on the most singular products,ż
TN
12
β
K
´
´ 4
β K
` gK
¯
UK ` 6
β
KU
2
Kdx
“
ż
TN
12
β
˜
K ą
´
´ 4
β K
` gK
¯¸
UK ` 6
β
p K ą UKqUK
` 12
β
˜
K
“
´
´ 4
β K
` gK
¯¸
UK ` 6
β
p K “ UKqUK
` 12
β
˜
K ă
´
´ 4
β K
` gK
¯¸
UK ` 6
β
p K ă UKqUK
“
ż
TN
12
β
´
K ą pVK ` gKq
¯
UK ´ 48
β2
´
K
“
K
¯
UK
` 12
β
p K “ gKqUK ` 6
β
p K “ UK ´ K ą UKqUK
´ 48
β2
´
K ă K
¯
UK ` 12
β
p K ă gKqUK ` 6
β
p K ă UKqUKdx.
(5.38)
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All except the first two integrals are absorbed intoR3K .
For the first integral, we use the (drift-dependent) change of variables (5.19) in the
drift entropy of u to mostly cancel the divergence. Due to the paraproduct term, using
Itô’s formula to decompose into scales requires us to control Vk ` gk for k ă K. In
order to be able to do this, we replace VK ` gK by V 5K ` g5K first. Then, applying Itô’s
formula, Lemma 5.13, and using the self-adjointness of Jk,ż
TN
12
β
´
K ą pVK ` gKq
¯
UKdx
“
ż
TN
12
β
´
K ą pV 5K ` g5Kq
¯
UK ` 12
β
´
K ą pVK ` gK ´ V 5K ´ g5Kq
¯
UKdx
«
ż
TN
ż K
0
12
β
Jk
´
k ą pV 5k ` g5kq
¯
uk ` 12
β
´
k ą pBkV 5k ` Bkg5kq
¯
Ukdkdx
`
ż
TN
12
β
´
K ą pVK ` gK ´ V 5K ´ g5Kq
¯
UK
ff
dx.
(5.39)
From (5.19) and (5.20)ż
TN
ż K
0
12
β
Jkp k ą pV 5k ` g5kqquk ` 12u
2
kdkdx
“
ż
TN
ż K
0
´ 72
β2
´
Jkp k ą pV 5k ` g5kqq
¯2 ` 1
2
r2kdkdx
“
ż
TN
ż K
0
´ 72
β2
´
Jk k “ Jk k
¯
pV 5k ` g5kq2 ` 12r
2
k
´ 72
β2
˜´
Jkp k ą pV 5k ` g5kqq
¯2 ´ ´Jk k “ Jk k¯pV 5k ` g5kq2
¸
dkdx.
(5.40)
Combining (5.38), (5.39), and (5.40) yields (5.37).
We now cancel the divergences in the last two terms of (5.37) using the mass
renormalisation.
Lemma 5.17.
R4K «
ż
TN
´ 48
β2
K
“
KUKdx
´
ż
TN
ż K
0
72
β2
´
Jk k “ Jk k
¯
pV 5k ` g5kq2dkdx
´
ż
TN
2γK
β2
KVK ´ γK
β2
pVK ` gKq2dx
(5.41)
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Proof. By the definition of K (see Section 4.1.1),
´
ż
TN
48
β2
K
“
KUK ´ 2γKβ2 KVKdx
“ ´
ż
TN
48
β2 K
UK ` 8γK
β3
K Kdx
« ´
ż
TN
48
β2 K
UKdx
(5.42)
where we have used that, by Wick’s theorem, E
“
K K
‰ “ 0.
To renormalise the second integral in (5.41), we need to rewrite the remaining
counterterm in terms of V 5K :
´
ż
TN
γK
β2
pVK ` gKq2dx
“ ´
ż
TN
γK
β2
pV 5K ` g5Kq2 ` 2pV 5K ` g5KqpVK ` gK ´ V 5K ´ g5Kq
` pVK ` gK ´ V 5K ´ g5Kq2dx.
(5.43)
Using Itô’s formula on the first integral of the right hand side of (5.43),
´
ż
TN
γK
β2
pV 5K ` g5Kq2dx
“ ´
ż
TN
ż K
0
Bkγk
β2
pV 5k ` g5kq2 ` 2γkβ2 pBkV
5
k ` Bkg5kqpV 5k ` g5kqdkdx.
By the definition of k (see Section 4.1.1),ż
TN
ż K
0
´
´ 72
β2
Jk k “ Jk k ´ Bkγk
β2
¯
pV 5k ` g5kq2dkdx
“
ż
TN
ż K
0
72
β2 k
pV 5k ` g5kq2dkdx.
(5.44)
Hence, combining (5.42), (5.43), and (5.44) establishes (5.41).
Proof of (5.27). Lemmas 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17, together with (5.36), establish
(5.27).
5.6 Proof of (5.28): Estimates on remainder terms
Define
RaK “ Ra,1K `Ra,2K `Ra,3K
where
R
a,1
K “
ż
TN
´ 4
β
~
KV
3
K ` 4β KU
3
Kdx
R
a,2
K “
ż
TN
ż K
0
12
β
´
k ą pBkV 5k ` Bkg5kq
¯
Uk ` 2γk
β2
pBkV 5k ` Bkg5kqpV 5k ` g5kqdkdx
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R
a,3
K “
ż
TN
ż K
0
72
β2
˜´
Jkp k ą pV 5k ` g5kqq
¯2 ´ ´Jk k “ Jk k¯pV 5k ` g5kq2
¸
dkdx
and letRbK “
ř4
i“1RiK ´RaK .
RaK contains the most difficult terms to bound, either due to analytic considerations
or β-dependence;RbK contains the terms that follow almost immediately from [BG19,
Lemmas 18-23].
Proposition 5.18. For any ε ą 0, there exists C “ Cpε, ηq ą 0 such that, for all
β ą 1,
|Ra,1K | ď CNΞK ` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kdxdk
¯
(5.45)
|Ra,2K | ď CNΞK ` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kdxdk
¯
(5.46)
|Ra,3K | ď CNΞK ` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kdxdk
¯
. (5.47)
Proof. The estimates (5.45), (5.46), and (5.47) are established in Sections 5.6.2, 5.6.3,
and 5.6.4 respectively. (5.46) and (5.47) are established by a relatively straightforward
combination of techniques in [BG19, Lemmas 18-23] together with Lemmas 5.5 and
5.6. On the other hand, the terms with cubic dependence in the drift (5.45) require a
slightly more involved analysis.
Note that, since our norms on functions/distributions were defined using d¯x “ dxN3
instead of dx to track N dependence, in the proof we rewrite the integrals above in
terms of d¯x by dividing both sides by N3.
Proposition 5.19. For any ε ą 0, there exists C “ Cpε, ηq ą 0 such that, for all
β ą 1,
|RbK | ď CNΞK ` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kdxdk
¯
.
Proof. Follows from a direct combination of arguments in [BG19, Lemmas 18-23] with
Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6. We omit it.
Proof of (5.28). Since
ř4
i“1RiK “ RaK `RbK , Propositions 5.18 and 5.19 establish
(5.28).
The proofs of Propositions 5.18 and 5.19 rely heavily on bounds on the drift es-
tablished in Proposition 5.9, so we prove this first in the next subsection. Throughout
the remainder of this section, we use the notation a À b to mean a ď Cb for some
C “ Cpε, ηq, and we also allow for this constant to depend on other inessential param-
eters (i.e. not β, N , orK).
5.6.1 Proof of Proposition 5.9
First, note that (5.23) is a direct consequence of (5.22) along with (5.21) and bounds
contained in Proposition 4.4.
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We now prove (5.22). Fix any k1 P r0,Ks. As a consequence of (5.21),
}Uk1}2H1´κ ď
288
β2
››› ż k1
0
J2k p k ą pV 5k ` g5kqqdk
›››2
H1´κ
` 2}Rk1}2H1´κ . (5.48)
By Minkowski’s integral inequality, Bernstein’s inequality (A.6), the multiplier
estimate on Jk (A.12), the paraproduct estimate (A.8), and the 5-estimates (4.19),››› ż k1
0
J2k p k ą pV 5k ` g5kqqdk
›››
H1´κ
À
ż k1
0
}J2k p k ą pV 5k ` g5kqq}H´1´2κ
xkyκ dk
À
ż k1
0
} k ą pV 5k ` g5kq}H´1´2κ
xky1`κ dk
À
˜ż k1
0
} k}B´1´2κ4,8
xky1`κ dk
¸
}VK ` gK}L4 .
Hence, by Cauchy-Schwarz with respect to the finite measure dkxky1`κ , the potential
bound (5.9), and Young’s inequality,
1
β2
››› ż k1
0
J2k p k ą pV 5k ` g5kqqdk
›››2
H1´κ
À 1
β2
˜ż k1
0
} k}B´1´2κ4,8
xky1`κ dk
¸2
}VK ` gK}2L4
À 1
β2
˜ż k1
0
} k}2B´1´2κ4,8
xky1`κ dk
¸
}VK ` gK}2L4
À
ż k1
0
} k}2B´1´2κ4,8
xky1`κ dk
˜´ ş
TN VβpVK ` gKqd¯x
¯ 1
2
β
3
2
` 1
β
¸
ď 1
β
ż k1
0
} k}2B´1´2κ4,8
xky1`κ dk `
1
4ε
˜ż k1
0
} k}2B´1´2κ4,8
xky1`κ dk
¸2
` ε
β3
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x.
(5.49)
For the remaining term in (5.48), note that by the trivial embedding H1 ãÑ H1´κ
and the bound (4.18) applied to Rk1 ,
}Rk1}2H1´κ À
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk. (5.50)
Inserting (5.49) and (5.50) into (5.48) establishes (5.22).
5.6.2 Proof of (5.45)
We start with the first integral inRa,1K . Fixκ ą 0 and let q be such that p1`κq´1`q´1 “
1. Then, by Young’s inequality (and remembering β ą 1),ˇˇˇ ż
TN
2
β
~
KV
3
K d¯x
ˇˇˇ
ď Cε
ż
TN
|~K |qd¯x` ε
ż
TN
´VK?
β
¯2`2κ|VK |1`κd¯x. (5.51)
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Adding and subtracting gK into the second term on the righthand side and using the
pointwise potential bound (5.8),ż
TN
´ |VK |?
β
¯2`2κ|VK |1`κd¯x
À
ż
TN
´ |VK ` gK |4
β2
p 1`κ2 q
` ˇˇ gK?
β
ˇˇ2`2κ¯|VK |1`κd¯x
À
ż
TN
˜´VβpVK ` gKq
β
¯ 1`κ
2 ` 1` ˇˇ gK?
β
ˇˇ2`2κ
8
¸
|VK |1`κd¯x
(5.52)
where we recall that | ¨ |8 is the supremum norm.
By the bounds on gK (5.11) and VK (5.23), taking κ ă 1 yieldsż
TN
´
1`ˇˇ gK?
β
ˇˇ2`2κ
8
¯
|VK |1`κd¯x
ď Cpε, κ, ηq ` ε}VK}2L2
ď CN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk
¯
.
(5.53)
Above, we recall that NΞK can contain constants C “ Cpηq ą 0.
For the remaining term on the righthand side of (5.52), we reorganise terms and
iterate the preceding argument:ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKq 1`κ2
´ |VK |?
β
¯1`κ
d¯x
À
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKq 1`κ2
˜ˇˇ gK?
β
ˇˇ1`κ
8 ` 1`
VβpVK ` gKq 1`κ4
β
1`κ
4
¸
d¯x
ď Cpε, κ, ηq ` ε
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x
(5.54)
provided that κ ă 14 .
We now estimate the second integral inRa,1K . Let κ˜ ą 0 be sufficiently small. Let
q be such that 3´κ˜4p1`κ˜qp1´κ˜q ` 1q “ 1. Moreover, let θ “ 2κ˜p1´κ˜qp1`κ˜qp1´2κ˜q . By duality (A.1),
the fractional Leibniz rule (A.2) and interpolation (A.4),ˇˇˇ ż
TN
4
β
KU
3
K d¯x
ˇˇˇ
À 1
β
} K}
B
´ 1
2
´κ
q,8
}U3K}
B
1
2
`κ
4p1`κ˜qp1´κ˜q
3´κ˜ ,1
À 1
β
} K}
B
´ 1
2
´κ
q,8
}UK}
B
1
2
`κ
2`κ˜,1
}UK}2L4´2κ˜
À 1
β
} K}
B
´ 1
2
´κ
q,8
}UK}1´θH1´κ}UK}2`θL4´2κ˜ .
(5.55)
By the change of variables (5.21) in reverse, reorganising terms, Young’s inequality,
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the bound on UK (5.22), and using ε ă 1,
(5.55) ď CN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε}UK}2H1´κ
` } K}
B
´ 1
2
´κ
q,8
}UK}1´θH1´κ
´ 1
β
1
2`θ
}VK}L4´2κ˜
¯2`θ
ď CN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε}UK}2H1´κ `
1
?
β
8
2`θ
ż
TN
V 4K d¯x
ď CN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk
¯
` 1?
β
8
2`θ
ż
TN
V 4K d¯x.
(5.56)
For the last term on the righthand side of (5.56), we iterate the potential bound (5.8)
and bound on gK (5.11) as in the estimate of (5.52):
1
?
β
8
2`θ
ż
TN
V 4K d¯x “
ż
TN
´ |VK |?
β
¯ 4
1` θ
2 |VK |
2θ
2` θ
2 d¯x
À
ż
TN
´ˇˇ gK?
β
ˇˇ 4
1` θ
2 ` 1
¯
|VK |
2θ
2` θ
2 d¯x
`
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKq
1
1` θ
2
β
2
1` θ
2
|VK |
2θ
2` θ
2 d¯x
À Cpε, ηq ` εη
2
ż
TN
|VK |2d¯x
`
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKq
1
1` θ
2
|VK |
2θ
2` θ
2
β
2
1` θ
2
d¯x
À Cpε, ηq ` ε}VK}2
H
1
2
´κ
`
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKq
1
1` θ
2
´
1` ˇˇ gK?
β
ˇˇ 2θ
2` θ
2
¯
d¯x
`
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKq
1
1` θ
2
` θ4`θ
d¯x
ď Cpε, ηq ` ε
´
}VK}2
H
1
2
´κ `
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x
¯
ď CN
Ξ
K
N3
` 2ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk
¯
(5.57)
where in the penultimate line we used Young’s inequality and in the last line we have
used (5.23).
Combining (5.51), (5.53), (5.54), (5.56), and (5.57) establishes (5.45).
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5.6.3 Proof of (5.46)
For any θ P p0, 1q let 1p “ θ4 ` 1´θ2 and let 1p1 “ 1 ´ 1p . Then, by duality (A.1), the
paraproduct estimate (A.8), the Bernstein-type bounds on the derivatives of the drift
(4.20), and bounds on the Bkg5k (5.14),ˇˇˇ ż
TN
ż K
0
12
β
k ą pBkV 5k ` Bkg5kqUkdkd¯x
ˇˇˇ
À 1
β
ż K
0
} k ą pBkV 5k ` Bkg5kq}H´1`κ}Uk}H1´κdk
À 1
β
ż K
0
} k}B´1`κ
p1,2
}BkV 5k ` Bkg5k}Lp}Uk}H1´κdk
À sup
0ďkďK
}Uk}H1´κ 1β }VK ` gK}B3κp,1
ż K
0
} k}B´1`κ
p1,2
dk
xky1`3κ
(5.58)
where in the last inequality we have reordered terms.
Then,
(5.58) À sup
0ďkďK
}Uk}H1´κ 1β }VK ` gK}
θ
B04,8
}VK ` gK}1´θB6κ2,1
ˆ
ż K
0
} k}B´1´κ
p1,2
dk
xky1`κ
À sup
0ďkďK
}Uk}H1´κ }VK ` gK}
θ
L4
βθ
´}VK}1´θ
H
1
2
´κ
β1´θ
` 1
¯
ˆ
ż K
0
} k}B´1´κ
p1,2
dk
xky1`κ
ď Cpεq
˜
1`
´ ż K
0
} k}B´1´κ
p1,2
dk
xky1`κ
¯ 4
4´θ
¸
` ε
2
˜
}VK}2
H
1
2
´κ ` sup
0ďkďK
}Uk}2H1´κ `
1
β4
}VK ` gK}4L4
¸
ď Cpε, ηqN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk
¯
(5.59)
where in the first line we have used Bernstein’s inequality (A.5); in the second line we
have used interpolation (A.4); in the penultimate line we used Young’s inequality; and
in the last line we have used the bounds on VK (5.23), Uk (5.22), together with the
potential bound (5.9).
In order to bound the second integrand in Ra,2K , we use Fubini’s theorem, the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the bounds on V 5k (4.19) and BkV 5K (4.20), and the bounds
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on gK (5.11) to obtainˇˇˇ ż
TN
ż K
0
2γk
β2
pBkV 5k ` Bkg5kqpV 5k ` g5kqdkd¯x
ˇˇˇ
À 1
β2
ż K
0
γk}BkV 5k ` Bkg5k}L2}V 5k ` g5k}L2dk
À 1
β2
}VK ` gK}H2κ}VK ` gK}L2
ż K
0
γk
xkyκ
dk
xky1`κ
À
´}VK}
H
1
2
´κ
β2
` 1
β
3
2
¯
}VK ` gK}L4
(5.60)
where in the last inequality we have used the observation made in Remark 4.3 that
|γk| À logxky.
Thus, by Young’s inequality (applied to each term after expanding the sum), the
potential bound (5.9), and the bound on VK (5.23),
(5.60) ď Cpε, ηq ` ε
˜
}VK}2
H
1
2
´κ `
´ 1
β8
` 1
β6
¯
}VK ` gK}4L4
¸
ď Cpε, ηqN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk
¯
.
(5.61)
Combining (5.59) and (5.61) yields (5.46).
5.6.4 Proof of (5.47)
We writeRa,3K “ I1 ` I2 ` I3, where
I1 “
ż
TN
ż K
0
72
β2
´
Jkp k ą pV 5k ` g5kqq
¯2 ´ ´Jk k ą pV 5k ` g5kq¯2dkdx
I2 “
ż
TN
ż K
0
72
β2
´
Jk k ą pV 5k ` g5kq
¯2
´
´`
Jk k ą pV 5k ` g5kq
˘
“ Jk k
¯
pV 5k ` g5kqdkdx
I3 “
ż
TN
ż K
0
72
β2
´`
Jk k ą pV 5k ` g5kq
˘
“ Jk k
´ pJk k “ Jk kqpV 5k ` g5kq
¯´
V 5k ` g5k
¯
dkd¯x.
Let θ P p0, 1q be sufficiently small and let 1p “ θ4 ` 1´θ2 , 1q “ 1´θ2 and 1p1 “ 12 ´ 1p ,
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1
q1 “ 12 ´ 1q . Then,
|I1| À 1
β2
ż K
0
}Jk
`
k ą pV 5k ` g5kq
˘´Jk k ą pV 5k ` g5kq}H2κ
ˆ }Jk
`
k ą pV 5k ` g5kq
˘`Jk k ą pV 5k ` g5kq}H´2κdk
À 1
β2
ż K
0
} k}B´1´κ
p1,q1
}V 5k ` g5k}B4κp,q
ˆ
´
}Jk
`
k ą pV 5k ` g5kq
˘}H´2κ ` }Jk k ą pV 5k ` g5kq}H´2κ¯dk
À 1
β2
ż K
0
} k}B´1´κ
p1,q1
}V 5k ` g5k}B4κp,q} k}B´1´2κ4,2 }V
5
k ` g5k}L4 dkxky
(5.62)
where the first inequality is by duality (A.1); the second inequality is by the commutator
estimate (A.13) and the triangle inequality; and the third inequality is by the multiplier
estimate (A.12) and the paraproduct estimate (A.8).
Thus,
(5.62) À 1
β2
ż K
0
} k}B´1´κ
p1,q1
}V 5k ` g5k}B4κp,q} k}B´1´κ4,2 }V
5
k ` g5k}L4 dkxky1`κ
À 1
β2
}VK ` gK}1´θ
H
4κ
1´θ
}VK ` gK}1`θL4
ż K
0
} k}B´1´κ
p1,q1
} k}B´1´κ4,2
dk
xky1`κ
(5.63)
where the first inequality is by Bernstein’s inequality (A.5); and the second inequality
is by the 5-bounds applied to V 5k ` g5k (4.19), interpolation (A.4), and the trivial bound}VK ` gK}B4κθ4,8 À }VK ` gK}L4 .
By applying Young’s inequality, the potential bound (5.9), and the bound on VK
(5.23), we have
(5.63) ď CN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε
˜
}VK ` gK}2
H
4κ
1´θ
` 1
β
8
1`θ
}VK ` gK}4L4
¸
ď CN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk
¯
.
(5.64)
Nowconsider I2. Using the commutator estimate (A.9)with f “ Jk k, g “ V 5k`g5k
and h “ Jk k ą pV 5k ` g5kq, followed by the paraproduct estimate (A.8), we obtain
I2 À 1
β2
ż K
0
}Jk k}B´2κ6,8 }V
5
k ` g5k}H4κ}Jk k ą pV 5k ` g5kq}B´2κ3,2 dk
À }VK ` gK}H4κ}VK ` gK}L4
β2
ż K
0
} k}2B´κ12,2
dk
xky1`2κ .
(5.65)
By applying Young’s inequality, the potential bound (5.9), and the a priori bound on
VK (5.23),
(5.65) ď Cpε, ηqN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε
˜
}VK ` gK}2H4κ `
1
β8
}VK ` gK}4L4
¸
ď Cpε, ηqN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk
¯
.
(5.66)
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where the final inequality uses the multiplier estimate (A.12), the 5-bounds applied to
VK ` gK (4.19), and Bernstein’s inequality (A.6).
For I3, we apply duality (A.1), the commutator estimate (A.10) with f “ h “ Jk k
and g “ V 5k ` g5k, followed by the 5-bounds applied to VK ` gK (4.19), to obtain
I3 À 1
β2
ż K
0
}`Jk k ą pV 5k ` g5kq˘ “ Jk k ´ pJk k “ Jk kqpV 5k ` g5kq}Bκ4
3
,8
ˆ }V 5k ` g5k}B´κ4,1dk
À 1
β2
ż K
0
}Jk k}2B´2κ8,8 }V
5
k ` g5k}B5κ2,8}V 5k ` g5k}L4dk
À 1
β2
}VK ` gK}H5κ}VK ` gK}L4
ż K
0
} k}2B´κ8,8
dk
xky1`2κ
ď Cpε, ηqN
Ξ
K
N3
` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqd¯x` 1
2
ż K
0
ż
TN
r2kd¯xdk
¯
(5.67)
where in the last line we have used Young’s inequality, the potential bound (5.9), and
the bound on VK (5.23) as in (5.66).
Using that Ra,3K “ I1 ` I2 ` I3, the estimates (5.64), (5.66), and (5.67) establish
(5.47).
5.7 A lower bound on the effective Hamiltonian
The following lemma, based on [GJS76b, Theorem 3.1.1], gives a β-independent lower
bound on HeffK pZKq in terms of the L2-norm of the fluctuation field ZKK “ ZK ´ ~ZK ,
where we recall ZK “ ~K ` VK ` gK and ~ZKpxq “ ZKp q for x P P BN . This
is useful for us because the latter can be bounded in a β-independent way (see Section
5.8.1).
Lemma 5.20. There exists C ą 0 such that, for any ζ ą 0 andK P p0,8q,
HeffK pZKq ě ´CN3 ´ ζ
ż
TN
`
ZKK
˘2
dx (5.68)
provided η ă min
´
1
32 ,
2ζ
49
¯
.
Proof. First, we write
HeffK pZKq “
ÿ
PBN
ż
1
2
Vβ,N,KpZKq ´ η
2
pZK ´ hq2 ´ log
´
χσp q
`
ZKp q
˘¯
dx.
Fix x P P BN . Without loss of generality, assume σpxq “ 1 and, hence, hpxq “ ?β.
Define
Ipxq “ 1
2
VβpZKpxqq ´ η
2
pZKpxq ´
a
βq2 ´ logχ`p~ZKpxqq.
In order to show (5.68), it suffices to show that, for some C ą 0,
Ipxq ` ζZKKpxq2 ě ´C.
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The fundamental observation is that ZKpxq ÞÑ 12VβpZKpxqq can be approximated
from below near the minimum atZKpxq “ ?β by the quadraticZKpxq ÞÑ η2 pZKpxq´?
βq2 provided η is taken sufficiently small. Indeed, we have
1
2
VβpZKpxqq ´ η
2
pZKpxq ´
a
βq2 “ 1
2β
pZKpxq ´
a
βq2
´
pZKpxq `
a
βq2 ´ ηβ
¯
which is non-negative provided |ZKpxq ` ?β| ě ?ηβ. Thus, this approximation is
valid except for the region near the opposite potential well satisfying p´1´?ηq?β ă
ZKpxq ă p´1 ` ?ηq?β (see Figure 2). When ZKpxq sits in this region, we split
ZKpxq “ ~ZKpxq ` ZKKpxq and observe that:
‚ either the deviation to the opposite well is caused by ~ZKpxq, which is penalised
by the logarithm in Ipxq;
‚ or, the deviation is caused by ZKKpxq, which produces the integral involving ZKK
in (5.68).
-
?
β
?
β
β
2
1
2
VβpZKpxqq
η
2
pZKpxq ´ ?βq2
Figure 2: Plot of VβpZKpxqq and η2 pZKpxq ´
?
βq2.
Motivated by these observations, we split the analysis of Ipxq into two cases. First
we treat the case ZKpxq P Rz
´
´ 4
?
β
3 ,´ 2
?
β
3
¯
. Under this condition, we have
1
2
VβpZKpxqq ě ηpZKpxq ´
a
βq2
provided that η ď 19 . Since χ`p¨q ď 1, ´ logχ`p¨q ě 0. It follows that Ipxq ě 0.
Now let ZKpxq P
´
´ 4
?
β
3 ,´ 2
?
β
3
¯
. Necessarily, either ~ZKpxq ď ´
?
β
3 or
ZKKpxq ď ´
?
β
3 .
We first assume that ~ZKpxq ď ´
?
β
3 . By standard bounds on the Gaussian error
function (see e.g. [GJS76b, Lemma 2.6.1]), for any θ P p0, 1q there exists C “ Cpθq ą
0 such that
´ logχ`
`
ZKp q
˘ ě ´θp~ZKpxqq2 ` C.
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Applying this with θ P p 12 , 1q and that, by our assumption, ~ZKpxq ´
?
β ą 4~ZKpxq,
Ipxq ` ζpZKKpxqq2 ě ´η2 pZ
K
Kpxq ` ~ZKpxq ´
a
βq2 ´ logχ`
`
ZKp q
˘` ζpZKKpxqq2
ě pζ ´ ηqpZKKpxqq2 ´ 16ηp~ZKpxqq2 ´ θ˜p~ZKpxq2q ´ C
ě ´C
provided η ă min
´
ζ, 132
¯
.
Finally, assume that ZKKpxq ă ´
?
β
3 . Since ZKpxq ´
?
β P
´
´ 7
?
β
3 ,´´5
?
β
3
¯
,
we have
Ipxq ` ζpZKKpxqq2 ě ´49η18 β ` ζpZ
K
Kpxqq2 ě 0 (5.69)
provided that η ď 2ζ49 .
5.8 Proof of Proposition 5.3
5.8.1 Proof of the lower bound on the free energy (5.1)
We derive bounds uniform in σ for each term in the expansion (5.10). Since there are
2N
3 terms, this is sufficient to establish (5.1). Fix σ P t˘1uBN .
Recall
´ logZ σβ,N,K “ ´ logENe´H
σ
β,N,K ` Fσβ,N,K . (5.70)
LetCP ą 0 be the sharpest constant in the Poincaré inequality (A.14) on unit boxes.
Note that CP is independent of N . Fix ζ ă 18CP and let ε “ 1 ´ 8CP ζ ą 0. By
Proposition 5.11 and Lemma 5.20 there exists C “ Cpζ, ηq ą 0 such that, for every
v P Hb,K ,
ΨKpvq “ Hσβ,N,Kp K ` VKq ` 12
ż
TN
ż K
0
v2kdkdx
«
4ÿ
i“1
RiK `HeffK pZKq ` 12
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx` 1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
r2kdkdx
ě ´CpεqNΞK `HeffK ` 1´ ε2
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx` 1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
r2kdkdx
¯
.
ě ´CpζqNΞK ´ ζ
ż
TN
pZKKq2dx
` 4ζCP
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx` 1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
r2kdkdx
¯
provided η ă 2ζ49 ă 1196CP .
Note that for any f P L2, şTN pfKq2dx ď şTN f2dx. Therefore, using the inequality
pa1 ` a2 ` a3 ` a4q2 ď 4pa21 ` a22 ` a23 ` a24q and that ZKKpxq “ pVK ` gKqKpxq, we
have ż
TN
pZKKq2dx ď 4
ż
TN
16
β2
´
K
¯2 ` 144
β2
˜ż K
0
J2k k ą pV 5k ` gkqqdk
¸2
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` pRKKq2 ` pgKKq2dx.
Arguing as in (5.49),
4
ż
TN
16
β2
´
K
¯2 ` 144
β2
˜ż K
0
J2k k ą pV 5k ` gkqqdk
¸2
dx
ď Cpζ, CP qNΞK ` 4ζCPβ3
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx.
By the Poincaré inequality (A.14) on unit boxes,ż
TN
pRKKq2dx “
ÿ
PBN
ż ´
RK ´
ż
RKdx
¯2
dx
ď CP
ÿ
PBN
ż
|∇RK |2dx
ď CP
ż
TN
ż K
0
r2kdkdx
where in the last inequality we used that
ş
TN |∇RK |2dx ď }RK}2H1 and Lemma 4.11
(applied to RK).
Similarly, by the Poincaré inequality (A.14) and the (trivial) bound }∇gK}2L2 ď}∇g˜K}2L2 (5.12),ż
TN
pgKKq2dx ď CP
ż
TN
|∇gK |2dx ď CP
ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx.
Then, recalling that β ą 1,
EΨKpvq ě E
«
´ CNΞK ` 4ζCP
´
1´ 1
β3
¯ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx
`
´
4ζCP ´ 4ζCP
¯ ż
TN
ż K
0
r2kdkdx´ 4ζCP
ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx
ff
ě E
«
´ CNΞK ´ 4ζCP
ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx
ff
from which, by Proposition 4.7, we obtain
´ logENe´Hσβ,N,K ě ´CN3 ´ 4ζCP
ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx.
Inserting this into (5.70) and using that Fσβ,N,K ě 12
ş
TN |∇g˜K |2dx (see (5.15))
yields:
´ logZ σβ,N,K ě ´CN3 `
´1
2
´ 4ζCP
¯ ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx ě ´CN3
which establishes (5.1).
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5.8.2 Proof of the upper bound on the free energy (5.2)
We (globally) translate the field to one of the minima of Vβ : this kills the constant β
term. Thus, under the translation φ “ ψ `?β,
Zβ,N,K “ ENe´H`β,N,KpψKq
where
H`β,N,KpψKq “
ż
TN
V`β pψKq ´
γK
β2
: pψK `
a
βq2 : ´δK ´ η
2
: ψ2K : dx
and
V`β paq “
1
β
a2pa` 2aβq2 “ 1
β
a4 ` 4?
β
a3 ` 4a2.
We apply the Proposition 4.7 toZβ,N,K with the infimum taken over HK . In order
to obtain an upper bound, we choose a particular drift in the corresponding stochastic
control problem (4.13). Following [BG19], we seek a drift that satisfies sufficient
moment/integrability conditions with estimates that are extensive in N3, as formalised
in Lemma 5.21 below. Such a drift is constructed using a fixed point argument, hence
the need to work in the Banach space HK as opposed to Hb,K .
Lemma 5.21. There exist processes Uď ‚ and Uą ‚ satisfying Uďą ‚ ` Uě ‚ “
‚ and a unique fixed point vˇ P HK of the equation
vˇk “ ´ 4
β
Jk k ´ 12?
β
Jk k ´ 12
β
JkpUą k ą Vˇ 5k q (5.71)
where VˇK “
şK
0
Jkvˇkdk, such that the following estimate holds: for all p P r1,8q,
there exists C “ Cpp, ηq ą 0 such that, for all β ą 1,
E
«ż
TN
|VˇK |pdx` 1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
rˇ2kdkdx
ff
ď CN3 (5.72)
where rˇk “ ´ 12β JkpUď k ą Vˇ 5k q.
Proof. See [BG19, Lemma 6]. Note that the key difficulty lies in obtaining the rightN
dependence in (5.72). Due to the paraproduct in the definition of (5.71), one can show
that this requires finding a decomposition of k such that Uą k has Besov-Hölder
norm that is uniformly bounded in N3 (see Proposition A.5). Such a bound is not true
for k (see Remark 4.5). This is overcome by defining Uď k to be a random truncation
of the Fourier series of k, where the location of the truncation is chosen to depend on
the Besov-Hölder norm of k.
For v P HK , let
Ψ`Kpvq “ H`β,N,Kp K ` VKq `
1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
v2kdkdx
and defineR`K by
Ψ`Kpvq “ R`K ´
η
2
ż
TN
V 2Kdx`
ż
TN
V`β pVKqdx`
1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
v2k dkdx.
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We observe
Ψ`Kpvq ď R`K `
ż
TN
V`β pVKqdx`
1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
v2kdkdx. (5.73)
Thus, unlike the lower bound, the negative mass ´η2
ş
TN V
2
Kdx can be ignored in
bounding the upper bound on the free energy.
Now fix vˇ as in (5.71). Arguing as in Proposition 5.11, there exists R˜`K such that
R`K `
1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
vˇ2kdkdx « R˜`K `
1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
rˇ2kdkdx (5.74)
and R˜`K satisfies the following estimate: for every ε ą 0, there exists C “ Cpε, ηq ą 0
such that, for all β ą 1,
|R˜`K | ď CNΞK ` ε
´ ż
TN
V`β pVˇKqdx`
1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
rˇ2kdkdx
¯
. (5.75)
Above, we have used that the moment conditions (5.72) are sufficient for conclusions
of Lemma 5.13 to apply to vˇ.
Thus, by (5.73), (5.74), and (5.75),
ErΨ`Kpvˇqs ď CN3 ` p1` εqE
” ż
TN
V`β pVˇKq `
1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
rˇ2kdkdx
ı
. (5.76)
By Young’s inequality, 1βa
4 ` 4?
β
a3 ` 4a2 ď 3a4 ` 6a2 ď 9a4 ` 9 for all β ą 1
and a P R. Thus, ż
TN
V`β pVˇKqdx ď 9
ż
TN
Vˇ 4Kdx` 9N3.
Inserting this into (5.76) and using the moment estimates on the drift (5.72) yields
ErΨ`Kpvˇqs ď CN3 ` p1` εqE
”
9
ż
TN
Vˇ 4Kdx` 12
ż
TN
ż K
0
rˇ2kdkdx
ı
ď CN3.
Hence, by Proposition 4.7,
´ logZβ,N,K “ inf
vPHK
EΨ`Kpvq ď EΨ`Kpvˇq ď CN3
thereby establishing (5.2).
5.9 Proof of Proposition 5.1
We begin with the following proposition, which is a type of Itô isometry for νβ,N .
It implies that the random variables in Proposition 5.1 are integrable provided β is
sufficiently large and that these expectations can be approximated using the cutoff
measures νβ,N,K . Recall also Remark 3.1.
Proposition 5.22. Let f P H´1`δ for some δ ą 0. For every K P p0,8q, let
φpKq „ νβ,N,K and φ „ νβ,N .
The random variables tşTN fφpKqdxuKą0 converge weakly asK Ñ8 to a random
variable
φpfq “
ż
TN
fφdx P L2pνβ,N q.
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Moreover, for every c ą 0,@
exp
`
cφpfq2˘D
β,N
ă 8.
Proof. Let tfnunPN Ă C8pTN q such that fn Ñ f in H´1`δ . We first show that
tφpfnqu is Cauchy in L2pνβ,N q.
Let ε ą 0. Choose n0 such that, for all n,m ą n0, }fn ´ fm}H´1`δ ă εN3 .
Fix n,m ą n0 and let δf “ fn ´ fm. Then,
|φpfnq ´ φpfmq|2 “ ε ¨ 1
ε
φpδfq2 ď εe 1εφpδfq2 . (5.77)
By Proposition 5.3, there exists C “ Cpηq ą 0 such thatA
e
1
εφpδfq2
E
β,N
“ lim
KÑ8
1
Zβ,N,K
ENe´Hβ,N,KpφKq`
1
εφKpδfq2
ď eCN3 lim sup
KÑ8
ENe´Hβ,N,KpφKq`
1
εφKpδfq2 .
We apply Proposition 4.7 to the expectation on the righthand side (with total energy
cutoff suppressed, see Remark 4.8 and the paragraph that precedes it).
For v P Hb,K , define
ΨδfK pvq “ Hβ,N,Kp K ` VKq ´
1
ε
´ ż
TN
p K ` VKqδfdx
¯2 ` 1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
v2kdkdx.
Expanding out the second term (and ignoring the prefactor 1ε for the moment), we
obtain:
E
«´ ż
TN
Kδfdx
¯2 ` ´ ż
TN
Kδfdx
¯2 ` ´ ż
TN
UKδfdx
¯2ff
. (5.78)
Consider the first integral in (5.78). By Parseval’s theorem, the Fourier coefficients
of K (see (4.2)), and Itô’s isometry,
E
” ż
TN
Kδfdx
ı2 “ 1
N6
ÿ
n,m
ErF KpnqF KpmqsFδfpmqFδfpnq
À 1
N3
ÿ
n
|Fδfpnq|2
xny2 À N
3}δf}2H´1`δ
(5.79)
where sums are taken over frequencies ni P pN´1Zq3. Above, the N dependency in
the last inequality is due to our Sobolev spaces being defined with respect to normalised
Lebesgue measure d¯x.
For the second term in (5.78), by Parseval’s theorem, Itô’s isometry, and the Fourier
coefficients of K (see (4.6)), we obtain
E
´ ż
TN
Kδfdx
¯2 “ 1
N6
E
´ÿ
n
F KpnqFδfpnq
¯2
“ 1
N6
ÿ
n
|Fδfpnq|2E
ˇˇˇ
F Kpnq
ˇˇˇ2
À
ÿ
n
|Fδfpnq|2
xny4 À N
6}δf}2H´1`δ .
(5.80)
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For the final term in (5.78), by duality (A.1)´ ż
TN
UKδfdx
¯2 ď N6}δf}2H´1`δ}UK}2H1´δ . (5.81)
Therefore, using that }δf}2H1´δ ď ε
2
N6 , the estimates (5.79), (5.80), and (5.81) yield:
E
«
1
ε
´ ż
TN
p K ` VKqδfdx
¯2ff
ď CpηqN6pN´3 ` 1q}δf}
2
H´1`δ
ε
` CpηqN6 }δf}
2
H´1`δ
ε
E
”
}UK}2H1´δ
ı
ď CpηqεpN´3 ` 1` E}UK}2H1´δq.
(5.82)
Using arguments in Section 5.8.1, it is straightforward to show that there exists
C “ Cpη, βq ą 0 such that, for ε sufficiently small,
EΨδfK pvq ě ´CN3
for every v P Hb,K (note that β dependence is not important here).
Inserting this into Proposition 4.7 gives
lim sup
KÑ8
xe´Hβ,N,KpφKq` 1εφKpδfq2yβ,N,K ď eCN3 . (5.83)
Taking expectations in (5.77) and using (5.83) finishes the proof that tφpfnqu is Cauchy
in L2pνβ,N q.
Similar arguments can be used to show exponential integrability of the limiting
random variable, φpfq and that,
sup
Ką0
|x|φpKqpfnq ´ φpKqpfq|yβ,N,K Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
We now show that φpKqpfq converges weakly to φpfq asK Ñ8. Let G : RÑ R
be bounded and Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant |G|Lip, and let ε ą 0. Choose n
sufficiently large so that
sup
Ką0
|x|φpKqpfnq ´ φpKqpfq|yβ,N,K ă ε
2|G|Lip
and
x|φpfnqq ´ φpfq|yβ,N ă ε
2|G|Lip .
Then,
|xGpφpKqpfqqyβ,N,K ´ xGpφpfqqyβ,N ď sup
Ką0
|xGpφpKqpfnqq ´GpφpKqpfqqyβ,N,K |
` |xGpφpKqpfnqqyβ,N,K ´ xGpφpfnqqyβ,N |
` |xGpφpfnqq ´Gpφpfqqyβ,N |
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ď |xGpφpKqpfnqqyβ,N,K ´ xGpφpfnqqyβ,N | ` ε.
The first term on the righthand side goes to zero asK Ñ8 since fn P C8. Thus,
lim
KÑ8 |xGpφpfqqyβ,N,K ´ xGpφpfqqyβ,N ď ε.
Since ε is arbitrary, we have shown that φpkqpfq converges weakly to φpfq.
Without loss of generality, we assume a0 “ a “ 1 in Proposition 5.1 and we split
its proof into Lemmas 5.23, 5.24, and 5.25.
Lemma 5.23. There exists β0 ą 1 and CQ ą 0 such that, for any β ą β0,
´ 1
N3
log
A ź
PBN
expQ1p q
E
β,N
ě ´CQ.
Proof. For anyK P p0,8q, define
H
Q1
β,N,KpφKq “
ż
TN
: VQ1β pφKq : ´
γK
β2
: φ2K : ´δK ´ η2 : φ
2
K : dx
where
V
Q1
β paq “ Vβpaq ´
1?
β
pβ ´ a2q ´ 1
4
“ 1
β
˜
a2 ´
´
β `
?
β
2
¯¸2
.
Then, by Propositions 5.22 and 5.3, there exists C “ Cpηq ą 0 such thatA ź
PBN
expQ1p q
E
β,N
“ lim
KÑ8
A
exp
´ 1?
β
ż
TN
β´ : φ2k : dx
¯E
β,N,K
ď e 14N3 lim
KÑ8
1
Zβ,N,K
ENe´H
Q1
β,N,KpφKq
ď e
`
C` 14
˘
N3 lim sup
KÑ8
ENe´H
Q1
β,N,KpφKq
where
Therefore, we have reduced the problem to proving Proposition 5.3 for the potential
V
Q1
β instead of Vβ . The proof follows essentially word for word after two observations:
first, the same γK and δK works for both Vβ and VQ1β since the quartic term is
unchanged. Second, since
b
β `
?
β
2 “
?
β ` op?βq as β Ñ 8, the treatment of
β-dependence of the estimates in Section 5.6 is exactly the same.
Lemma 5.24. There exists β0 ą 1 and CQ ą 0 such that, for any β ą β0,
´ 1
N3
log
A ź
PBN
expQ2p q
E
β,N
ě ´CQ. (5.84)
Proof. By Propositions 5.22 and 5.3 there exists C “ Cpηq ą 0 such that, for β
sufficiently large,A ź
PBN
expQ2p q
E
β,N
“ lim
KÑ8
A
exp
´ 1?
β
ÿ
PBN
φKp q2 ´ 1?
β
ż
TN
: φ2K : dx
E
β,N,K
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ď eCN3 lim sup
KÑ8
ENe´H
Q2
β,N,KpφKq
where
H
Q2
β,N,KpφKq “ Hβ,N,KpφKq `
1?
β
ÿ
PBN
φKp q2 ´ 1?
β
ż
TN
: φ2K : dx.
As in Section 5.2, we perform the expansion
´ logENe´H
Q2
β,N,KpφKq “
ÿ
σPt˘1uBN
e´F
σ
β,N,KENe´H
Q2,σ
β,N,KpφKq (5.85)
where Fσβ,N,K is defined in (5.15) and
H
Q2,σ
β,N,KpφKq “ HQ2β,N,KpφK ` gKq ´
ÿ
PBN
log
´
χσp q
`pφK ` gKqp q˘¯
Fix σ P t˘1uBN . For v P Hb,K , define
ΨQ2K pvq “ ΨKpvq `
1?
β
ÿ
PBN
´ ż
K ` VK ` gKdx
¯2
(5.86)
´ 1?
β
ż
TN
: p K ` VK ` gKq2 : dx
where ΨK “ ΨσK is defined in (5.17).
We estimate second term in (5.86). First, note that
1?
β
ÿ
PBN
´ ż
K ` VK ` gKdx
¯2
ď
ÿ
PBN
2?
β
´ ż
Kdx
¯2 ` 2?
β
´ ż
VK ` gKdx
¯2
.
By a standard Gaussian covariance calculation, there exists C “ Cpηq ą 0 such thatÿ
PBN
E
´ ż
Kdx
¯2 “ ÿ
PBN
ż ż
Er Kpxq Kpx1qsdxdx1 ď CN3.
For the other term, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality followed by bounds on the
potential (5.8) and gK (5.11), the following estimate holds: for any ζ ą 0,
2?
β
ÿ
PBN
´ ż
VK ` gKdx
¯2 ď ż
TN
2?
β
pVK ` gKq2dx
ď Cpζ, CP qN3 ` ζCP
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx
where CP ą 0 is the Poincaré constant on unit boxes (A.14).
We now estimate the third term in (5.86). Since E K “ Er KgKs “ 0,
1?
β
ż
TN
: p K ` VK ` gKq2 : dx « 1?
β
ż
TN
2 KVK ` pVK ` gKq2dx. (5.87)
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For the first integral on the righthand side of (5.87), by change of variables (5.21),
and the paraproduct decomposition (A.7), we have
1?
β
ż
TN
2 KVKdx “
ż
TN
´ 8
β
5
2
p K ă K ` K ` K ą Kq ` 2?
β
KUKdx.
Hence, by (5.87), Proposition 4.4, duality (A.1), the potential bounds (5.8), and the
bounds on UK (5.22), for any ε ą 0 there exists C “ Cpε, ηq ą 0 such thatˇˇˇ 1?
β
ż
TN
2 KVKdx
ˇˇˇ
ď CNΞK ` ε
´ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx` 1
2
ż
TN
ż K
0
r2kdkdx
¯
.
For the second integral on the righthand side of (5.87), again by (5.8) and (5.11),
there exists an inessential constant C ą 0 such thatż
TN
1?
β
pVK ` gKq2dx ď CN3 ` ζCP
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx.
Arguing as in Section 5.8.1 and taking into account the calculations above, the
following estimate holds: let ζ ă 18CP and ε “ 1 ´ 8CP ζ ą 0 as in Section 5.8.1.
Then, provided η ă 1196CP and β ą 1,
EΨQ2K pvq ě E
«
´ Cpε, ζ, ηqNΞK `
´1´ ε
2
´ 4CP ζ
2β3
´ 2CP ζ
¯ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx
`
´1´ ε
2
´ 4ζCP
¯ ż
TN
ż K
0
r2kdkdx´ 4ζCP
ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx
ff
ě ´CN3 ´ 4ζCP
ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx.
Hence, by Proposition 4.7 applied with the HamiltonianHQ2,σβ,N,KpφKqwith total energy
cutoff suppressed (see Remark 4.8),
Fσβ,N,K ´ logENe´H
Q2,σ
β,N,K ě ´CN3 `
´1
2
´ 4ζCP
¯ ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx ě ´CN3
This estimate is uniform in σ, thus summing over the 2N3 terms in the expansion (5.85)
yields (5.84).
Lemma 5.25. There exists β0 ą 1 and CQ ą 0 such that, for any β ą β0,
´ 1
N3
log
A ź
t , 1uPB
exp |Q3p , 1q|
E
β,N
ě ´CQ (5.88)
where B is a set of unordered pairs of nearest-neighbour blocks that partitions BN .
Proof. By Propositions 5.22 and 5.3 there exists C “ Cpηq ą 0 such that, for β
sufficiently large,A ź
t , 1uPB
exp |Q3p , 1q|
E
β,N
“ lim
KÑ8
A
exp
´ ÿ
t , 1uPB
ˇˇˇ ż
φKdx´
ż
1
φKdx
ˇˇˇE
β,N,K
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ď eCN3 lim sup
KÑ8
ENe´H
Q3
β,N,KpφKq
where
H
Q3
β,N,KpφKq “ HQ3β,N,KpφKq ´
ÿ
t , 1uPB
ˇˇˇ ż
φKdx´
ż
1
φKdx
ˇˇˇ
.
We expand
´ logENe´H
Q3
β,N,KpφKq “
ÿ
σPt˘1uBN
e´F
σ
β,N,KENe´H
Q3,σ
β,N,K
where Fσβ,N,K is defined in (5.15) and
H
Q3,σ
β,N,KpφKq “ HQ3β,N,KpφK ` gKq ´
ÿ
PBN
log
´
χσp q
`pφK ` gKqp q˘¯.
Fix σ P t˘1uBN . For v P Hb,K , define
ΨQ3K pvq “ ΨKpvq ´
ÿ
t , 1uPB
ˇˇˇ ż
K ` VK ` gKdx´
ż
1
K ` VK ` gKdx
ˇˇˇ
where ΨKpvq “ ΨσKpvq is defined in (5.17).
A standard Gaussian calculation yields E| K | ď CN3 for some constant C “
Cpηq ą 0. Hence, by the triangle inequality, Proposition 4.4 and the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, ÿ
t , 1uPB
ˇˇˇ ż
K ` VK ` gKdx´
ż
1
K ` VK ` gKdx
ˇˇˇ
À CNΞK ` 1β2
ˇˇˇ ż
TN
ż K
0
Jk
`
k ą pV 5k ` g5kq
˘
dkdx
`
ÿ
t , 1uPB
ˇˇˇ ż
pRK ` gKqdx´
ż
1
pRK ` gKqdx
ˇˇˇ
.
The integral with the paraproduct can be estimated as in (5.49) to establish: for any
ζ ą 0,
1
β2
ˇˇˇ ż
TN
ż K
0
Jk
`
k ą pV 5k ` g5kq
˘
dkdx ď Cpζ, CP qN3 ` 2ζCP
β3
ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx
where CP ą 0 is the Poincaré constant on unit blocks (A.14).
We now estimate the remaining integral. Assume without loss of generality that
1 “ ` e1. Then, by the triangle inequality and the fundamental theorem of calculus,ˇˇˇ ż
pRK ` gKqdx´
ż
1
pRK ` gKqdx
ˇˇˇ
“
ż ´
RKpxq ´RKpx` e1q ` gKpxq ´ gkpx` e1q
¯
dx
ď
ż 1
0
ż
|∇RKpx` te1q| ` |∇gKpx` te1q|dxdt
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ď
ż
Y 1
|∇RK | ` |∇gK |dx.
Hence, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the bound on the drift (4.18) and the
bound on ∇gK (5.12), we have the following estimate: for any ζ ą 0,ÿ
t , 1uPB
ˇˇˇ ż
pRK ` gKqdx´
ż
1
pRK ` gKqdx
ˇˇˇ
ď Cpζ, CP qN3 ` 4ζCP
´ ż
TN
|∇RK |2dx`
ż
TN
|∇gK |2dx
¯
ď Cpζ, CP qN3 ` 4ζCP
´ ż
TN
ż K
0
r2kdkdx`
ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx
¯
.
Thus, by arguing as in Section 5.8.1, one can show the following estimate: let
ζ ă 116CP and ε “ 1´ 8ζCP ą 0. Then, provided η ă 1392CP and β ą 1,
EΨQ3K pvq ě E
«
´ CNΞK `
´1´ ε
2
´ 2ζCP
β3
´ 2ζCP
β3
¯ ż
TN
VβpVK ` gKqdx
`
´1´ ε
2
´ 4ζCP ´ 4ζCP
¯ ż
TN
ż K
0
r2kdkdx
´ p4ζCP ` 4ζCP q
ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx
ff
ě ´CN3 ´ 8ζCP
ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx.
Applying Proposition 4.7 with Hamiltonian HQ3,σβ,N,KpφKq, with total energy cutoff
suppressed (see Remark 4.8), yields
Fσβ,N,K ´ logENe´H
Q3
β,N,KpφKq ě ´CN3 `
´1
2
´ 8ζCP
¯ ż
TN
|∇g˜K |2dx ě ´CN3.
This estimate is uniform over all 2N3 choices of σ, hence establishing (5.88).
6 Chessboard estimates
In this section we prove Proposition 3.5 using the chessboard estimates of Proposition
6.5 and the estimates obtained in Section 5. In addition, we establish that νβ,N is
reflection positive.
6.1 Reflection positivity of νβ,N
Webegin by defining reflection positivity for generalmeasures on spaces of distributions
following [Shl86] and [GJ87].
For any a P t0, . . . , N ´ 1u and ti, j, ku “ t1, 2, 3u, let
RΠa,ipxq “ p2a´ xiqei ` ej ` ek
where x “ xiei ` xjej ` xkej P TN and addition is understood modulo N . Define
Πa,i “ tx P TN : RΠa,ipxq “ xu. (6.1)
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Note that for any x P Πa,i, xi “ a or a ` N2 . We say that RΠa,i is the reflection map
across the hyperplane Πa,i.
Fix such a hyperplane Π. It separatesTN “ T`N\Π\T´N such thatT`N “ RΠT´N .
For any f P C8pTN q, we say f is T`N -measurable if suppf Ă T`N . The reflection
of f in Π is defined pointwise by RΠfpxq “ fpRΠxq. For any φ P S1pTN q, we say
that φ is T`N -measurable if φpfq “ 0 unless f is T`N measurable, where φpfq denotes
the duality pairing between S1pTN q and C8pTN q. For any such φ, we define RΠφ
pointwise byRΠφpfq “ φpRΠfq.
Let ν be a probability measure on S1pTN q. We say that F P L2pνq is T`N -
measurable if it is measurable with respect to the σ-algebra generated by the set of
φ P S1pTN q that are T`N -measurable. For any such F , we define RΠF pointwise by
RΠF pφq “ F pRΠφq.
The measure ν on S1pTN q is called reflection positive if, for any hyperplane Π of
the form (6.1), ż
S1pTN q
F pφq ¨RΠF pφqdνpφq ě 0
for all F P L2pνq that are T`N -measurable.
Proposition 6.1. The measure νβ,N is reflection positive.
6.1.1 Proof of Proposition 6.1
In general, Fourier approximations to νβ,N (such as νβ,N,K) are not reflection positive.
Instead, we prove Proposition 6.1 by considering lattice approximations to νβ,N for
which reflection positivity is straightforward to show.
Let TεN “ pεZ{NZq3 be the discrete torus of sidelength N and lattice spacing
ε ą 0. In order to use discrete Fourier analysis, we assume that ε´1 P N. Note that any
hyperplane Π of the form (6.1) is a subset of TεN .
For any ϕ P pRqTεN , define the lattice Laplacian
∆εϕpxq “ 1
ε2
ÿ
yPTεN|x´y|“ε
pϕpyq ´ ϕpxqq.
Let µ˜N,ε be the Gaussian measure on RT
ε
N with density
dµ˜N,εpϕq9 exp
´
´ ε
3
2
ÿ
xPTεN
ϕpxq ¨ p´∆ε ` ηqϕpxq
¯ ź
xPTεN
dϕpxq
where d~φpxq is Lebesgue measure.
A natural lattice approximation to νβ,N is given by the probability measure ν˜β,N,ε
with density proportional to
dν˜β,N,εpϕq9e´H˜β,N,εpϕqdµ˜N,εpϕq
where
H˜β,N,εpϕq “ ε3
ÿ
xPTεn
Vβpϕpxqq ´
´η
2
` 1
2
δm2pε, ηq
¯
ϕpxq2
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where 12δm
2pε, ηq is a renormalisation constant that diverges as εÑ 0 (see Proposition
6.19). Note two things: first, the renormalisation constant is chosen dependent on η
for technical convenience. Second, no energy renormalisation is included since we are
only interested in convergence of measures.
Remark 6.2. By embedding RTεN into S1pTN q, we can define reflection positivity for
lattice measures. We choose this embedding so that the pushforward of ν˜β,N,ε is
automatically reflection positive, but other choices are possible.
For any ϕ P RTεN , we write extεϕ for its unique extension to a trigonometric
polynomial on TN of degree less than ε´1 that coincides with ϕ on lattice points (i.e.
in TεN ). Precisely,
extεpϕqpxq “ ε
3
N3
ÿ
n
ÿ
yPTεN
enpy ´ xqϕpyq
where the sum ranges over all n “ pa1, a2, a3q P pN´1Zq3 such that |ai| ď ε´1, and
we recall enpxq “ e2piin¨x.
Lemma 6.3. Let ε ą 0 such that ε´1 P N. Denote by extε˚ν˜β,N,ε the pushforward of
ν˜β,N,ε by the map extε. Then, the measure extε˚ν˜β,N,ε is reflection positive.
Proof. Fix a hyperplane Π of the form (6.1) and recall that Π separates TN “ T`N \
Π\ T´N . Write T`N,ε “ T`N X TεN .
Since the measure ν˜β,N,ε is reflection positive on the lattice by [Shl86, Theorem
2.1], the following estimate holds: let F ε P L2pν˜β,N,εq be T`N,ε-measurable - i.e.
F εpϕq depends only on ϕpxq for x P T`N,ε. Then,ż
F εpϕq ¨RΠF εpϕqdν˜β,N,εpϕq ě 0. (6.2)
Let F P L2pextε˚ν˜β,N,εq be T`N -measurable. Then, F ˝ extε P L2pν˜β,N,εq is
T`N,ε-measurable. Using that extε andRΠ (the reflection across Π) commute,ż
F pφq ¨RΠF pφqdextε˚ν˜β,N,εpφq “
ż
pF ˝ extεqpϕq ¨ pF ˝RΠ ˝ extεqpϕqdν˜β,N,εpϕq
“
ż
pF ˝ extεqpϕq ¨ pF ˝ extεqpRΠϕqdν˜β,N,εpϕq
ě 0
where the last inequality is by (6.2). Hence, extε˚ν˜β,N,ε is reflection positive.
Proposition 6.4. There exist constants 12δm2p‚, ηq such that extε˚~νβ,N,ε Ñ νβ,N
weakly as εÑ8.
Proof. The existence of a weak limit of extε˚ν˜β,N,ε as ε Ñ 0 was first established
in [Par75]. The fact the lattice approximations and the Fourier approximations (i.e.
νβ,N,K) yield the same limit as the cutoff is removed is not straightforward in 3D
because of the mutual singularity of νβ,N and µN [BG20]. Previous approaches have
relied on Borel summation techniques to show that the correlation functions agree with
(resummed) perturbation theory [MS77].
In Section 6.4 we give an alternative proof using stochastic quantisation techniques.
The key idea is to view νβ,N as the unique invariant measure for a singular stochastic
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PDE with a local solution theory that is robust under different approximations. This
allows us to show directly that extε˚ν˜β,N,ε converges weakly to νβ,N and avoids the use
of Borel summation and perturbation theory. The strategy is explained in further detail
at the beginning of that section.
Proof of Proposition 6.1 assuming Proposition 6.4. Proposition 6.1 is a direct conse-
quence of Lemma 6.3 and Proposition 6.4 since reflection positivity is preserved under
weak limits.
6.2 Chessboard estimates for νβ,N
Let B Ă BN be either a unit block or a pair of nearest-neighbour blocks. Recall the
natural identification of B with the subset of TN given by the union of blocks in B.
TN can be written as a disjoint union of translates of B. Let BBN be the set of these
translates; its elements are also identified with subsets ofTN . Note that ifB “ P BN ,
then BBN “ BN .
We say that f P C8pTN q is B-measurable if suppf Ă B and suppf X BB “ H.
We say that φ P S1pTN q is B-measurable if φpfq “ 0 for every f P C8pTN q unless f
is B-measurable. We say that F P L2pνβ,N q is B-measurable if it is measurable with
respect to the σ-algebra generated by φ P S1pTN q that are B-measurable.
Proposition 6.5. LetN P 4N. Let tFB˜ : B˜ P BBNu be a given set ofL2pνβ,N q-functions
such that each FB˜ is B˜-measurable.
Fix B˜ P BBN and define an associated set ofL2pνβ,N q-functions tFB˜,B1 : B1 P BBNu
by the conditions: FB˜,B˜ “ FB˜; and, for any B1, B2 P BBN such that B1 and B2 share
a common face,
FB˜,B1 “ RΠFB˜,B2
where Π is the unique hyperplane of the form (6.1) containing the shared face between
B1 and B2.
Then, ˇˇˇA ź
B˜PBBN
FB˜
E
β,N
ˇˇˇ
ď
ź
B˜PBBN
ˇˇˇA ź
B1PBBN
FB˜,B1
E
β,N
ˇˇˇ |B|
N3
.
Proof. This is a consequence of the reflection positivity of νβ,N . The conditionN P 4N
guarantees FB˜,B1 is well-defined. See [Shl86, Theorem 2.2].
6.3 Proof of Proposition 3.5
In order to be able to apply Proposition 6.5 to the random variables Qi of Proposition
3.5, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.6. Let N P N and β ą 0. Then, for any P BN , expQ1p q, expQ2p q P
L2pνβ,N q is -measurable.
In addition, for any nearest neighbours , 1 P BN , expQ3p , 1q P L2pνβ,N q is
Y 1-measurable.
Proof. The fact that expQ1p q, expQ2p q, expQ3p , 1q P L2pνβ,N q follows from
estimates obtained in Proposition 5.22. The and Y 1 measurability of these observ-
ables comes from taking approximations to indicators which are supported on blocks
(e.g. using some appropriate regularisation of the distance function) and estimates
obtained in Proposition 5.22.
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Proof of Proposition 3.5. Let B1, B2 Ă BN and B3 be a set of unordered pairs of
nearest neighbour blocks in BN . Then,
coshQ1pB1q coshQ2pB2q coshQ3pB3q
“ 2´|B1|´|B2|´|B3|
ź
1PB1
ź
2PB2
ź
t 3, 13uPB3
´
eQ1p 1q ` e´Q1p 1q
¯
ˆ
´
eQ2p 2q ` e´Q2p 2q
¯´
eQ3p 3,
1
3q ` eQ3p 13, 3q
¯
ď 2´|B1|´|B2|
ÿ
B`1 ,B
´
1 ,B
`
2 ,B
´
2
2ź
i“1
˜ ź
`
i PB`i
eQip
`
i q
ź
´
i PB´i
e´Qip
´
i q
¸
ˆ
ź
t 3, 13uPB3
e|Q3p 3,
1
3q|
(6.3)
where coshQipBiq is defined in (3.7) and the sum is over all partitionsB`1 \B´1 “ B1
and B`2 \B´2 “ B2.
It suffices to prove that there exists C˜Q ą 0 such that, for any B˘1 , B˘2 and B3 as
above,
A 2ź
i“1
˜ ź
`
i PB`i
eQ1p
`
i q
ź
´
i PB´i
e´Q2p
´
i q
¸ ź
t 3, 13uPB3
e|Q3p 3,
1
3q|
E
β,N
ď eC˜Qp|B1|`|B2|`|B3|q.
(6.4)
Then, taking expectations in (6.3) and using (6.4)A
coshQ1pB1q coshQ2pB2q coshQ3pB3q
E
β,N
ď 2|B1|`|B2|
ÿ
B`1 ,B
´
1
ÿ
B`2 ,B
´
2A 2ź
i“1
˜ ź
`
i PB`i
eQ1p
`
i q
ź
´
i PB´i
e´Q2p
´
i q
¸ ź
t 3, 13uPB3
e|Q3p 3,
1
3q|
E
β,N
ď eC˜Qp|B1|`|B2|`|B3|q
which yields Proposition 3.5 with CQ “ C˜Q.
To prove (6.4), first fix B˘1 and B
˘
2 . Then, by Hölder’s inequality,A 2ź
i“1
˜ ź
`
i PB`i
eQ1p
`
i q
ź
´
i PB´i
e´Q2p
´
i q
¸ ź
t 3, 13uPB3
e|Q3p 3,
1
3q|
E
β,N
ď
ź
i“1,2
˜A ź
`
i PB`i
e5Qip
`
i q
E 1
5
β,N
A ź
´
i PB´i
e5Qip
´
i q
E 1
5
β,N
¸
ˆ
A ź
t 3, 13uPB3
e5|Q3p 3,
1
3q|
E 1
5
β,N
.
(6.5)
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Let i “ 1, 2. Without loss of generality, we use Proposition 6.5 to estimateA ź
PB`i
e5Qip q
E
β,N
.
Define F “ e5Qip q if P B`i and 1 otherwise. For each P BN , we generate the
family of functions tF , 1 : 1 P BNu as in Proposition 6.5. Note that for , 1 P BN
such that and 1 are nearest-neighbours,
Re5Qip q “ e5Qip 1q.
whereR is the reflection across the unique hyperplane containing the shared face of
and 1. Thus, we have F , 1 “ e5Qip 1q for every P B`i and 1 P BBN . If R B`i ,
we have F , 1 “ 1 for every 1 P BN .
Lemma 6.6 ensures that F P L2pνβ,N q is -measurable for every P BN . Hence,
by Proposition 6.5, we obtainA ź
PB`i
e5Qip q
E
β,N
ď
ź
PB`i
A ź
1PBN
e5Qip
1q
E 1
N3
β,N
.
Therefore, by Proposition 5.1, there exists C 1Q ą 0 such that, for all β sufficiently
large, A ź
PB`i
e5Qip q
E
β,N
ď eC1Q|B`i |. (6.6)
For the remaining term involving Q3, partition B3 “ Ť6k“1Bpkq3 such that each
B
pkq
3 is a set of disjoint pairs of nearest neighbour blocks, all with same orientation.
Then, by Hölder’s inequality,
A ź
t , 1uPB3
e5|Q3p ,
1q|
E
β,N
ď
6ź
k“1
A ź
t , 1uPBpkq3
e30|Q3p ,
1q|
E 1
6
β,N
. (6.7)
Assuming that we have established that there exists C 1Q ą 0 such thatA ź
t , 1uPBpkq3
e30|Q3p ,
1q|
E
β,N
ď eC1Q|Bpkq3 |
for every k P t1, . . . , 6u, then (6.7) yieldsA ź
t , 1uPB3
e5|Q3p ,
1q|
E
β,N
ď e
C1Q
6 |B3|.
Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume B3 is a set of disjoint pairs of
nearest neighbour blocks, all of the same orientation.
Define FB “ e5|Q3p , 1q| for any B “ t , 1u P B3 and 1 otherwise. Note that for
any two pairs of nearest-neighbour blocks, t , 1u, t˜, ˜ 1u Ă BN ,
Re5|Q3p ,
1q| “ e5|Q3p˜,˜1q|
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where R is the reflection across the unique hyperplane containing the shared face of
Y 1 and ˜ Y ˜ 1. Thus, for any B “ t , 1u P B3 and B1 “ t˜, ˜ 1u P BBN , we have
FB,B1 “ e5|Q3p˜,˜1q|. If B R B3, then we have FB,B1 “ 1 for all B1 P BBN .
Lemma 6.6 ensures that expp|Q3p , 1q|q is Y 1-measurable. Thus, applying
Propositions 6.5 and 5.1, there exists C 1Q ą 0 such that, for all β sufficiently large,A ź
B“t , 1uPB3
e5|Q3pt ,
1uq|
E
β,N
ď
ź
B“t , 1uPB3
A ź
B1“t˜,˜1uPBBN
e5|Q3p˜,˜
1q|
E 2
N3
β,N
ď e2C1Q|B3|.
(6.8)
Inserting (6.6) and (6.8) into (6.5), and taking into account (6.7), yields (6.4) with
C˜Q “ C
1
Q
15 , thereby finishing the proof.
6.4 Equivalence of the lattice and Fourier cutoffs
This section is devoted to a proof of Proposition 6.4 using stochastic quantisation
techniques. In Section 6.4.1, we give a rigorous interpretation to (1.3) via the change
of variables (6.14). Subsequently, in Section 6.4.2, we establish that νβ,N is the unique
invariant measure of (1.3), see Proposition 6.18. In Section 6.4.3, we first establish
that local solutions of spectral Galerkin and lattice approximations to (1.3) converge
to the same limit (see Propositions 6.13 and 6.19); these approximations admit unique
invariant measures given by νβ,N,K and ν˜β,N,ε, respectively. Then, using the global
existence of solutions and uniqueness of the invariant measure of (1.3), we show that
both of these measures converge to νβ,N as the cutoffs are removed.
6.4.1 Giving a meaning to (1.3)
Let ξ be space-time white noise on TN defined on a probability space pΩ,Pq. This
means that ξ is a Gaussian random distribution on Ω satisfying
ErξpΦqξpΨqs “
ż 8
0
ż
TN
ΦΨdxdt
where Φ,Ψ P C8pR`ˆTN q and E denotes expectation with respect to P. We use the
colour blue here to distinguish between the space random processes defined in Section
4 and the space-time random processes that we consider here.
We interpret (1.3) as the limit of renormalised approximations. For every K P
p0,8q, the Glauber dynamics of νβ,N,K is given by the stochastic PDE
pBt ´∆` ηqΦK “ ´ 4
β
ρKpρKΦKq3
`
´
4` η ` 12
β K
` 2γK
β2
¯
ρ2KΦK `
?
2ξ.
(6.9)
Above, ρK is as in Section 2 and we recall ρ2K ‰ ρK ; K is defined in (2.1); and
γK “ ´42 ¨ 3 K , where K is defined in (4.4).
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Remark 6.7. Recall that the Glauber dynamics for the measure ν with formal density
dνpφq9e´HpφqśxPTN dφpxq is given by the (overdamped) Langevin equation
BtΦptq “ BφHpΦptqq `
?
2ξ
where BφHdenotes the functional derivative ofH.
For fixed K, the (almost sure) global existence and uniqueness of mild solutions
to (6.9) is standard (see e.g. [DPZ88, Section III]). Moreover, νβ,N,K is its unique
invariant measure (see [Zab89, Theorem 2]). The approximations (6.9), which we call
spectral Galerkin approximations, are natural in our context since νβ,N is constructed
as the weak limit of νβ,N,K asK Ñ8.
The difficulty in obtaining a local well-posedness theory that is stable in the limit
K Ñ 8 lies in the roughness of the white noise ξ. The key idea is to exploit that
the small-scale behaviour of solutions to (6.9) is governed by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process
“ pBt ´∆` ηq´1
?
2ξ.
This allows us to obtain an expansion ofΦK in terms of explicit (renormalised) multilin-
ear functions of , which give a more detailed description of the small-scale behaviour
of ΦK , plus a more regular remainder term. Given the regularities of these explicit
stochastic terms, the local solution theory then follows from deterministic arguments.
Remark 6.8. We are only concerned with the limit K Ñ 8 in (6.9). We do not try to
make sense of the jointK,N Ñ8 limit.
We use the paracontrolled distribution approach of [MW17], which is modification
of the framework of [CC18] (both influenced by the seminal work of [GIP15]). In this
approach, the expansion of ΦK is given by an ansatz, see (6.10), that has similarities to
the change of variables encountered in Section 5.4.1. See Remark 6.10. There are also
related approaches via regularity structures [Hai14, Hai16,MW18] and renormalisation
group [Kup16], but we do not discuss them further.
For everyK P p0,8q, define
K “ ρK
K “ 2K ´ K
K “ 3K ´ 3 K K
K “ pBt ´∆` ηq´1ρK K
K “ pBt ´∆` ηq´1ρK K
K “ K “ ρK K
K “ K “ ρK K ´ 23 K
K “ K “ ρK K ´ 2 K K .
We recall that the colour blue is used to distinguish between the above space-time
diagrams and the space diagrams of Section 4.1.1.
For any T ą 0, the vector ΞK “
´
K , K , K , K , K , K
¯
is space-time
stationary and almost surely an element of the Banach space
XT “ Cpr0, T s; C´ 12´κq ˆ Cpr0, T s; C´1´κq
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ˆ
´
Cpr0, T s; C12´κq X C 18 pr0, T s; C14´κq
¯
ˆ Cpr0, T s; C´κq ˆ Cpr0, T s; C´κq ˆ Cpr0, T s; C´ 12´κq
where the norm on XT is given by the maximum of the norms on the components.
Above, for any s P R, Cpr0, T s; Csq consists of continuous functions Φ : r0, T s Ñ Cs
and is a Banach space under the norm suptPr0,T s } ¨ }Cs . In addition, for any α P p0, 1q,
Cαpr0, T s; Csq consists of α-Hölder continuous functions Φ : r0, T s Ñ Cs and is a
Banach space under the norm } ¨ }Cpr0,T s;Csq ` | ¨ |α,T where
|Φ|α,T “ sup
0ăsătăT
}Φptq ´ Φpsq}Cs
|t´ s|α .
Proposition 6.9. There exists a stochastic process Ξ “ p , , , , , q such that,
for every T ą 0, Ξ P XT almost surely and
lim
KÑ8E}ΞK ´ Ξ}XT “ 0.
Proof. The proof follows from [CC18, Section 4] (see also [MWX17] and [Hai14,
Section 10]). The only subtlety is to check that the renormalisation constants K and
K , which were determined by the field theory νβ,N , are sufficient to renormalise the
space-time diagrams appearing in the analysis of the SPDE. Precisely, it suffices to show
Er 2Kpt, xqs “ K and E
”
KρK Kpt, xq
ı
“ 23 K for every pt, xq P R` ˆ TN .
There exists a set of complex Brownian motions tWnp‚qunPpN´1Zq3 defined on
pΩ,Pq, independent modulo the conditionWnp‚q “W´np‚q, such that
ξpφq “ 1
N3
ÿ
nPpN´1Zq3
ż
R
Fpφqpt, nqN 32 dWnptq
for every φ P L2pRˆ TN q.
For t ě 0 and n P pN´1Zq3, let Hpt, nq “ e´txny2 be the (spatial) Fourier
transform of the heat kernel associated to pBt ´ ∆ ` ηq. For any K ą 0, define
HKpt, nq “ ρKpnqHpt, nq. We extend both kernels to t P R by setting Hpt, ¨q “
HKpt, ¨q “ 0 for any t ă 0. Then
F Kpt, nq “
?
2N
3
2
ż
R
HKpt´ s, nqdWnpsq.
By Parseval’s theorem and Itô’s isometry,
E 2Kpt, xq
“ 2
N3
ÿ
n1,n2PpN´1Zq3
E
«˜ż
R
HKpt´ s, n1qdWn1psq
¸˜ż
R
HKpt´ s, n2qdWn2psq
¸ff
“ 2
N3
ÿ
nPpN´1Zq3
ρ2Kpnq
ż t
´8
e´2pt´sqxny
2
ds “ K
for all pt, xq P R` ˆ TN . With this observation the convergence of K , K , K and
K follows from mild adaptations of [CC18, Section 4].
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For the remaining two diagrams, one can show from arguments in [CC18, Section
4] that
ρK K “ K ´ E
”
ρK K K
ı
and ρK K “ K ´ 3E
”
ρK K K
ı
K
converge to well-defined space-time distributions.
Writing
pt, xq “ 1
N3
ÿ
n1,n2PpN´1Zq3
en1`n2pxq
ż
R2
HKpt´ s, n1qHKpt´ r, n2qdWn1psqdWn2prq
we have, by Parseval’s theorem and Itô’s isometry,
E
”
KρK pt, xq
ı
“ 8
N6
E
« ÿ
n1,n2,n3,n4PpN´1Zq3
n1`n3“n2`n4“0
en1`n2`n3`n4pxqρKpn3 ` n4q
ˆ
ż
R5
HKpt´ s, n1 ` n2qHKps´ u1, n1qHKps´ u2, n2qHKpt´ u3, n3q
ˆHKpt´ u4, n4qdWn1pu1qdWn2pu2qdWn3pu3qdWn4pu4qds
ff
“ 8
N6
ÿ
n1,n2,n3,n4PpN´1Zq3
n1“´n3,n2“´n4
ρKpn3 ` n4q
ż
R3
HKpt´ s, n1 ` n2qHKps´ u1, n1q
ˆHKps´ u2, n2qHKpt´ u1, n1qHKpt´ u2, n2qdu1du2ds
“ 8
N6
ÿ
n1,n2PpN´1Zq3
ρ2Kpn1 ` n2qρ2Kpn1qρ2Kpn2q
ż
R
Hpt´ s, n1 ` n2qHpt´ s, n1q
ˆHpt´ s, n2q
ż
R2
Hp2ps´ u1q, n1qHp2ps´ u2q, n2qdu1du2ds
“ 2
N6
ÿ
n1,n2PpN´1Zq3
ρ2Kpn1qρ2Kpn2qρ2Kpn1 ` n2q
xn1y2xn2y2pxn1 ` n2y2 ` xn1y2 ` xn2y2q .
By symmetry,
2
N6
ÿ
n1,n2PpN´1Zq3
ρ2Kpn1qρ2Kpn2qρ2Kpn1 ` n2q
xn1y2xn2y2pxn1 ` n2y2 ` xn1y2 ` xn2y2q
“ 2
3N6
ÿ
n1`n2`n3“0
ρ2Kpn1qρ2Kpn2qρ2Kpn3q
xn1y2 ` xn2y2 ` xn3y2
ˆ
´ 1
xn1y2xn2y2 `
1
xn2y2xn1 ` n2y2 `
1
xn1 ` n2y2xn1y2
¯
“ 2
3 K
thereby completing the proof.
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We return now to the solution theory for (1.3)/(6.9). Fix K P p0,8q. Using the
change of variables
ΦK “ ´ 4
β K
`ΥK `ΘK (6.10)
we say that ΦK is a mild solution of (6.9) with initial data φ0 P C´ 12´κ if pΥK ,ΘKq
is a mild solution to the system of equations
pBt ´∆` ηqΥK “ FKpΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq
pBt ´∆` ηqΘK “ GKpΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq
(6.11)
where
FKpΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq “ ´4 ¨ 3
β
ρK
!
K ą ρKpΦK ´ q
)
GKpΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq “ ´4 ¨ 3
β
ρK
!
K
“
´
´ 4
β
ρK K ` ρKpΥK `ΘKq
¯)
´ 4 ¨ 3
β
ρK
!
K ă ρKpΦK ´ q ` K
`
ρKpΦK ´ q
˘2)
´ 4
β
ρK
`
ρKpΦK ´ q
˘3 ` ´4` η ` 2γK
β2
¯
ρKΦK
with initial data pΥKp0, ¨q,ΘKp0, ¨qq “
´
0, φ0 `
?
2p0q ´ 4¨p
?
2q3
β Kp0q
¯
.
We split GKpΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq “ G1KpΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq `G2KpΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq,
G1KpΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq “ 4
2 ¨ 3
β2
ρK
!
K ` 3 KρKpΦK ´ q
)
`G1,aK pΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq `G1,bK pΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq
G2KpΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq “ ´4 ¨ 3β ρK
!
K
“ ρKΘK ` K ă ρKpΦK ´ q
` K
`
ρKpΦK ´ q
˘2)´ 4
β
ρK
`
ρKpΦK ´ q
˘3 ` p4` ηqρKΦK
where G1,aK pΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq and G2,aK pΥK ,ΘK ; ΞKq are commutator terms defined
through the manipulations
´4 ¨ 3
β
ρK
!
K
“ ρKΥK
)
“ 4
2 ¨ 32
β2
ρK
!
K
“ ρKpBt ´∆` ηq´1
`
ρKt K ą ρKpΦK ´ qu
˘)
“ 4
2 ¨ 32
β2
ρK
!
K
“ ρK
´
K
ą ρKpΦK ´ q
¯)
`G1,aK
“ 4
2 ¨ 32
β2
ρK
!´
K
“ ρK K
¯
ρKpΦK ´ q
)
`G1,aK `G1,bK .
(6.12)
The precise choice of the splitting of ΦK ´ ` 4β K into ΥK and ΘK is explained
in detail in [MW17, Introduction]. For our purposes, it suffices to note thatΥK captures
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the small-scale behaviour of this difference. On the other hand, ΘK captures the large-
scale behaviour: the term G2K contains a cubic damping term in ΘK (i.e. with a good
sign). Finally, we note that there is a redundancy in the specification of initial condition:
any choice such thatΥKp0, ¨q`ΘKp0, ¨q “ φ0` p0q´ 4β p0q is sufficient. Our choice
is informed by Remark 1.3 in [MW17].
Remark 6.10. Rewriting (6.10) as
ΦK “ ´ 4
β K
´ 4 ¨ 3
β
pBt ´∆` ηq´1ρK
!
K ą ρKpΦK ´ q
)
`ΘK
we note the similarity between the change of variables for the stochastic PDE given
above and for the field theory in (5.21).
Formally takingK Ñ8 in (6.11) leads us to the following system:
pBt ´∆` ηqΥ “ F pΥ,Θ; Ξq
pBt ´∆` ηqΘ “ GpΥ,Θ; Ξq
(6.13)
where
F pΥ,Θ; Ξq “ ´4 ¨ 3
β
ą
´
´ 4
β
`Υ`Θ
¯
GpΥ,Θ; Ξq “ G1pΥ,Θ; Ξq `G2pΥ,Θ; Ξq
G1pΥ,Θ; Ξq “ 4
2 ¨ 3
β2
˜
` 3
´
´ 4
β
`Υ`Θ
¯¸
`G1,apΥ,Θ; Ξq `G2,bpΥ,Θ; Ξq
G2pΥ,Θ; Ξq “ ´4 ¨ 3
β
˜
“ Θ` ă
´
´ 4
β
`Υ`Θ
¯¸
´ 4 ¨ 3
β
´
´ 4
β
`Υ`Θ
¯2
´ 4
β
´
´ 4
β
`Υ`Θ
¯3
` p4` ηq
´
1´ 4
β
`Υ`Θ
¯
and G1,a and G1,b are commutator terms defined analogously as in (6.12).
For every T ą 0, define the Banach space
YT “
”
Cpr0, T s; C´ 35 q X Cpp0, T s; C12`2κq X C 18 pp0, T s;L8q
ı
ˆ
”
Cpr0, T s; C´ 35 q X Cpp0, T s; C1`2κq X C 18 pp0, T s;L8q
ı
equipped with the norm
}pΥ,Θq}YT
“ max
#
sup
0ďtďT
}Υptq}
C
´ 3
5
, sup
0ătďT
t
3
5 }Υptq}
C
1
2
`2κ , sup
0ăsătďT
s
1
2
}Υptq ´Υpsq}L8
|t´ s| 18 ,
sup
0ďtďT
}Θptq}
C
´ 3
5
, sup
0ătďT
t
17
20 }Θptq}C1`2κ , sup
0ăsătďT
s
1
2
}Θptq ´Θpsq}L8
|t´ s| 18
+
.
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Remark 6.11. The choice of exponents in function spaces in YT , as well as the choice
of exponents in the blow-up at t “ 0 in } ¨ }YT , corresponds to the one made in [MW17].
It is arbitrary to an extent: it depends on the choice of initial condition, which must
have Besov-Hölder regularity strictly better than ´ 23 .
The local well-posedness of (6.13) follows from entirely deterministic arguments,
so we state it with Ξ replaced by any deterministic Ξ˜.
Proposition 6.12. Let Ξ˜ P XT0 for any T0 ą 0, and let pΥ0,Θ0q P C´ 35 ˆ C´ 35 .
Then, there exists T “ T p}Ξ˜}XT0 , }Υ0}C´ 35 , }Θ0}C´ 35 q P p0, T0s such that there is a
unique mild solution pΥ,Θq P YT to (6.13) with initial data pΥ0,Θ0q.
In addition, let Ξ˜,Ξ1 P XT0 such that }Ξ˜}XT0 , }Ξ1}XT0 ď R for some R ą 0,
and let pΥ10,Θ10q, pΥ20,Θ20q P C´ 35 ˆ C´ 35 . Let the respective solutions to (6.13) be
pΥ1,Θ1q P YT1 and pΥ2,Θ2q P YT2 and define T “ minpT1, T2q. Then there exists
C “ CpRq ą 0 such that
}pΥ1,Θ1q ´ pΥ2,Θ2q}YT ď C
´
}Υ10 ´Υ20}C´ 35 ` }Θ10 ´Θ20}C´ 35 ` }Ξ˜´ Ξ1}XT0
¯
.
Proof. Proposition 6.12 is proven in Theorem 2.1 [MW17] (see also Theorem 3.1
[CC18]) by showing that the mild solution map
pΥ,Θq ÞÑ
´
pBt ´∆` ηq´1Υ0, pBt ´∆` ηq´1Θ0
¯
`
´
pBt ´∆` ηq´1F pΥ,Θ; Ξ˜q, pBt ´∆` ηq´1GpΥ,Θ; Ξ˜q
¯
is a contraction in the ball
YT,M “
!
pΥ˜, Θ˜q P YT : }pΥ˜, Θ˜q}YT ďM
)
provided that T is taken sufficiently small and M is taken sufficiently large (both
depending on the norm of the initial data and of }Ξ˜}XT0 ).
We say that Φ P Cpr0, T s; C´ 12´κq is a mild solution to (1.3) with initial data
φ0 P C´ 12´κ if
Φ “ ´ 4
β
`Υ`Θ (6.14)
where pΥ,Θq P YT is a solution to (6.13) with Ξ as in Proposition 6.9 and initial data´
0, φ0 ` p0q ´ 4β p0q
¯
.
Proposition 6.13. For any φ0 P C´ 12´κ, let Φ P Cpr0, T s; C´ 12´κq be the unique
solution of (1.3) with initial data φ0 up to time T ą 0. In addition, for anyK P p0,8q,
let ΦK P CpR`; C´ 12´κq be the unique global solution of (6.9) with initial data ρKφ0.
Then,
lim
KÑ8E}Φ´ ΦK}Cpr0,T s;C´ 12´κq “ 0.
Proof. It suffices to show convergence of pΥK ,ΘKq to pΥ,Θq asK Ñ8. This follows
from Proposition 6.9 and mild adaptations of arguments in [MW17, Section 2].
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Proposition 6.13 implies that ΦK Ñ Φ in probability in Cpr0, T s; C´ 12´κq. Local-
in-time convergence is not sufficient for our purposes.
The following proposition establishing global well-posedness of (1.3).
Proposition 6.14. For every φ0 P C´ 12´κ let Φ P Cpr0, T˚q; C´ 12´κq be the unique
solution to (1.3) with initial condition φ0 and where T˚ ą 0 is the maximal time of
existence. Then T˚ “ 8 almost surely.
Proof. Proposition 6.14 is a consequence of a strong a priori bound on solutions to
(6.13) established in [MW17, Theorem 1.1].
An immediate corollary of Proposition 6.14 is a global-in-time convergence result
sufficient for our purposes.
Corollary 6.15. For every φ0 P C´ 12´κ, let Φ P CpR`; C´ 12´κq be the unique
global solution to (1.3) with initial condition φ0. For every K P p0,8q, let ΦK P
CpR`; C´ 12´κq be the unique global solution to (6.9) with initial condition ρKφ0.
For every T ą 0,
lim
KÑ8E}ΦK ´ Φ}Cpr0,T s;C´ 12´κq “ 0.
Remark 6.16. The infinite constant in (1.3) represents the renormalisation constants
of the approximating equation (6.9) going to infinity as K Ñ 8. Note that there is a
one-parameter family of distinct nontrivial "solutions" to (1.3) corresponding to taking
finite shifts of the renormalisation constants. However, the use of Ξ in the change of
variables (6.14) fixes the precise solution.
6.4.2 νβ,N is the unique invariant measure of (6.14)
Denote by BbpC´ 12´κq the set of bounded measurable functions on C´ 12´κ and by
CbpC´ 12´κq Ă BbpC´ 12´κq the set of bounded continuous functions on C´ 12´κ.
Let Φp¨; ¨q be the solution map to (1.3): for φ0 P C´ 12´κ and t P R`, Φpt;φ0q
is the solution at time t to (1.3) with initial condition φ0. For every t ą 0, define
P
β,N
t : BbpC´ 12´κq Ñ BbpC´ 12´κq by
pPβ,Nt F qpφ0q “ EF pΦpt;φ0qq
for F P BbpC´ 12´κq, φ0 P C´ 12´κ, and t P R`.
Proposition 6.17. The solution Φ to (1.3) is a Markov process and its transition
semigroup pPβ,Nt qtě0 satisfies the strong Feller property, i.e. Pt : BbpC´ 12´κq Ñ
CbpC´ 12´κq.
Proof. See [HM18b, Theorem 3.2].
Proposition 6.18. The measure νβ,N is the unique invariant measure of (1.3).
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 the measures νβ,N,K converge weakly to νβ,N as K Ñ 8.
Hence, by Skorokhod’s representation theorem [Bil08, Theorem 25.6] we can assume
that there exists a sequence of random variables tφKuKPN Ă C´ 12´κ defined on the
probability space pΩ,Pq, independent of the white noise ξ, such that φK „ νβ,N,K and
φK converges almost surely to a random variable φ „ νβ,N .
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For every K P p0,8q, recall that the unique invariant measure of (6.9) is νβ,N,K .
Let ΦK denote the solution to (6.9) with random initial data φK . Hence, ΦKptq „
νβ,N,K for all t P R`.
Denote by Φ the solution to (1.3) with initial condition φ. By Proposition 6.14,
ΦKptq converges in distribution to Φptq for every t P R, which implies Φptq „ νβ,N .
Thus, νβ,N is an invariant measure of (1.3). As a consequence of the strong Feller
property in Proposition 6.17, we obtain that νβ,N is the unique invariant measure of
(1.3).
6.4.3 Proof of Proposition 6.4
The Glauber dynamics of ν˜β,N,ε is given by the system of SDEs
d
dt
Φ˜ “ ∆εΦ˜´ 4
β
Φ˜3 ` p4` δm2pε, ηqqΦ˜`?2ξε (6.15)
Φ˜p0, ¨q “ ϕp¨q
where Φ˜ : R` ˆ TεN Ñ R, ϕ P RTεN , and ξε is the lattice discretisation of ξ given by
ξεpt, xq “ 4
3
ε3
ż
TN
ξpt, x1q1|x´x1|ď ε4 dx1.
Note that the integral above means duality pairing between ξpt, ¨q and 1|x´¨|ď ε4 .
For each ε ą 0, the global existence and uniqueness of (6.15), as well as the fact
that ν˜β,N,ε is its unique invariant measure, is well-known.
The following proposition establishes a global-in-time convergence result for solu-
tions of (6.15) to solutions of (1.3).
Proposition 6.19. For every ε ą 0, denote by Φ˜ε the unique global solution to (6.15)
with initial data ϕε P RTεN . In addition, denote by Φ the unique global solution to (1.3)
with initial data φ P C´ 12´κ.
Then, there exists a choice of constants δm2pε, ηq Ñ 8 as ε Ñ 0 such that, for
every T ą 0,
lim
εÑ0E}Φ´ ext
εΦ˜ε}
Cpr0,T s;C´ 12´κq “ 0
provided that
lim
εÑ0 }φ´ ext
εϕε}
C
´ 1
2
´κ “ 0 (6.16)
almost surely.
Proof. See [ZZ18b, Theorem 1.1] or [HM18a, Theorem 1.1].
The next proposition establishes that the lattice measures are tight.
Proposition 6.20. Let δm2p‚, ηq be as in Proposition 6.19. Then, extε˚ν˜β,N,ε converges
weakly to a measure ν as εÑ 0.
Proof. See [Par75, BFS83, GH18].
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Proof of Proposition 6.4. For every ε ą 0, let ϕε „ ν˜β,N,ε be a random variable
on pΩ,Pq and independent of the white noise ξ. By Proposition 6.20 and in light of
Skorokhod’s representation theorem [Bil08, Theorem 25.6], wemay assume that extεϕε
converges almost surely to φ „ ν as εÑ 0. Reflection positivity is preserved by weak
limits hence, by Lemma 6.3, ν is reflection positive.
Denote by Φ˜ε the solution to (6.15) with initial dataϕε. Since ν˜β,N,ε is the invariant
measure of (6.15), Φ˜εptq „ ν˜β,N,ε for every t P R`.
Denote by Φ the (global-in-time) solution to (1.3) with initial data φ. For every
t ą 0, extεΦ˜εptq Ñ Φptq in distribution as ε Ñ 0 as a consequence of Proposition
6.19. Hence, Φptq „ ν for every t ą 0. Thus, ν is an invariant measure of (1.3). By
Proposition 6.17 the invariant measure of (1.3) is unique. Therefore, ν “ νβ,N .
7 Decay of spectral gap
Proof of Corollary 1.3. The Markov semigroup pPβ,Nt qtě0 associated to (1.3) is re-
versible with respect to νβ,N (see [HM18a, Corollary 1.3] or [ZZ18a, Lemma 4.2]).
Thus, one can express λβ,N as the sharpest constant in the Poincaré inequality
λβ,N “ inf
FPDpEβ,N q
Eβ,N pF, F q
xF 2yβ,N ´ xF y2β,N
ą 0 (7.1)
where Eβ,N is the associated Dirichlet form with domain DpEβ,N q Ă L2pνβ,N q. See
[ZZ18a, Corollary 1.5].
The proof of Corollary 1.3 amounts to choosing the right test function in (7.1) and
then using the explicit expression for Eβ,N for sufficiently nice functions due to [ZZ18a,
Theorem 1.2].
Let Cyl be the set of F P L2pνβ,N q of the form
F p¨q “ f
´
l1p¨q, . . . , lmp¨q
¯
where m P N, f P C1b pRmq, l1, . . . , lm are real trigonometric polynomials, and lip¨q
denotes the (L2) duality pairing between li and elements in C´
1
2´κ. For any F P Cyl,
let BliF denote the Gâteaux derivative of F in direction li. Let ∇F : C´ 12´κ Ñ R
be the unique function such that BliF pφq “
ş
TN ∇F pφqlidx for every φ P C´
1
2´κ. In
other words, ∇F is the representation of the Gâteaux derivative with respect to the L2
inner product. Then, for any F,G P Cyl,
Eβ,N pF,Gq “
Aż
TN
∇F∇Gdx
E
β,N
.
Now we choose a test function in Cyl to insert into (7.1). Take any ζ P p0, 1q and
m P r0, p1´ ζq?βq. Let χm : RÑ R be a smooth, non-decreasing odd function such
that χmpaq “ ´1 for a ď ´m and χmpaq “ 1 for a ě m. Define
F pφq “ χmpmN pφqq.
Then, F P Cyl and xF yβ,N “ 0. Moreover, its Fréchet derivative DF is supported on
the set tmN P r´m,msu.
Thus, inserting F into (7.1), we obtain
λβ,N ď Eβ,N pF, F qxF 2yβ,N ď
››› şTN |∇F |2dx›››L8pνβ,N q
xF 2yβ,N νβ,N pmN P r´m,msq. (7.2)
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For any g P L2pTN q and ε ą 0, by the linearity of mN and the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality,
F pφ` εgq ´ F pφq
ε
ď |χ1m|8
ˇˇˇmN pφ` εgq ´mN pφq
ε
ˇˇˇ
ď |χ1m|8
ş
TN gdx
N3
ď |χ1m|8
´ ş
TN g
2dx
¯ 1
2
N
3
2
where χ1m is the derivative of χm and | ¨ |8 denotes the supremum norm. Note that this
estimate is uniform over φ P C´ 12´. Then, by duality and the definition of ∇F ,›››››
ż
TN
|∇F |2dx
›››››
L8pνβ,N q
“
›››››´ supgPL2:şTN g2dx“1
ż
TN
∇Fgdx
¯2›››››
L8pνβ,N q
ď |χ
1
m|28
N3
.
(7.3)
For the other term in (7.2), using that F 2 is identically 1 on t|mN | ě mu,
xF 2yβ,N “ νβ,N p|mN | ě mq ` xF 21mNPp´m,mqyβ,N
ě 1´ νβ,N pmN P p´m,mqq.
(7.4)
We insert (7.3) and (7.4) into (7.2) to give
λβ,N ď |χm|
28
N3
νβ,N pmN P r´m,msq
1´ νβ,N pmN P p´m,mqq .
By Theorem 1.2, there exists C “ Cpζ, ηq ą 0 and β0 “ β0pζ, ηq ą 0 such that, for
all β ą β0,
λβ,N ď |χ
1
m|28
N3
e´C
?
βN2
1´ e´C?βN2
from which (1.4) follows.
Appendix A Analytic notation and toolbox
A.1 Basic function spaces on the torus
Let TN “ pR{NZq3 be the 3D torus of sidelength N P N. Denote by C8pTN q
the space of smooth functions on TN and by S1pTN q the space of distributions. For
φ P S1pTN q and f P C8pTN q, we write
ş
TN φfdx to denote their duality pairing. For
any p P r1,8s, let LppTN q “ LppTN , d¯xq denote the Lebesgue space with respect to
the normalised Lebesgue measure d¯x “ dxN3 .
Let Fdenote the Fourier transform, i.e. for any f P C8pTN q and n P pN´1Zq3,
Ffpnq “
ż
TN
fe´ndx, f “ 1
N3
ÿ
nPpN´1Zq3
Ffpnqen
where enpxq “ e2piin¨x.
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For any ρ : R3 Ñ R, let Tρ be the Fourier multiplier with symbol ρp¨q defined on
smooth functions via
Tρf “ 1
N3
ÿ
nPpN´1Zq3
ρpnqFfpnqen.
When clear from context, we simply write ρf instead of Tρf .
For s P R, the inhomogeneous Sobolev spaceHs is the completion of f P C8 with
respect to the norm
}f}Hs “ }x¨ysf}L2
where x¨y “aη ` 4pi2| ¨ |2 for a fixed η ą 0 (see Section 2). The norms depend on η
but they are equivalent for different choices.
A.2 Besov spaces
In this section, we introduce Besov spaces on TN and give some useful estimates. All
of the results can be found in [BCD11, Section 2.7] stated for Besov spaces on R3, but
can be adapted to TN .
Let Bpx, rq denote the ball centred at x P R3 of radius r ą 0 and let A denote
the annulus Bp0, 43 qzBp0, 38 q. Let ∆˜,∆ P C8c pR3; r0, 1sq be radially symmetric and
satisfy
‚ suppχ˜ Ă Bp0, 43 q and suppχ Ă A;
‚ řkě´1 χk “ 1, where χ´1 “ χ˜ and χkp¨q “ χp2´k¨q for k P NY t0u.
Identify ∆k with its Fourier multiplier.
t∆kukPNYt´1u are called Littlewood-Paley projectors. For f P C8pTN q, we have
f “
ÿ
kě´1
∆kf.
For k ě 0, ∆kf contains the frequencies of f order 2k. ∆´1 contains all the low
frequencies (i.e. of size less than order 1).
For s P R, p, q P r1,8s, we define the Besov spacesBsp,qpTN q to be the completion
of C8pTN q with respect to the norm
}f}Bsp,q “
›››´2ks}∆kf}Lp¯
kě´1
›››
lq
where lq is the usual space of q-summable sequences, interpreted as a supremum when
q “ 8. Note that these spaces are separable. Besov-Hölder spaces are denoted
Bs8,8pTN q “ CspTN q and are a strict subset of the usual Hölder spaces (which are
not separable) for s P R`zN. Moreover, the Bs2,2pTN q “ HspTN q and their norms are
equivalent.
Proposition A.1 (Duality). Let s P R and p1, p2, q1, q2 P r1,8s such that 1p1 ` 1p2 “
1
q1
` 1q2 “ 1. Then, ˇˇˇ ż
TN
fgd¯x
ˇˇˇ
ď }f}B´sp1,q1 }g}Bsp2,q2 (A.1)
for f, g P C8pTN q.
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Proof. See [GOTW18, Lemma 2.1].
Proposition A.2 (Fractional Leibniz estimate). Let s P R, p, p1, p2, p3, p4, q P r1,8s
satisfy 1p “ 1p1 ` 1p2 “ 1p3 ` 1p4 . Then, there exists C “ Cps, p1, p2, p3, p4, q, ηq ą 0
such that
}fg}Bsp,q ď C}f}Bsp1,q}g}Lp2 ` }f}Lp3 }g}Bsp4,q (A.2)
for f, g P C8pTN q.
Proof. See [GOTW18, Lemma 2.1].
Proposition A.3 (Interpolation). Let s, s1, s2 P R such that s1 ă s ă s2,
p, p1, p2, q, q1, q2 P r1,8s and θ P p0, 1q satisfy
s “ θs1 ` p1´ θqs2 (A.3)
1
p
“ θ
p1
` 1´ θ
p2
1
q
“ θ
q1
` 1´ θ
q2
.
Then, there exists C “ Cps, s1, s2, p, p1, p2, q, q1, q2, θ, ηq ą 0 such that
}f}Bsp,q ď C}f}θBs1p1,q1 }f}
1´θ
B
s2
p2,q2
(A.4)
for f P C8pTN q.
Proof. See [BM18, Proposition 5.7].
Proposition A.4 (Bernstein’s inequality). For R ą 0, denote Bf pRq “ tn P
pN´1Zq3 : |n| ď Ru. Let s1, s2 P R such that s1 ă s2, p, q P r1,8s. Then,
there exists C “ Cps2, s2, p, q, ηq ą 0 such that
}f}Bs2p,q ď CRs2´s1}f}Bs1p,q (A.5)
}g}Bs1p,q ď CRs1´s2}g}Bs2p,q (A.6)
for f, g P C8pTN q such that supppFfq Ă Bf pRq and supppFgq Ă pN´1Zq3zBf pRq.
Proof. See [BCD11, Lemma 2.1] for a proof on R3.
A.3 Paracontrolled calculus
Let f, g P C8pTN q. Define the paraproduct
f ą g “
ÿ
lăk´1
∆kf∆lg
and the resonant product
f “ g “
ÿ
|k´l|ď1
∆kf∆lg.
Then,
fg “ f ă g ` f “ g ` f ą g. (A.7)
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Proposition A.5 (Paraproduct estimates). Let s P R and p, p1, p2, q P r1,8s be such
that 1p “ 1p1 ` 1p2 . Then, there exists C “ Cps, p, p1, p2, q, ηq ą 0 such that
}f ą g}Bsp,q ď C}f}Bsp1,q}g}Lp2 (A.8)
for f, g P C8pTN q.
Proof. See [BCD11, Theorem 2.82] for a proof on R3.
Proposition A.6 (Resonant product estimate). Let s1, s2 P R such that s “ s1 `
s2 ą 0. Let p, p1, p2, q P r1,8s satisfy 1p “ 1p1 ` 1p2 . Then, there exists C “
Cps1, s2, p, p1, p2, q, ηq ą 0 such that
}f “ g}Bsp,q ď C}f}Bs1p1,8}g}Bs2p2,q
for f, g P C8pTN q.
Proof. See [BCD11, Theorem 2.85] for a proof on R3.
We now state some useful commutator estimates.
Proposition A.7. Let s1, s3 P R, s2 P p0, 1q such that s1`s3 ă 0 and s1`s2`s3 “ 0.
Moreover, let p, p1, p2, q1, q2 P r1,8s satisfy 1p ` 1p1 ` 1p2 “ 1 and 1q1 ` 1q2 “ 1. Then,
there exists C “ Cps1, s2, s3, p, p1, p2, q1, q2, ηq ą 0 such thatˇˇˇ ż
TN
pf ą gqh´ pf “ hqgd¯x
ˇˇˇ
ď C}f}Bs1p,8}g}Bs2p1,q1 }h}Bs3p2,q2 (A.9)
for f, g, h P C8pTN q.
Proof. This is amodification of [GUZ20, LemmaA.6]. See [BG19, Proposition 7].
Proposition A.8. Let s1, s3 P R, s2 P p0, 1q such that s1`s3 ă 0 but s1`s2`s3 ą 0.
Morover, let p, p1, p2, p3 P r1,8s satisfy 1p “ 1p1 ` 1p2 ` 1p3 . Then, there exists
C “ Cps1, s2, s3, p, p1, p2, ηq ą 0 such that
}pf ą gq “ h´ pf “ hqg}
B
s1`s2`s3
p,8
ď C}f}Bs1p1,8}g}Bs2p2,8}h}Bs3p3,8 (A.10)
for f, g, h P C8pTN q.
Proof. This is a modification of [GIP15, Lemma 2.4]. See [BG19, Proposition 6].
A.4 Analytic properties of Jk
The family of operators tJkukě0 defined in Section 4.1 satisfies the following estimate:
for every multi-index α P N3, there exists C “ Cpα, ηq such thatˇˇˇ
BαJkpxq| ď Cxky 12 p1` |x|q1`|α| . (A.11)
Proposition A.9. Let s P R, p, q P r1,8s. Then, there exists C “ Cps, p, qq ą 0 such
that
}Jkf}Bs`1p,q ď
C
xky 12 }f}Bsp,q (A.12)
for every f P C8pTN q
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Proof. This follows from (A.11) and [BCD11, Proposition 2.78].
We now state another useful commutator estimate.
Proposition A.10. Let s1 P R, s2 P p0, 1q, p, p1, p2, q, q1, q2 P r1,8s such
that 1p “ 1p1 ` 1p2 and 1q “ 1q1 ` 1q2 . Then, for any κ ą 0, there exists
C “ Cps1, s2, p, p1, p2, q, κ, ηq ą 0 such that
}Jkpf ą gq ´Jkf ą g}Bs1`s2´κp,q ď C}f}Bs1p1,8}g}Bs2p2,8 (A.13)
for f, g P C8pTN q.
Proof. This follows from (A.11) and [BCD11, Lemma 2.99].
A.5 Poincaré inequality on blocks
Proposition A.11. There exists CP ą 0 such that, for any N P N and Ă TN a unit
block, the following estimate holds for all f P C8pTN q:ż `
f ´ fp q˘2dx ď CP ż |∇f |2dx (A.14)
where fp q “ ş fdx.
Proof. See [GT15, (7.45)].
A.6 Bounds on discrete convolutions
Lemma A.12. Let d ě 1 and α, β P R satisfy
α` β ą d and α, β ă d.
We have, uniformly over n P pN´1Zqd,
1
N3
ÿ
n1,n2PpN´1Zqd
n1`n2“n
1
xn1yαxn2yβ À xny
α`β´d
Proof. Follows from [MWX17, Lemma 4.1] and by keeping track of N dependence.
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